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OCTOBER 3, 1991 
FREE 
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Senator Cohen says the 
Navy pushed Haggett to jump 
ship at Bath Iron Works 2 
Underfunded human services 
draws heat over infant rape 2 
Local towns make splash over 
water district's rates 2 
BIDE's tactics don't bode well 
for John Atwood, whose judge 
nomination is tabled 3 
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all mother-
suckers drinks 





Toshiuki Shimada plays up a 
noteworthy season for Portland 
Symphony Orchestra 23 
Poet-novelist James Koller 
muses on the nature of poems, 
tribes, travel and "the malaise of 
the time" afflicting literature 25 
~ INSIDE 
Calendar 15 
Pook & puzzle 31 
Personals 30 
Shake-up in Standish 
Citizens work to resurrect town meetings; officials argue the old government was corrupt 
• By Roger Brown 
It's not in the halls of the Kremlin or in the Oval 
Office that the problems of the world are solved. It's at 
coffee houses like the generically named Standish Res-
taurant, where, every morning, a bunch of locals tum 
their backs on the rushing commuter traffic on routes 
25 and 113 to discuss the issues of the day over coffee 
and doughnuts. 
The breakup of the Soviet Union, apartheid, global 
warming - if you want a thorough analysis of an issue, 
the restaurant is a good place to sit out the rush hour. 
But more and more in recent months, the locals at 
the restaurant have set global issues aside to discuss a 
more pressing question: What is going on in their own 
hometown? 
Standish, Maine. As the world rushes by, residents 
are divided over what form of local government should 
serve them. In a referendum vote five years ago, voters 
abandoned their traditional board of selectmen form of 
government- in which they had directly participated 
and voted on issues at toWn meetings - for the more 
representative town council form of government . 
This political issue got personal in March, when 
Standish Town Manager Suzanne Kennedy fired Rich-
ard "Baldy" Tompson, a longtime Standish resident 
and town employee. 
Tompson led a petition effort to. put the issue of 
Standish's government back on the ballot. At a referen-
dum vote on Nov. 5, voters will be asked whether to 
establish a special commission, which may eliminate 
the town council and reinstate a board of selectmen. 
Continued on page 8 
Ufe In the slow lane: Carol Hooper and her puppy Emma check on two horses at her Route 35 farm In Standish. 
FISter-paced Standish voten rejected Standish's town meeting form of government five years ago. 
The Automonster 
I • BY]tmI Tepperman 
, Sorry, kids, but we just can't afford another car. At 
least, we can't afford the 141 million cars - one-third 
of the world's total- currently operating in the 
United States. 
We spend almost 20 percent of our income, both as 
a nation (18 percent of the gross national product, a 
, total of $878 billion a year) and as households (almost 
: 20 percent of personal income, an average of about 
• $5,100 a year) - on transportation. Think of what else 
, We could do with some of that money. 
I Few of us realize the true costs of our car-based 
WIDENING HIGHWAYS, 
NARROWING CHOICES 
Second of a five-part series 
society. Many of the costs are subsidized, buried in 
federal state and local budgets. Other costs - the 
enviro~mental and political implications of an oil-
oriented foreign policy, for example - are hard to 
calculate. Still others, such as the stress of sitting in 
traffic or the lack of time to spend with our children, 
are difficult to quantify. 
We spend so much because our transportation 
system is overwhelmingly dominated by private 
vehicles that consume a massive amount of resources 
and take a tremendous toll on the environment, 
health and safety. 
There will always be a place for cars, but the 
destructive effects of car transportation could be 
greatly reduced through an imaginatively designed 
network of transportation services. 
Continued on page 10 
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Southern Maine's aassie Clothing Store 
Visit US at our new address, 260 Mai,!! Str!~!! 
• • • • 
Grand Opening Saturday, October 5th 
INFORMAL MODELING -GIFT CERTIFICATE DRAWING 
Traditional Outfitters for Men and Women· 
283-1400.260 Main Street, Saco. M.-SaL 9-5, Th.9-8, Sun.12-5 





--Al\/IERIC :,\'S * * BEST * ~ 
major credit cards ' in·store financing • free parking 
POIITLAND BANGOR ELLSWOKnl 
288 Fore Street 170 Park Street HiJlh Street 
77+1322 942-6880 667·3615 
ADVERTISING SALES LEADERSHIP 
Are you ready to 
lead and Inspire? 
Casco Bay Weekly is looking for an Advertising Sales 
Manager to share the leadership of this exciting young com-
pany. 
We are the fastest-growing newspaper in the state_ We are 
cleaning up in a market covered with cobwebs: one daily has 
closed, the other is down more than 26% from last year, and the 
rad io station rate cards read like Stephen King fiction_ But 
Casco Bay Weekly's sales have doubled during the last 18 
months - and are still growing. 
You are an able and dynamic leader with several years of 
media sales experience. You are ready to work hard for a 
socially conscious young company. And you are ready to 
double our sales again witrun three years. 
You will sell and serve clients with zeal; you will inspire a 
talented sales staff by your example; you will brainstorm and 
exC\:ute cost-effective promotions, and you will work side-by-
side with an aggressive Editor IPublisher/Founder. 
Your income will start low - $26k to $31k (plus health care 
and benefits) - but will rise as fast as your department's sales 
do. A high achiever will double her or his starting salary within 
a few years. 
If you know how to sell ad vertising, you know what real 
leadership is, and you love this newspaper, submit a cover 
letter and resume - in complete confidence - to: 
551A Congress, St. Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Ad Manager Search 
Gisco Bay Weekly ... n Eli"'" Opport"nity Emplay". 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: September 24 through Odober 1. 
Haggett bails out of BIW 
William E. Haggett resigned Sept. 25 as chairman of Bath 
Iron Works following his admitted breach of business ethics. He 
said his departure would safeguard the shipyard's future as an 
important Navy contractor. 
Haggett, 57, had resigned as CEO on Sept_ 16 after revealing 
he had violated ethical standards by ordering the photocopying 
of a "business sensitive" document a Navy consultant had 
inadvertently left in the company's conference room after a 
meeting in May_ Haggett had said he would remain chairman, 
but would not be involved in bidding on upcoming Navy 
contracts. 
Nine days later, Haggett severed all ties with BIW, ending a 
28-year career at the company where his father worked as a 
pipe fitter. . 
Two vice presidents involved in the photocopymg also 
stepped down in a shake-up that BIW said was voluntary and 
not a response to Navy pressure. 
Lt. Dane LaJoye, a spokesman for the Navy in Washington, 
denied that the resignations resulted from Navy pressure. "The 
Navy did not direct or request any resignations at Bath Iron 
Works," LaJoye said. He said the Navy's debarment committee 
is looking into the document-copying incident and will make its 
findings public when the review has been completed. 
But U.S. Senator William Cohen, a member of the Senate 
Armed Services Committee, indicated that some Navy officials 
had felt it was insufficient for Haggett only to step down as 
CEO. He said the Navy's debarment committee was evidently 
"demanding that Bill Haggett and the two other gentlemen 
involved be separated entirely from Bath Iron Works." 
DHS draws heat over infant rape 
Portland police repeatedly asked the state Department of 
Human Services to intervene in the case of a six-month-old girl 
who was raped by a 17-year-old boy on Sept. 23 while the 
mother was jailed on heroin charges. 
Police, fearing for the baby's safety, had contacted DHS 
caseworkers three times since May to tell them the baby living 
in a condemned house was in danger, they said. 
Peter Walsh, director of the DHS Bureau of Child and Family 
Services, said Sept. 25 that the calls from police were probably 
overlooked because the department had more pressing cases. 
"It doesn't surprise me. There are many cases where people 
call and we say there isn't enough information to get involved," 
Walsh said. He said the department receives 36,000 calls each 
year about the welfare of children. 
When the incident occurred, the mother was in jail on 
charges of heroin trafficking. The baby was with her boyfriend, 
who left the baby with a sitter_ The rape occurred while the 
sitter was away, police said. 
Police reports show a string of incidents at the house ranging 
from a child found wandering outside at night to a teenager 
shooting at a dog with a BB gun. The house was condemned 
last winter. Windows on one side of the building are boarded 
up, wires and insulation inside the house are exposed, and 
there is a pile of debris and litter outside. 
"The baby's mother is a dope dealer and the baby's house is 
condemned. What does it take for t~,em to see this is not a safe 
place for kids?" asked Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood. 
DHS is conducting an investigation into why caseworkers 
failed to intervene in the case. DHS Commissioner Rollin Ives 
said Sept. 25 that he will await the results of the investigation 
next week before recommending possible policy changes to 
prevent a similar tragedy in the future. 
Towns make waves over water rates 
Portland, South Portland and Westbrook will fight a chal-
lenge by seven area towns to the Portland Water District's rate 
structure, which town residents say makes them pay more for 
their water than city residents. 
the district announced a 25 
percent increase in water 
rates this summer.· 
Those residents have 
argued that the district's dual 
rate system makes them pay 
higher water bills than 
residents in Portland, South 
Portland and Westbrook. 
• The district has called for 
the increase in water rates to 
pay for a new proposed 
water purification plant. 
Water rates are expected to 
climb 75 percent over the 
next three years to pay for it. 
Under the current rate 
structure, a resident in one of 
the seven towns who uses an 
average of 700 cubic feet of 
water a month pays $14.81, 
while a resident in Portland, 
South Portland or Westbrook 
pays $8_33 a month for the 
same amount. 
Under the district's 
proposed rate increase a 
town resident's monthly bill 
would go up to $19.90, while 
a city resident's bill would go 
up to $11.11. 
Town residents say the 
rate structure unfairly 
penalizes them. They have 
called for equalizing the rates 
at $13_70 for everyone once 
the rate increase is approved. 
Portland, South Portland 
and Westbrook argue that the 
dual rate structure is in place 
because it costs less to supply 
water, read meters and 
maintain water pipes in the 
cities than in the outlying 
towns. The Public Utilities 
Commission must rule on the 
rate structure by next April. 
Council ousters 
want recall rules 
The group attempting to 
oust six Portland city council-
ors over property tax in-
creases wants local officials to 
clarify the rules for recalling 
councilors. 
Patrick Gardner said he 
has collected about 650 
signatures on a recall peti-
tion, but said he's not going 
to submit the Signatures until 
he's sure they won't be 
revoked on technicaliti 
"We're ready to proceed with 
the recall process," Gardner 
said. "It's now the city 
council's job to come clean 
with detailed information 
about how the rest of the 
process is going to be inter-
preted and carried out." 
Gardner, a Peaks Island 
resident leading the recall 
effort, said city officials are 
dragging their heels in 
interpreting the rules govern· 
ing the recall. He was joined 
by 15 other Portland main-
land and island residents 
outside ci ty hall on Sept. 25 
after he had delivered a letter 
to Mayor Thomas H. Allen 
and eight other councilors 
demanding answers about · 
the process. 
The city attorney is 
reviewing the city's chaJ1e! 
before interpreting the 
provisions for a recall vote, 
Allen said. The Public Utilities Commission has been reviewing the 
district's rate structure and had set an Oct. 4 deadline for the 
cities to file as interveners. 
Residents of Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, Scarborough, 
Windham, Standish, Gorham and Cumberland began mounting 
a challenge to the Portland Water District's rate structure after 
The city's charter alloWS 
for a recall vote on councilOil 
if residents muster 500 ~ 
signatures- Then they have· 
days to get 3,000 qualified 
voters to sign another 
petition for a citywide vote. 
Gardner said he's been told 
that the city may require six 
separate peti tions to remove 
the councilors, requiring up 
to 18,000 signatures. 
Allen said the recall 
movement is misguided. "I 
realize people are upset about 
the recession and taxes. But 
recalling the council doesn't 
change the necessity of 
revaluation and the difficulty 
we have trying to balance 
taxes against the level of 
,services we receive." 
Christian League 
backs off gays 
The Christian Civic 
League is postponing its 
challenge of a decision by 
Secretary of State G. William 
Diamond to keep a referen-
dum question that he thinks 
is unconstitutional off the 
ballot. 
The league had filed suit 
to force a statewide vote on 
its initiative to require a 
referendum on any gay rights 
legislation adopted by the 
Maine Legislature. 
Executive Director Jasper 
Wyman said his group had 
decided to delay an immedi-
ate court challenge because of 
the difficulty of gathering 
more than 52,000 signatures 
by February for the 1992 
ballot. 
'We're not abandoning 
the referendum, we're only 





sioner John Atwood's 
nomination for a Superior 
Court judgeship was tabled 
by the Legislature's Judiciary 
Committee at a Sept. 25 
hearing_ 
Atwood, a career prosecu-
tor, won numerous endorse-
ments at the hearing. But 
overshadowing the support-
ing testimony were questions 
about the commissioner's role 
as the ti tular head of the 
Bureau of Intergovernmental 
Drug Enforcement (BIDE), 
and that agency's role in an 
alleged federal grand jury 
investigation of Democratic 
District Attorney Janet Mills. 
Judiciary Committee 
House Chairman Patrick E. 
ParadiS, a Democrat from 
Augusta who, like Mills, has 
been a critic of BIDE, said 
Sept. 25 that he remained 
concerned about what he 
described as a politicization 
of police efforts to punish or 
intimidate critics of the anti-
drug prqgram's operations. 
Atwood's central role in 
BIDE made that issue crucial 
to the nomination hearing, 
Paradis maintained, adding 
that he still had questions 
about "the extent of BIDE's 
involvement in the foolish 
investigation of Janet Mills." 
Gov. John R McKernan, 
Who nominated Atwood 
rejected the Mills issue a~ 
• Continued 011 ptl~ 4 
MaineShare's 1991 Campaign Kickoff 
L.. 
Friday, October 4 






Former Chief Organizer, 
Maine Association of 
Handicapped Persons 
at 12:00 
and music by 
Michae) Danahy 
Admission is Free. 
Sponsored by· Tt ' ,f M· H . om s OJ ame, arper Connecting Point, Casco Bay Weekly and Raff s Restaurant 
For Social Justice • For the Environment. For Peace 
MaineShare Cil P.O. Box 2095 Augusta, ME 04338 
(207) 622-0105 
MaineShare funds are 13 statewide organizations addressing issues that concern you. 
Main~~are can beapayroll giving option a.t~our workplace this fall! 
VISit our Campaign RegistrationTa~le at the Kickoff or call 
.. 
MaineShare at622·0105. 
T .. ....lo,. - Sawrda,.: 
11:30-2; Lunch - 5-9; Dinner 
CaUfor Daily SpeciAl., R ......... tio ... A.ccepud 
729-9673 
ROUTE 123 'lrvORTH HARPSWELL, MAINE 
ALL BREED .. IIV' 
• night and day classes 
• easy payment plan 
• call for information 












• Help with Hair 
Challenges 
• Information on 
How to Get the 





An AVEDA. Concept Salon 
I 2 Westbrook Common 
Westbrook, ME 04092 
4 c..sco Boy Weekly 
1 
" " 1 
" " 
SPECIAL COUPON 
~~ 2 for 1 +~~o~ 
~~..? Brunch ('~~~~ 






REAllY A . ., 
WATERBED! <" ~" 
Use it with your .. ' "Ili:-}(' 
"I" Mimosa & Bloody Mary Specials 
Brunch tll 3 pm " 
p,,~;;r 
: expires November 3 1 
! "North Deering's Finest Brunch" " 
1 Corner of Ample Parking I 
: Washington & Allen Ave. 878-3339 i l._ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. _ .. 
H You're Single, 
We're Free 
Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay 
Weekly's Personal CaIlQP. On FAX FREE 
THURSDAY fax your ad of 30 words or less to 
775-1615 between 9 am and 4 pm and get your 
Personal CallQP ad absolutely FREE. Don't forget 
to include your name, address & phone number 
so we can send you your Personal CallQP number. 
For more information about Casco 
Bay Weekly personal ads, Personal 
Call4ll and Fax Free Thursday call us 
at 775-6601. 
TIMB£RfRAM£ CONSTRUCTION 
We welcome you to visit one of our current 
projects. Learn more about the creative and 
energy effidency aspects of our dwe\llngs. 
-----;r<.OB"t. 
"tbor<.r<.eLL 
a company of 
"timBer<. 
t=r<.omer<.s 






: A DEAL!" 
~ NEED TO REPLACE YOUR OLD r MATTRESS OR HEATER? 
I YES! W. take trade"ins, and w.'11 give 
I you a 10% discount on any new 
I mattress or heater. 
• 
~-------------------Present this coupon. Expires: 10/31 /9 1 
I 
THE BEDWORKS 
WATERBED & MATTRESS CO. 
299 FOREST AVENUE 
773-5762 
1-Angelheart Designs - I 
Fun inspired clothing that's built for comfort -
in r~ersible cotton flannel to 
keep you cozy and warm .•. 
and only at 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange St, Portland, ME 04101 
772-4439 
parking stamps available· open 'til 9 thurs-sat 
----~-ii()c<:()~Sc°drrn~j(5~,s-----------: 
~~~.;::;:... ltallan Restaurant and Lounge Since 1951 I 
ltallan RestaunlDt and Louoge: Fine ltallan CUIsine, Steaks It Se2food I 
Floe ltallan CUIsine, SlCaks It Seafood 
BUY ONE REG. DINNER ENTREE I 
GET 2ND DINNER 1/2 PRICE! I 
12 . dinner IcoIU ot equal value. (Not w.Ld .,1 dinncl .pecaJ. '" ."y od>« pmmodono. El<po=IIO/3l/91 ) Pleaoe p<elCnt I 
1 =pon ~ Ofdcrin.&. A lS"t ,valUity to the IDC:aI c:hcck will be added before di.tcounL Coupon ,ood (ot enare p .. rty 
50 Wharf Sf. Portland, ME n4-6000 Route 1, Scarborough, ME 883-9562 ~ 1 ______ ---------- ____________________________ _ 
• Continued from page 3 
irrelevant and said legislative 
concerns about BIDE should 
be handled in a separate 
forum. 
Procedurally, Atwood 
would now probably have to 
be renominated by 
McKernan, but Atwood says 
he can't say for sure that he 
would continue to seek a 
Superior Court judgeship 
because he doesn't know 
"predsely what the problem 
is" for Democratic members 
of the Judidary Committee, 
all of whom voted against 
him. ''My inclination is to go 
ahead" with another appear-
ance before the panel, 
Atwood said. "I'm not angry 
or anything else. I just don't 
get it." 
Blue Cross eyes old 
folks for increase 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Maine said Sept. 27 it has 
requested state authorization 
for a 16 percent rate increase 
for Medigap coverage it 
provides to senior d tizens to 
supplement Medicare. 
If approved by the 
superintendent of the Bureau 
of Insurance, the higher rates 
affecting more than 85,000 
Mainers would take effect 
Jan. 1. 
The non-profit health 
insurer said the hike would 
be the first since rates on such 
polides jumped by 51 percent 
two years ago. It said the 
latest request is intended to 
offset increases in Medicare 
deductibles and co-payments 
that the polides cover. 
State insurance officials 
planned to review the Blue 
Cross application and decide 
within about a month 
whether to seek public input 
Current rates for Blue 
Cross's three Medigap plans 
range from $16.84 to $52.47 
per month. Under the 
insurer's proposal, the new 
rates would be $17.26 to 
$60.92. Prices for new 
Medigap products are 
expected to range from $36.59 
to $110.51. 
Blue Cross said it had lost 
approximately $1.1 million 
on its Medigap polides 
during the first six months of 
this year. 
More would-be 
lawyers fail exam 
The failure rate on the 
Maine bar examination rose 
to its highest level in recent 
years after the board that 
administers the test increased 
the passing grade. Only 146 
of the 212 test-takers, or 69 
percent, passed the test given 
in July, said Debbie Mazeroll, 
admissions administrator of 
the Office of the Board of Bar 
Examiners in Augusta. By 
contrast, 75 to 80 percent of 
similar-sized groups have 
received passing scores in 
recent years, she said. General Michael Carpenter 
The minimum passing announced on Sept. 26. 
score was raised to 138 Th~ complaint charges that 
points, compared to the 136 Great Northern Nekoosa 
points reqUired since 1986. Corp. committed the viola-
The figure, which previously tions at the Millinocket and 
had been as high as 140 East Millinocket plants from 
points, is periodically raised 1988 to 1989. Georgia Padfic 
and lowered according to bought Great Northern in 
statistical analyses, said 1990. 
Constance O'Neil, a Bath During that period, Great 
attorney who chairs the state Northern released high levels 
Board of Bar Examiners. of sulfur dioxide and other 
The latest increase fol- particles. The company was 
lowed a year of studies and also responsible for more 
discussion by board members than 75 spills of untreated or 
to ensure that applicants partially treated wastewater 
meet a minimum competency into streams and rivers, 
standard, O'Neil said. "We offidals said Wednesday. 
couldn't help but notice there "(Great Northern) emitted 
were people passing the soot into the air that was 
whole examination having addic enough to damage 
failed as many as seven of the paint finishes on cars in 
10 essay questions," she said. Millinocket. I can only 
The exam is given each imagine what it does to 
year in February and July, people," said Carpenter. 
O'Neil said, and applicants 
may repeat the test as often MPA launches 
as they wish until they pass. 
recycling drive 
Workers fail basic The Maine People's 
math and reading Alliance has launched a campaign promoting the 
Tests given to more than passage of federal legislation 
1,(XX) manufacturing workers to increase waste recycling . 
in southern Maine reveal On Sept. 28 MP A kicked off 
widespread defidendes in its drive encouraging con-
basic math and reading skills, sumers to shop with an 
says the head of the consul t- environmental consdence by 
ing firm that adll.linistered distributing information 
the project. about reusable products at 
'11' s no surprise to find the Mill Creek Shaw's 
individuals with skill gaps," Supermarket in South 
said Cushman W. Phillips, Portland. 
president of Phillips &: Co. of The event was the first in a 
Arundel, a firm that helps series of similar events 
businesses train workers. "I around the state. The advo-
guess the magnitude of it was cacy group also plans a three-
surprising to us." week, door-to-door canvass-
The tests were given over ing project in South Portland, 
the past two years to hourly beginning Oct. 7, incorporat-
workers in Cumberland, ing the environmental 
York and Oxford counties. campaign into its annual 
Thirty-nine percent of the membership and fund-raising 
workers failed a test requir- drive. 
ing addition, subtraction, The alliance is joining 
multiplication and long other activists around the 
division. When tests required nation in urging Congress to 
addition and subtraction of strengthen the federal 
fractions and dedmals, the Resource Conservation and 
failure rate rose to 81 percent. Recovery Act by setting 
On the reading test, 25 significant recycling and 
percent could not answer waste reduction goals. 
questions about a three-
paragraph passage written at Fickett can run for 
grade school leveL 
another term Phillips, who did not 
identify his clients, said the A Superior Court judge 
tests were given to determine has ruled that South Portland 
if workers were ready for City Councilor Robert Fickett 
specialized training. In most can run for a fifth consecutive 
cases, the firm found, term on the South Portland 
employees were in need of City Coundl despite a three-
remedial courses before they year term limit imposed on 
could upgrade their technical coundlors by voters in 1988. 
skills. Superior Court Judge 
The consultant's findings Arthur Brennan ruled the law 
are in line with those of the did not state that the three-
11 th-grade Maine Educa- year term limit was retroac-
tiona I Assessment tesls, tive, so only terms begun 
which have shown that after 1988 are affected by the 
students in general and law. 
vocational high school tracks Fickett, who has served 
have weak basic skills and four terms as a dty coundlor 
that the gap between general since 1980, filed papers to run 
students and those bound for for his fifth consecutive term 
college is widening. in South Portland's District 4. 
GP to pay $601 K Scarborough to 
for polluting vote on town hall 
Georgia Pacific agreed to The Scarborough Town 
pay $601,000 for air and Coundl voted Sept. 25 to let 
water pollution that occurred voters decide whether a new 
at two paper mills before GP $1.8 million town hall should 
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American Maple - Hand rubbed with Danish Oil 
our sturdy convertible has hidden springs for ' 
total ~ase o! ope.ning and closing. 
Available 10 twIll and queen sizes. 
Written Workmanship Guarantee. 
(10' 4'1'''''11 __ ,,,. .... 1 .. 
We carry no wood products from rain forests. 
FurON FURNISHINGS 
The Futon Store 
343 ForestAvenue, Portland, Maine 871-0578 
MOD & Thurs 10-8, Toes, Wed & Frl10-7 Sat °5 Sun 12-5 
l'isa, M~AnrericanExpress, ,;;r , we'--
~. 
Sat4flrdil.m Guaranteed " Exit ~"'" 
Its this fresh. 
.We know what you're thinking. Unless you 
buy It off the dock or from a seafood place it can't 
be fresh. Well, it's just not true. ' 
Sizzler ha~ fresh fish every day. As fresh as it 
gets. And that mcludes all your favorites like Sword-
fish, Alaskan Halibut, Idaho Trout and Pacific Red 
Snapper. Whatever's in season. 
So come into Sizzler and SI-zzler 
get a fresh meal. We wouldn't be 
caught serving it any other way. (BUFFET COURT & GRILL) 
The New Buffet Court & Grill 
So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor 
Maine Rooacvclt Cook', Rangor 
Mall Rd. Trail Comer M.ll Blvd. 
6 Casco Bay Weekly 
Meet The Authors 
38 Exchange Street, In the Old Port· 774-0626 
Mon. - Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5 
Freshly Baked Breads 
Semolina • Italian • Italian Bagget 
Try our many varieties of pasta & homemade sauces 
58 MARKET STREET, OLD PORT 773-7146 
Open Every Day at 11, Mon· Tu.a til 6:30, 
Wed·Fri til 8 PM, Sun 12-5 
l,\JS]{ }(A,.,t>.){OOI<ED ~()E:lS 
DY Mf(" Lr1-JLc 
GuS1'Ol"l COL.O"R~ 8nd SIZ ES 
/'111\'0" 1"0 CoDl. YouR "DESI 
NOw Ai 1'1"'"11; (0"1 AGE FI.J~N. 
YARMOIJ11t IN!: • "'AGO'f,.) ;j"P.PAtJ 
SHOP AT I+lE ONe NEAM.s1 YoU. 
"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide. 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence. Tells parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by Carl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Healthline," :,~.~~~; 
a weekly radio talk show. Send '''';~: 
$10.95 check or money order to: :;-,':,:" 
Good Parenting Guide 
P.O. Box 15237, Portland, Maine 04101 
CELLOPHANES 
by SEBASTIAN 
+ Repair dry hair ends 
+ Condition dull, 
lifeless hair 
+ Add rich shine and 
warm tones for Autumn. 
FREE 
10oz. CEUO Shampoo 




. 781-5500 rn Casco Bay Professional Park. 367 U.S. Rt. I, Falmouth r:!:. 
COMFORT DEFINED 
Molded heelcups cradle heels and absorb shock. 
Anatomica l contours provide 
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Need a Private 
Dining Room with 
Great Food G Ambiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, In town Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 
M-F 11:30 am-9 pm . Sat 5-,9:30 pm . Sun 5-8 pm 
4 wheels x 4 weeks x 4 dollars 
The Best Wheels Deal Around! 
Sell your vehicle through 
Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds. 
Call 775-6601 
20 word limit, no changes please. 
• Continued from page 5 
be built or not. 
Voters will decide Nov. 5 
whether a new 20,o00-square-
foot, three-story town hall 
should be built to replace the 
old 5,OOO-square-foot facility. 
Voters rejected a similar 
$1.3 million proposal in 
April. That proposal drew 
several hundred residents to 
a hearing in Scarborough 
High School, where many 
argued against spending $1.3 
million for a new town hall in 




organizations Maine Public 
Broadcasting Network 
(MPBN) and WeBB in 
Lewiston may merge. 
"Right now we are at the 
very earl y stages of discus-
sions between the two 
boards," said Edward 
Winchester, general manager 
of MPBN. "The primary 
objective in considering more 
collaboration with WeBB, in 
our view, is to provide 
greater service to the people 
of Maine." 
Winchester said no time 
table has been set for a 
possible merger. 
'The melding of MPBN 
and WCBB is a long way 
from certain," said Winches-
ter. "There are still lots of 
problems to discuss and 
resolve. The Board of Trust-
ees of the University of Maine 
System has approved the 
proposal for further study, 
and that study is likely to 
take some time." 
MPBN, which was created 
by the Maine State Legisla-
ture in 1961 and is licensed to 
the University of Maine 
system, provides educational 
and alternative programming 
throughout the state with its 
five radio and four television 
stations. 
WeBB, which was created 
by Colby, Bates and Bowdoin 
Colleges in the early 1960s, 
serves southern and central 
Maine with its one television 
station in Lewiston. 
Lobbyists face 
stricter disclosure 
Maine's secretary of state 
is preparing legislation to 
plug what he sees as gaping 
holes in financial disclosure 
requirements for lobbyists. 
Among the weaknesses in 
the curren t la w is tha t 
lobbyists can avoid reporting 
how much they're paid to 
work on specific pieces of 
legislation, said Secretary G. 
William Diamond. 
The present law also 
doesn't require coalitions that 
lobby to list their members. 
"You really can't pin down 
how much money somebody 
is being paid for a specific 
lobbying activity" by looking 
at the forms, said Diamond. 
"I think the responsibility 
is with the state to make sure 
things like this are totally 
disclosed," he said. 
Most lobbyists file 
monthly financial statements 
on time, but the fqrms are 
often incomplete, in violation 
of a state law that requires 
"the specific dollar amount" 
they're paid, according to a 
review by Diamond's office. 
The forms do show that 
Maine's 350 lobbyists raked 
in tens of thousands of 
dollars last year. 
All lobbyists are required 
by law to register with the 
secretary of state and file 
monthly reports detailing 
hoW much they were paid, 
how much they spent, which 
bills they worked on and how 
much they received or spent 
if the figure exceeds $1,000 
per bill. But the Maine SundRy 
Telegram checked the finan-
cial disclosure forms for 50 
lobbyists and found that only 
16 - about 32 percent-
provide a monthly report of 
how much they are paid. 
The secretary of state has 
little power to punish 
violators. Diamond can 
impose a $50 fine on non-
filers, but the law does not 
penalize those who submit 
incomplete reports. 
Ooops .•• 
A photo credit for the 
picture of Alice Spencer in 
last week's paper was 
misspelled; it should have 
read Rhonda Farnham. 
Reported by Eric Hanne/iu5 
and the Associated Press. 
weird news 
... When a 20-by-l6-foot 
balloon of Spuds Mackenzie 
was floated on display 
outside the Samuel Hill 
Tavern on Route 1 in Arundel 
last month, some towns-
people complained that the 
balloon was tacky and 
distasteful. Town officials 
ordered the sign removed on 
the grounds that it violated 
an ordinance limiting the 
number of signs a business 
could display on its property. 
But the restaurant defied 
the order, maintaining that 
the balloon was not a sign brlt 
a legal promotion gimmick 
that was not subject to town 
laws. 
The dispute turned moot 
on the night of Sept. 15. A 
vandal slashed the dog and 
sliced an obscenity into it, 
leaving a $3,200 pile of vinyl 
on the lawn outside the 
restaurant. 
WE KNOW WHAT WE'RE 
DOING ••• WE'D LIKE TO TELL OUR CUSTOMERS 
WE REPAIR: 
• WINDOWS & SCREENS 
• ELECTRIC lAMPS 
• KEROSENE HEATERS 




• KEYS (INCLUDING 
SKELETON KEYS) 
• GlASS & PLEXIGlASS 
• WINDOW SHADES 
• ROPE & CHAIN 
• ELECTRIC WIRE 
• POLYETHELENE SHEETING 
• WINDOW SCREENING 




• CARPET CLEANERS 
• LOG SPLITIERS 
• ROTOTILLERS 
• lAWN EQUIPMENT 
(NO MOWERS) 
• LOCK INSTALlATION KITS 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES: 
• SOIL TESTS 
• ROTOTILL GARDENS 
• TOOL & MOWER SHARPENING 
• GIFT WRAPPING 
• SPECIAL ITEM ORDERS 
• DELIVERIES 
• TOOL HANDLE REPlACEMENT 
• IN HOUSE CHARGE ACCOUNTS 
• DELIVER TO CASCO BAY LINES 
• ACCEPT VISA, MC & DISCOVER 
HRRDWRRE Home Center OPEN: MON thru FRI 8AM to 7PM PHONE: SAT: BAM to 5PM 
774·4514 SUN: 9AM to 3PM Westgate Shopping Center, Portland, ME 04102 
r r 
AD CoI"_ FDim Colt 
Twl_ 67 84 
Full 84 101 








s~ FirmA ~o 
otlL." 19.,,,,l'".r 
Twin ••• $99 set 
Full .•. $149 set 
Queen •.• $198 set 
King ••• $299 set 
Many othe r sets 
to choose from 
Pillow Top 
Luxury Comfort 
15 Year Guarantee • Twin ... $239 set 
Full ... $299 set 
Queen .•• $349 set 
King ••• $535 set 
Buya Bed Today 




15 Year Guarantee 
Twin .•. $199 set 
Full... $249 set 
Queen •.. $299 set 
King .•. $459 set 
30 Day Buy Back 
Guarantee 
October 3, 1991 7 
Something 
New & Different 




51 Exchange Street 
Old Port 874-6980 
MADONNA 
TUUTJIORDARE 
-L. ... __ •• ___ _ - .. " ' .. ~ --.. ~ 
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Baldy Tompson 
"The way it is 
now, 
the people don't 
have a say on 
anything. 





Continued from front page 
Fired up over getting fired 
Incorporated in 1785, Standish was controlled for its first 200 
years by a town meeting and an elected board of three select-
men. The selectmen performed the town's day-to-day adminis-
trative tasks, while the annual town meeting - at which all 
voters could speak and participate - decided the more impor-
tant policy issues such as ordinances and the budget. 
But the ranks of Standish voters swelled with newcomers 
through the 70s and '80s. A population of 3,122 in 1970 grew to 
7/567 in 1990 - providing a strong block of voters favoring 
change. 
In 1986 the town voted to switch to the representative form 
of government offered by a town council and town manager, 
the form of government more familiar to people who had 
moved to Standish from more urban areas. The elected council 
votes on policy issues, while the council-appointed manager is 
the town's administrative head. 
The break from tradition, which was brought into effect by a 
narrow margin of 1,078 votes to 1,032, never sat well with many 
of the staunch old-timers. The decision quietly rankled, brought 
out only at coffee-table discussions in places like the Standish 
Restaurant, until a personality conflict within the town govern-
ment erupted earlier this year and brought the issue to a head. 
In March, Standish Town Manager Suzanne Kennedy fired 
the man who served as Standish's tax assessor and code 
enforcement officer, Richard "Baldy" Tompson. Kennedy, who 
had moved from her native Connecticut to take the position in 
1989, touched. a nerve among residents when she fired 
Tompson, who is a former selectman and who has spent most 
of his life in Standish. 
After Baldy was fired, his wife Eva resigned from her 
position as a clerk in the town hall. 
Once they had filed out of town hall, the Tompsons were the 
driving force behind a petition to bring back Standish's previ-
ous form of government. Baldy and four other residents 
gathered more than 800 signatures on a petition, enough to put 
the issue on the ballot. 
Fighting the powers that be 
The town charter in Standish doesn't take overhauling its 
government lightly. Rather than simply going back to the old 
form of government, the referendum on the ballot will only ask 
voters whether a commission should be established to review 
the town council form of government, and recommend modify-
ing it or removing it. Baldy Tompson and others hope the 
commission recommends returning to a board of selectmen, a 
recommendation that would be referred to voters in the form of 
a second referendum next year. 
But the Tompsons say momentum is building to cruise 
through the two-step procedure. 
"People are mad at the council and the way they're handling 
things," Eva Tompson says. "It's the way they treat people. 
They look at you, like, 'I run the town and you don't.'" 
''The system is not working," Baldy agrees. ''They (the 
councilors) are supposed to be representing the people, but 
they're not representing the people." 
Baldy says the switch to the council form of government has 
brought accompanying "frills" like a police department (police 
matters were handled by the Cumberland County Sheriff's 
Department until a police department was established in 
Standish in 1987), and a solid waste transfer station. Baldy says 
those two "frills" have increased the town's budget by $300,000 
a year. He also complains that, under the present charter, the 
citizens have only a final yes or no vote on the entire budget, 
while the old town meeting process allowed for line-by-line 
budget control by the voters. 
''The way it is now, the people don't have a say on any-
thing," Baldy says. ''They're 
losing all control. People want 
to see changes." 
Philip Burnell, a 60-year-old 
lifelong resident of the town 
and former planning board 
member, was among the five 
petition initiators including 
Baldy Tompson. He claims the 
present town charter places the 
power of government in the 
hands of a few, while the old 
town meetings opened up the 
doors to everyone. 
"People like to know 
whatever is going on in town, 
even though they might never 
voice an opinion," Burnell says. 
"I guess it's just a natural 
feeling to want to know what's 
going on, rather than putting 
the responsibility of what's 
going on in the hands of seven 
people and a manager." 
Having the selectmen 
available daily allowed simple 
problems to be resolved 
quickly and efficiently, Burnell 
says. "You didn't have to wait 
for a council meeting to get 
things done." 
Burnell recalls with fond-
ness that town meetings used 
to draw hundreds of residents, 
CBW/Robert F. Bukaty and complains that it is rare 
now for even 50 residents to attend a town council meeting. He 
concludes that at town meetings more residents had more 
control over how the town was run. 
Another petition initiator, Dolores Lymburner, is an environ-
mental activist who ran unsuccessfully for a seat on the council 
in March. A 20-year resident of Standish, Lymburner agrees 
with Burnell that the town council form of government is less 
open than the old town meeting system. 
"On the whole, 1 feel that the town meeting is the best form 
of democracy we've got going for us," Lymburner says, noting 
also that under the council form of government, "people feel 
they don't have a say into exactly what the town should be 
doing." 
Lymburner and Burnell, as well as the Tompsons, are all 
anxious not to have the issue clouded by the personality dispute 
between Baldy and Kennedy. They believe, however, that the 
voting block behind them will include people with personal 
gripes against Kennedy, who see the charter as a means of 
driving her out of town. 
"U Suzanne (Kennedy) just quit and left town, I'd be less 
confident about us winning this election," says Eva Tompson. 
A manager on a mission 
In Kennedy's office in city hall, there is a framed certificate 
on the wall attesting that she has completed a course in "the 
legal aspects of firing." 
The certificate speaks both to the authority invested in a 
town manager and to the fact that Baldy Tompson may not be 
the only person to get a pink slip in Kennedy'S effort to undo,as 
she puts it, "the good ole boy system" in Standish. 
Kennedy says that firing Baldy was part of her bid to 
institute "fairness and equity in government" in Standish. The 
message from Kennedy is simple: The traditional nepotism and 
back-scratching she sees as epitomizing the selectmen form of 
government are on their way out of town. 
She says Baldy was fired because he showed favoritism in 
administering the town codes and because "his record-keeping 
was atrocious." Baldy rarely indicated in his files the amounts 
of the bui.lding .permit fees he collected, and often approved 
constructton WIthout any plans for follow-up inspections, 
Kennedy says. 
Trim and businesslike, Kenned y, 47, was the director for 
management analYSis for the city of Bridgeport, Conn., before 
she moved to her present position in Standish two years ago. 
"On the whole, I feel that the 
town meeting is the best form of 
democracy 
we've got going for us. " 
Dolores Lymbumer 
Kennedy makes no secret that her arrival has been no picnic 
for many Standish town officials and employees. 
"I've created hard times for some of these people who have 
some very vested interests in the way the town is run," she 
says. 
But despite Tompson's insistence that the council form of 
government is more expensive for the town, Kennedy says the 
policies she is initiating are designed to save the town money in 
the long run, and to be fairer to all citizens. 
Kennedy'S solid waste policies - which she proudly touts as 
an example of "pro-active" management - have saved the 
town thousands of dollars in possible state fines and reductions 
in tipping fees, she says. She cites the town's recent switch from 
Maine Energy Recovery Corp. to Regional Waste Systems as a 
way the town will save $27.000 in tipping fees this year. And 
now Kennedy is setting her Sights on the town's Public Works 
Department, which she says will operate more cheaply if it is 
upgraded. 
"A lot of it is not glamorous," says Kennedy, "but govern-
ment is not supposed to be glamorous. The kinds of things I've 
done with the council are structural, to guarantee that we don't 
have wrongdoing and waste. You have to act pro-actively, by 
anticipating problems and creating a structure, rather than 
reactively and waiting for the problem to happen." 
Kennedy sees the council's new tax-acqUired property 
ordinance as an example of the 
contrast between the potentially 
corrupt ways the selectmen 
were allowed to operate, and 
the "structured, pro-active" 
I 
methods of the council-manager 
fonn of government. The 
ordinance outlines how the 
town's tax-acquired property 
should be sold through a bid 
process. In the old days of the 
selecttnen, Kennedy claims that 
the absence of such a policy 
allowed town officials in the 
know to get tax-acquired 
property free or at bargain 
basement prices. 
In a word, Kennedy says old-
fashioned town meetings are 
passe. 
'The government has grown 
so complex and so huge," she 
says, "that it's really no longer 
possible for people to partici-
pate and understand the issues 
fully. A representative form of 
government is more suited to 
today's busy lifestyles." 
I 
And people who are in the 
representative form of govern-
ment that now shapes policy in 
have.a much better opportunity to know what's going on than 
ever m the past." 
Ha?"on acknowledges Baldy Tompson's complaint that the 
counCIl form of government removes voters' line-item control 
over t~e budget. But he stresses that the council and budget 
committee take up to six months to discuss and develop the 
annual budget, concluding that the public now has more 
control over the budget process than ever before. Further, he 
argues that the power of a final yes or no vote has the same 
effect as line-item control. 
~st year, for instance, voters said no to the budget. 
~e budget got turned down and the council heard very 
speaflc reasons why it was turned down," Harmon says. ''The 
counal went back, redid the items we'd had the feedback on, 
and got the budget approved." 
Life in the slow lane 
U the voters say yes to reopening the charter on Nov. 5, the 
future of the town will be placed in the hands of a charter 
commission. Candidates for that commission also will appear 
qn the ballot, and four of the commission's seven members will 
be elected on Nov. 5 if the commission is approved. (The other 
three will be appointed by the town council.) The commission 
will bring recommendations back to the citizens for another 
referendum next year. 
What will those recommendations be? It will depend heavily 
on the makeup of the commission. Baldy Tompson is running 
for one of the four elected seats, and he h'l.s political allies 
running for each of the other three. 
Tompson and Lymburner share a long-range vision of a 
charter that would re-establish the three-person board of 
selectmen, poSSibly with one of them serving full-time at the 
town office. The day-to-day administration of the town would 
be handled by a full-time finance director. Burnell's vision for 
the town's future is similar, but with a board of five selectmen. 
U that happens, Standish could be the first town in Maine to 
adopt and then abandon a council form of government. Statis-
tics provided by the International City Managers' Association 
show that between 1975 and 1990,160 communities around the 
nation were faced with referendum questions proposing the 
abandonment of a council-manager form of government. Only 
34 - or fewer than one in five - voted in favor of abandon-
ment. The only Maine town on the list - Bar Harbor - voted 
Standish agree with Kennedy. 
Judy Jones, who chairs the 
council, says the council form of 
government offers an opportu-
nity for greater public participa-
Standish Town Manager Suzanne Kennedy 
tion. Six years ago, when Jones was secretary to the selectmen, 
she started the initiative that resulted in the adoption of a town 
council. Jones says she was stirred to action by her belief that 
the selectmen form of government allowed important decisions 
to be made behind closed doors. 
'The council-manager form of government gives the every-
day Mr. or Mrs. Taxpayer more opportunity to become in-
volved in public affairs," Jones says. "Anyone and everyone 
gets an ample opportunity to speak." 
Standish Town Councilor Robert Harmon agrees. 
'The council meets on the second Tuesday of every month," 
Harmon says, "and anyone who wants to be there and address 
the council can. With the selectmen, there was no specific time 
that they made decisions. The three of them could make a 
deciSion and no one really knew it had happened. People now 
to retain its council and manager. 
But beating the odds is not what drives Philip Burnell; 
rather, it is the hope of restoring a lifestyle in Standish that has 
been all but lost to the town's newest residents. 
''They came to Maine for a more relaxed lifestyle," Burnell 
concludes, "yet they want curbside trash pickup, they want a 
police department, they want all the things they had in the big 
city. Sometimes we want to travel so badly in the fast lane that 
we forget that life is better in the slow lane." 
Roger Brown, Il freelana writer who livt!S in Gorham, was the late 
Evening Express's Standish cOTTt!SpOndent from 1986 through 1989. 
Octllber 3, 1991 • 
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'dO - 903Opm ADDJCl10NS SUPPOU 
GROUP (alcchol, drup. gambling. 
reJ.tIomhips) 'Ie all WUlt to be happy. ~ 
"""ctmes search for happiness from 
outside SOOrte& ~ need to uperience 
happiness from withil ourselves. 
TUESDAYS 
4,:IO-SdOpm TEEN SUPPORT GROUP 
Bolng a IeeC\ager is oftentimes boring. 
coofusilg. oonfcoollng and always 
chalIenamg. Teens are oIten faced with 
penonaI, school .! family problems. Learn 
to deal with your Ile with a new 
perspective. 
7030-9oOOpm BEREAVEMENT a: 
TF.RMINAIl.Y Ill. SUPPOU GROUP 
Sharilg the loos 01 loved ones with thooe 
(no rdatioosh" n=s:uy) who are 
diaanosed as Itrmlnally ill. An uperiance 
and study on the value.! gift 01 human lie, 
on <!ea.th and the l1:utsilion before dying. 
WEDNESDAYS 
7.:IO-9-.3Opm FAMILY SUPPORT GROUP 
One of the grea~ dlallenges a human 
being undert.tkes is ,,\WIg childrm. 'Ie 
receive little Q' no education to support us 
in this tot2lly demanding endea.vor. 
llIURSDAYS 
6000-'.lSpm "OMENS' SUPPORT 
GROUP The uniqueness of being a woman, 
Oed by a man) 
7030-804Spm MENS' SUPPORT GROUP 
The uniqueness of being • man Oed by • 
man) 
FRIDAYS 
'.:IO-5045pm COWlGE SUPPORT GROUP 
Makilg the transition from ooIIege life to 
adult Ire ("the real world') Is a moot 
dJlflOlk chall~. An open discussion on 
the l5$ues college stUdents fa",. 
SATURDAYS 
9':IO-ll:00am PEIISONALSUPPOU 
GROUP The gift of human I[e is the 
ultima~ g[t 'Ie oIten feel the sir .... ""in, 
fear .! bteakdown 01 living. An opportllnity 
to Cl"~ new poosibllties fa living ow 
lives. 
Steve Farren Director 
M.S. Ed &: M.S. Mamige 
It Family Counseling 
Individual, Group It Family Counseling 
THE AUTOMONSTER 
Continued from front page 
Automobile transportation is enonnously wasteful. It 
consumes a huge chunk of our resources. And it is enormously 
destructive to the environment and to human life. 
Cost categories 
Direct spending on cars is only one part of the total cost of 
the car-based transportation system, but these direct costs are 
the simplest to calculate - and they are staggering. They 
provide an easy and obvious place to start looking at the costs 
of maintaining the automonster in the style to which it's 
accustomed, 
Roads and highways: Government - at all levels -
spends $71 billion a year on roads and highways. Of this, about 
60 percent comes from automobile-user fees like gasoline taxes 
and tolls. The rest, about $28 billion, is a straight subsidy from 
general tax revenues to automotive transportation. 
Local governments: These subsidize auto transportation in 
a variety of ways, from providing fire and police protection to 
sacrificing property taxes on the land used for roads. 
Private Industry: Employers and merchants in business 
districts and shopping malls also subsidize car transportation 
by maintaining parking lots. You don't get a discount at the 
store or a raise in pay if you take public transportation to work 
or walk to shops. 
Personal spending: The average household spends almost 
20 percent of its income on transportation in private vehicles. 
All together, U.S. households spend roughly $386.5 billion on 
their cars, including purchase, repair and service, parking, toll, 
insurance and fuel costs, among others. 
Transportation experts have been trying to work out math-
ematical formulas tharadd up all these varied costs and show 
the "true cost" of the car-based transportation system. So far no 
one seems to have come up with a definitive number. 
The U.S. Office of Technology Assessment has estimated that 
if a gas tax were levied that charged auto-users for the indirect 
costs and subsidies of car transportation, the price of gas would 
shoot up to about $10 a gallon, but that list doesn't include costs 
to which some other environmentalists point. 
<Environmental writer Paul Karr put his own list together. 
See "A buck a mile," at right.) 
Short of one definitive tally, we can identify some of the 
sacrifices the automonster exacts from our lives and our limited 
natural resources as the price of its keep. 
Material resources: Because car transportation requires 
the production of a complete steel shell and engine for the 
transportation of every individual or family, manufacturing the 
cars themselves uses up a tremendous supply of resources: 50 
percent of the United State's synthetic rubber, 67 percent of its 
lead, 18 percent of its aluminum, etc. Manufacturing cars also 
uses up a substantial amount of energy. 
All this inefficiency is multiplied by the fact that most cars sit 
unused all day, while, for the same investment in materials-
less, if you look at materials per person per trip - a bus or train 
can keep providing transportation all day. 
Fuel: Half the petroleum in the United States goes to fuel for 
motor vehicles. That's one-fifth of all energy use. Keeping the 
automonster fed requires oil drilling and shipping, and pollutes 
waterways with oil spills and groundwater with leaks from 
storage tanks. 
Add to this the cost of throwing a war in Kuwait. Even in 
peacetime, securing and defending U.S. sources of oil around 
the world costs billions of dollars in military apparatus and 
interventions. 
Land: The roads, highways and parking lots that accommo-
date cars consume 40 percent of the land in urban areas. Cities 
lose the potential tax revenues from this vast amount of land, 
while in crowded urban areas with desperate needs for both 
housing and open space, 40 percent of the land is sitting under 
concrete, providing neither housing space nor green areas that 
could reduce global warming by producing oxygen and 
consuming carbon dioxide - and make city life more pleasant 
and healthful. 
The automonster consumes enormous quantities of money, 
resources and land. In return for our sacrifices, it produces: 
Air pollution: According to the Environmental Protection 
Agency, half the public's exposure to ground-level air pollution 
comes from auto emissions. Cars emit half the ozone--fonning 
chemicals (which cause smog) and 80 percent of the poison 
carbon monoxide in our air, 
Although it looks great in the tourist photos, mid-coast 
Maine is host to some of the worst air quality in the nation. The 
Gulf Stream carries smog from New York and Boston up the 
coast, making Maine the exhaust pipe of the East Coast. 
According to government estimates, 30,000 people a year die 
because of the air pollution produced by cars; 1,800 contract 
cancer. The country loses $20-$25 billion a year in health-care 
costs and lost productivity as a result of auto-caused air pollu-
tion. 
Economic losses: The Federal Highway Administration 
estimated in 1983 that 11 percent of all work hours are spent on 
the highways. 
Add to this the annual month-and-a-half that most suburban 
and rural residents work for free - as they commute an 
average of half an hour to and from work. That adds up to 250 
hours a year - more than six 4O-hour weeks. 
Accidents: Every year in the United States, about 47,000 
people die in auto accidents - an estimate from 1985 put the 
worldwide fatality figure at 250,000. 
Automobile travel is responsible for about 1.7 million 
disabling injuries in the United States each year, and, according 
to the National Safety Council, the total cost of automobile 
accidents - including wages lost, medical expenses and 
property damage - comes to more than $72 billion a year. 
Global warming: Although scientists argue as to how 
severe the long-range effects of pumping millions of tons of 
additional carbon dioxide into the atmosphere will be, there is 
agreement that these gasses will affect the Earth's atmosphere 
for the worse. Automobiles produce one-third of the United 
States' emissions of carbon dioxide, the dominant global-
warming gas. 
Sprawl: Automobiles have facilitated and demanded a 
sprawl-based pattern of metropolitan development, with low-
density suburban communities ever farther from cities, con-
nected by ever more freeways and totally dependent on cars for 
transportation within and between communities. In addition to 
creating a continually increasing demand for car use, this 
pattern of development uses far more of all resources, from 
building materials to sewer pipe to land, than more compact 
communities. 
Shortsighted strategies 
Transportation planners have proposed two main strategies 
aimed at reducing car problems without really reducing car use. 
Both are marginal measures at best and will probably prove to 
be dead ends. 
One, "congestion management," does nothing to reduce air 
pollution and other basic resource and environmental problems 
caused by cars - it may even make those problems worse. 
The other, the development of "clean fuels," does offer some 
real reduction in pollution - but not for long. As a 1990 Sierra 
Club transportation report, "Heading the wrong way," puts it, 
WIDENING HIGHWAYS, 
NARROWING CHOICES 
This is the second of Casco BIl'f W~kl¥, s five-part series about 
transportation policy. Next week: the personal costs 
of depending on automobiles. 
"Pollution control efforts should fOOlS on getting people from 
one place to another without getting into their cars." 
The congestion management strategy includes a series of 
proposals, from simply more highways and extra lanes to 
electronically monitored "smart" highways to staggered work 
shifts or "flextime" to "park-and-ride" facilities. But while 
congestion management can dramatically lengthen the useful 
life span of highways - and avoid expensive investment in 
outdated infrastructure like the Maine Turnpike - it does not 
solve the larger problems. 
Numerous studies, including a recent one in Perth, Australia, 
demonstrate that congestion-management strategies don't save 
energy or improve air quality. The Perth stud y found that, on 
the contrary, by making car trips faster and more pleasant, such 
measures increased driving and thus increased fuel use and air 
pollution. 
Of congestion-management strategies, the one that most 
surely increases car use is widening existing highways and 
building new ones. The Sierra Club report says, "Increasing 
roadway capacity from employment centers through undevel-
oped areas leads to increased congestion," by encouraging 
sprawl development and longer commutes. 
Park-and-ride facilities decrease the length of car trips, but 
they make little contribution to cutting pollution, since 70 
percent of destructive emissions are released when the engine 
first warms up and while it is cooling after being turned off. 
The second strategy, producing "cleaner cars" that boast 
increased energy efficiency, emission controls and engines that 
bum alternative fuels, can succeed, to a limited degree, in 
making each car-mile produce less pollution. This strategy was 
at the core of the highly compromised Clean Air Act that U.S. 
Senator George Mitchell pushed and passed last session. 
The fly in the clean car ointment is that the number of car-
miles traveled continues to increase rapidly. Even if every car 
switches to a fuel that produces less carbon dioxide, the in-
crease in driving will wipe out that improvement within just a 
few years. 
H cleaner fuels are seen as a green light to continue our 
present patterns of transportation and land use, they will be 
positively harmful. But even with a radically new transporta-
tion system based on public transit, some cars will still be 
needed, and, of course, they should pollute as little as possible. 
Continued on page 12 
\ \ \ \ 
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A buck a mile 
The real cost of your car 
• By Paul Kmr 
Have you ever wondered 
how much your car would 
cost to dri ve if every cost of 
driving - environmental 
damage, reduced quality of 
life, health considerations 
lost lives, and so on - w:re 
factored in? 
those families whole again 
- but economists who do 
risk assessment have 
generally settled on a value 
of about $1 million per 
human life for comparative 
purposes. (The number isn't 
pulled out of a hat; the 
economists look at insur-
ance records, hospital bills 
and other expenditures to 
see how much the average 
person "pays" for an 
average--length life.) 
Myrick Freeman III at 
Bowdoin College in 
Brunswick. 
Freeman found that the 
total health-care cost for all 
air pollutants in this 
country is in the tens of 
billions of dollars; and cars 
and trucks emit one half of 
total U.S. air pollution for 
the substances Freeman 
was writing about-
carbon monoxide and 
nitrous oxides. Depending 
on how conservative or 
liberal your estimate is, this 
works out to a cost of one 
or two pennies per mile. 
Now you can find out. 
The next time you take 
y~ur ~ out for a spin, try 
thIS SImple experiment: 
Every time the odometer 
turns over another mile, lay 
a dollar bill on the dash-
board. After a week or so 
pull over to the side of th~ 
road and add up the stack. I 
did it one week, and though 
I only used the car four 
times, my (imaginary) stack 
of bills came in at $160. 
Tha t's the real cost of 
driving your car. At least a 
buck a mile. 
Figuring the cost of 
deaths and injuries this 
way, then dividing by the 
total number of miles 
driven in the United States 
each year - an astonishing 
three trillion - gives a 
rough figure which is 
probably at least a nickel or 
a dime per mile. 
Animal lives lost: 0-10 
cents a mile. 
,?ver th~ past few years, This figure calls for even 
vanous estimates have greater guesswork, as it 
surfaced. Here are their - ·depends on the "value" of 
main components: an animal's life and 
Sticker price, gas, 
Insurance, depreciation, 
finance charge, Interest 
on loan and car repair 
costs: 35 cents a mile. 
This is the cost you and I 
pay directly out of our 
pockets. The calculation was 
taken strai3ht from the auto 
industry's own book of 
statistics, "Facts and Figures 
1990." (The cost of gas, by 
the way, only makes up 
about six cents per mile of 
that tota!.) 
Environmental pollution 
lind damage, Including 
the cost of cleanup, plus 
the cost of maintaining 
• troop presence to kill 
Arabs who have the gall 
to mess with our 011 
supply: 4S cents a mile. 
This comes from a report 
by the U.S. Office of Tech-
nology Assessment. 
Human lives: 3 to 12 
cents a mile. 
Motor vehicle accidents 
kil150,OOO people every year 
on U,S. roads, and injure 
another 1.5 million. 
Figuring the cost of this 
carnage is tricky - no 
amOunt of money can make 
whether all animals are 
considered equally valu-
able. 
The number of animals 
killed by motor vehicles in 
this country is in the 
hundred of millions - a 
hideous carnage. If every 
one of those animals' lives 
were worth just $10,000 
(roughly the amount people 
spend during the full life of 
some domestic pets), then 
the cost of killing these 
unfortunate creatures is a 
full $1 per mile. 
Regrettably, some people 
would argue that most road 
kills involve "worthless" 
animals. Even if this is so-
and not everyone would 
agree - the figure is still a 
few cents per mile because 
of the number of dogs and 
cats struck and killed. 
Additional health costs 
from bad air: one to 
two cents a mile. 
The amoWlt of additional 
illnesses, deaths and 
hospital costs due to 
automobile exhaust has 
been the subject of wide--
ranging speculation. One 
comprehensive overview of 
this subject was done by 
Professor of Economics 
Crop loss from 
Increased ozone: a 
fr~ctlon of a penny per 
mile. 
Incredibly, even though 
U.s. crop loss from auto 
exhaust is over $1 billion _ 
whi~ isn't peanuts to any 
famIly farm - it's insignifi-
cant next to the huge 
number of miles dri ven. 
Highway and road 
costs: about two cents a 
mile. 
Federal, state, and local 
governments spend 
roughly $70 billion a year 
for road construction , 
maintenance and improve--
ment projects, including 
bndge work, painting lines, 
and so on. Dividing by total 
miles driven works out to 
about two pennies per mile. 
This money comes out of 
your excise taxes, use taxes 
income tax and toll fees. ' 
Add it up. A buck or 
more a mile. And this cost 
still doesn't include such 
"uncountables" as the 
inconvenience of being 
stuck in traffic for an hour, 
or the frustration of not 
being able to go biking after 
work on a smoggy summer 
day, or the sadness at not 
being able to see the White 
Mountains from here as 
well as you once could. 
We may never know the 
true total cost of driving 
our cars. 
One thing is clear, 
though. It's a lot higher 
than we think we're paying. 
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JUST ME. 
490 Congress St., Portland, Me. 
(207) 775-4860 
WHEN YOU THINK OF CARDS 
AND GIFT'S mINK OF JUST ME. 
Just ME. 
Ing~c;:;~~nsto o~r complete I~ne of tarlton greeting cards, mugs, albums 
selection pof'Mana· candldes, we ve assembled dOWntown Ponl.and's finest' 
me-rna e toys pottery or . 
slippers, puzzles birdhouses' and ~ d naments, Jams, reltshes, syrups, 
canvas ba ' ee ers, coasters, desk sets cast iron 
gs and m<;>re. ~'re here to serve downtown P;nland! ' 
Come in and register for our 
Grand Opening Drawing! 
~--------------1 Floral flints from --
~Q' ~ 
~ . . ~jred rares can j 
~ be rejuvenated ~ t with lemon juice! ~ 
~Q A 
ill ~~~~ r~ses wilt, add a capful of lemon juice to a W 
~ 0 warm water. Recut stems under wat r. m 
\!l;. . Leave for 1 hour. Rinse & put in fresh water~ . JlI 
i Walch for more Floral Iiinto from I 
~I' ~' II ~ HARMON'S~~RTON'S 
STEPHEN H. MACKENZIE, ESQ_ 
Attorney at Law 
General Practice of Law including: 
• drug/Criminal defense. personal i~ury 
• personal and small business bankruptcy and reorganization 
No Charge for . 
initial consultation VISA &< MC E~enmg & weekend 
ACCEPTED appointments available 
50 EXCHANGE STREET PORTlAND MAINE 775-0028 
:fl 
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The Big Deal 
Free 2nd set of 4" prints Qlus 
Free film every day of the- week! 
Pictures bring it home. 
Two convenient locations: 
30 Cit\' Center. Portl""d • 772-7296 
71 US· Route I, Scarborough • 883-7363 
WINE TASTING DINNER 
October 18,6:30 pm. $49. perpMSon (T4%and Gralully InclU<Ud) Re.seroations Required 
• Rillettes of Du.cIc with Sourdough Bread 
& UngcmbBfTlj T"rnovers 
• Rose Pillows with Aspart1f!}'S 
& Sauce Maltese 
• Lobst« Salad with Mangoes, Endive, 
Mache & Rathcchw 
• Pink Champagne Sorbet 
• PaupieUes of Veal Filled with Crab"""at 
on Stir Fried Oriental Vegetables 
with Black Bean Sauce 
• Frozen Hazelnut SouJJU with Warm 
Chocolate Fudge Saua: 
The 
osprey 
• Davis Bynum Pinot Nair'89 
• Preston C"vie de F"mI'89 
• Ros""""'nt Semillion-C hardonnay "90 
• Georges DuhoeufJtdi.enas '89 
• Chateau Latour Blanche Sauterne '85 
Thursday to Sunday 
5:30 to 9:00 
10 minutes from Bath at Robinhood Marine Center. 
Just ofT Route 127 South, Robinhood, Maine 04530 
(207) 371-2530 
; ," 
: .:. ;~ :: ::: ,: ::: ',.': '" .:: ;~. 
. . ",::,' 






Life of the Spirit 
in 
Worship, the Arts & 
Community Service 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. ME 04103 
1207) 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 
Service: IOam Sunday 




premier collection of 
vintage and 
contemporary 
fashion Jewelry, gifts 
and decorative 
accessories. 
Only at Conceits. 
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET 
PORTLAND MANE 04101 
761-4681 
484 Stevens Ave. 
At Pat's, while preparing for 
the day - the coffee is brewing 
- the muffins are stiLl wann! 
Why not stop in on your lWy 
to to world 
Green Mountain Coffee 
60¢ 
Port Bakehouse Muffins 
69¢ 
We open at 6 a.m. 
THE AUTOMONSTER 
Continued from page 10 
Only electric cars have no direct destructive effect on air 
quality. When cars are charged with electricity from power 
stations, the environmental effect of producing the energy 
depends on how the power station works. When cars are 
powered by solar energy, either directly or with batteries 
recharged by a solar panel, the only pollution directly caused by 
operating the cars would result from the manufacture and 
disposal of batteries. 
Even with these virtuous vehicles, however, many of the 
unacceptably large financial, personal and environmental costs 
of the automobile-based transportation system - voracious 
consumption of land, manufacturing materials and money; 
death and injury from accidents; etc. - would remain. 
The community alternative 
An alternative route to both these strategies does exist, 
however. Public transportation would·eliminate or greatly 
reduce many of the destructive effects of car transportation. 
Public transit consumes one-third to one-fifth less fuel per 
passenger mile, with proportional decreases in air pollution, 
petroleum consumption, oil pollution, military expenditures 
and other problems caused by supplying cars with so much 
fuel. 
''Every passenger mile on transit reduces auto use by 10 
miles, because transit accommodates higher urban densities and 
more commercial activities, which afford the convenience of 
walking, biking or short drives to nearby jobs, shops and 
recreation," the Sierra Club's John Holtzclaw testified at a 
congressional hearing last March. 
Public transit also requires much less land: Rapid transit 
• • ,1 {. 
' . . 
If public transportation shifted 
enough passenger trips 
away from cars, 
we could tear up some of the 
concrete and build houses 
and playgrounds, 
plant trees and gardens. 
carries 24 times the number of passengers per lane as cars, bus 
transportation six times. If public transportation shifted enough 
passenger trips away from cars, we could tear up some of the 
concrete and build houses and playgrounds, plant trees and 
gardens. . 
In addition the human and financial costs of the incredibly 
dangerous p~ctice of millio~s of individuals whizzing aro~nd 
at 65 mph in individually controlled steel shells are sta~enng. 
If those people were riding trains or buses, walking or biCY-
cling, many more would survive healthy and sound each year. 
Despite the advantages of public transit, currently only 2.5 
percent of the trips people take in the United States are on 
public transit, as opposed to 82 percent in private vehi~les. ~e 
rest are in airplanes, etc.) The absolute number of pubbc tr~nslt 
trips has decreased by two-thirds in the last 40 years, despite 
huge population growth and increase in travel per person. 
Why? 
Mostly because, at present, most people find cars more 
convenient for most trips. 
When we drive we're not dependent on the schedules and 
location of public transportation - although we are subject to 
the delays and expenses of traffic jams and parking problems. 
In fact, when these difficulties are great enough, more people 
tum to public transportation. 
But today most people have to choose not between cars and 
public transportation, but between cars and inefficient, inad-
equate public transportation - if there is any at all. 
Public transit could be so much more efficient and conve-
nient that it would win out over cars for many more trips - if it 
weren't actively and continually sabotaged by government 
transportation policy. 
Federal transportation spending favors the automobile over 
public transit by 8-to-l. During the Reagan administration, from 
1981 to 1989, federal spending for mass transit decreased by 30 
percent, with no federal money for new ~rban rail systems, 
while the federal government paid 90 percent of the costs of 
many urban freeways. 
And state lawmakers, in Maine and elsewhere, are highly 
susceptible to the well-heeled highway construction lobby, 
which promises to pad the districts of helpful legislators with 
temporary jobs in exchange for building more permanent - but 
unneeded - roads. 
New choices 
Soon after the United States started sending troops to Saudi 
Arabia, James Watkins, the federal secretary of energy and 
former captain of a nuclear submarine, laid out his strategy for 
dealing with resulting oil shortages: We should conserve as 
much oil as possible, he said, without changing our lifestyle. 
Many people just love cars - cars themselves are important 
to their "lifestyle." For these people, fortunately, there are 
alternative outlets for the energies and emotions they now 
invest in their cars: owning and tinkering with computers, 
stereo equipment or fancy bicycles, boxing, collecting sculpture, 
hang gliding - the possibilities are limited only by finances 
and imagination. 
But what most people don't want to give up is not the cars 
themselves, but the things they do that they now use cars to do. 
There are some things for which we use cars that cannot 
reasonably be given up. Perhaps the greatest reason for not 
taking public transit in the city, for example, is fear of attack. 
For women traveling alone, for people traveling through 
dangerous neighborhoods and for all of us, given the right 
conditions, wai ting 20 minutes on a street comer can be a 
dangerous act. 
There will always be physically challenged people for whom 
cars provide necessary mobility, emergency personnel who 
must be able to respond without waiting for a bus and other 
individu'als who require private automobiles. 
In some cases, individuals can reduce their dependence on 
cars right away, by riding a bicycle to the drugstore, by taking a 
bus to work or by showing the kids how to take the bus to 
soccer practice instead of driving them there. 
But for most people, most trips would be difficult or impos-
sible without a car. They could try to take the train to work-
but there's no bus connection that goes to their place of employ-
ment. Or the trip on public transportation takes 2-1/2 times as 
long. They could take the bus to the grocery store - but how 
would they get the groceries home? 
They could take public 'transportation to work - but there's 
no bus they could take first to the babysitter's house to drop off 
the children, then to the transit station. And on weekends, 
many bus and transit routes stop running or run so infrequently 
it would take all day to get to a store, restaurant or park. 
These problems could be solved with an imaginatively 
designed network of transportation services. A November 
transportation referendum may give Mainers the voice they 
need to overcome the well-heeled pavement contractors (and 
the politicians in their pockets) and have a say in designing just 
such a network. 
If passed, the referendum will establish a transportation 
policy that guarantees public input in transportation planning 
decisions and encourages highway planners to look for reason-
able alternatives to pavement. 
A "YES" vote on Nov. 5 will not only stop the ludicrous 
widening of the Maine turnpike - but will also begin the 
taming of The Automonster. 
felln Teppennan lives in Odifornisl, II stille thllt's IIlretUly lost more ground 
to TIre Automonster thlm Mlline hils to lose. Teppmnan prqxued II simibu 
!1eTsion of this article for the San Francisco Bay Guardian. 
Take A Walk On The Style Side 
$1 goo SALE on selected sportswear 
...plus ... 
50% off. Spring Merchandise 
• 
See our new belt selection 
JONES NEW YORK 
FACTORY STORE 
Mon-Thurs 10-7 0 Fri, Sat 1G-8 0 Sun 10.5 
31 Main Street. The Mikasa Building 
Freeport, ME 865-3158 
Rings and pendants available in sterling silver, 14K and 18K gold 
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Tree of Life 
An ancient symbol of 
productiveness, 
wisdom and life 
• abacus 
american crafts 
44 Exchange Street 
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EDITORIAL: CASCO BAY WEEKLY'S TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
#2: Link transportation and land-use planning 
It's time to put Maine's future back into the hands of Mainers, and the way to 
do it is to force state transportation planners to listen to local land-use boards. 
For 50 years, Maine state lawmakers have proven more interested in paving 
their districts - and thereby their own careers - than in helping their constitu-
ents get moving. Maine lawmakers have either been too stupid or too selfish to 
recognize what developers, real estate agents and chambers of commerce have 
known all along - that transportation and land-use policy are inseparable. 
• As this week's cover story demonstrates, Maine's automobile-clominated 
transportation system is devouring resources, land and time while poisoning the 
air, killing people and wasting resources. 
Consider the example of The Maine Turnpike. 
• And as future installments in this series will show, Maine's highway system 
doesn't even do a good job of serving the transportation needs of people who live 
here. 
As a land-use plan, the turnpike has always favored special interests over the 
needs of Mainers: 
It's time to stop this masquerade in which greedy bankers and highway 
contractors pose as transportation planners and prevent Maine communities from 
controlling their own destinies. 
It's time for state transportation planners to 
• Without consulting local land-use planners, the 
turnpike opened up hundreds of thousands of acres of 
central Maine to the sort of trashy freeway-and-
suburb sprawl that made New Jersey famous. 
• Without consulting Maine bUSinesspeople, the 
turnpike encouraged the arrival of cheap chain stores 
- many of which are financed by the same Wall 
Street bankers who finance turnpike bonds - tha t 
have hurt Maine-owned business and forced Maine 
manufacturers to compete with less humane foreign 
labor. 
Casco Bay Weekly's 
transportation plan: 
1. Vote "YES" on Nov. 5 to stop the turnpike 
widening and adopt a transportation policy 
that assures public input in future decisions. 
2. Put Maine back in the driver's seat: 
Abolish the self-serving Maine Turnpike 
Authority and let the state run the turnpike. 
3. link transportation planning and land-
use planning through legislation and the 
creation of a regional oversight commission. 
consider the impact of their work on local land use. 
It's time for local land-use planners to demand that 
transportation be built to meet the needs of Maine 
residents. 
Casco &y Weekly proposes that the DOT be 
reqUired by la w to submit detailed land-use impact 
statements to each city or town that would be affected 
by a proposed alteration in infrastructure, and that 
the DOT be required to modify such proposals so 
they meet the approval of each community. 
Furthermore, CB W proposes the creation of 
commissions empowered with authority over both • And without so much as a peep of protest from 
the Maine State Legislature, the turnpike has forced 
the Maine Department of Transportation (DOn into a never-ending game of 
road-widening that continues to profit the Maine Turnpike Authority (MTA) 
while bleeding taxpayers to death. Like a tiger chasing its tail, the DOT spends 
taxpayer money to build larger arterial roads to handle the flow from the 
turnpike, then the MTA and its cronies profit by widening the turnpike; then the 
DOT must pay to build still larger arterial roads, and so on, and so on. 
land-use and transportation decisions. These boards 
must be regional, because neighboring communities need to work together on 
transportation issues and because urban areas like Greater Portland have vastly 
different transportation needs than Maine's rural areas. These commissions must 
. be large enough and diverse enough to resist special interests, and no new 
development should be allowed without their approval. 
These detrimental impacts on land use should be, by themselves, enough to 
recall the entire Legislature. But the turnpike's effect on tnmsporliltion plimning hils 
been even worse: 
Through these steps, we can send the special interests packing and start 
serving the needs of Mainers. We can stop asking, "Are the roads big enough?" 
and start asking, "Are the needs of our economies and our communities being 
met?" 
• As last week's cover story revealed, the turnpike was not built to serve the 
needs of Mainers - but to satisfy the greed of Wall Street bankers and the 
politicians in their pockets. 
We can put Maine's future back into the hands of Mainers. 
(MP) 
Pickup artists brush through Portland 
As you pick up this newspaper, city sanitation 
crews are dashing around the peninsula in dump 
trucks as the last of this fall's "Heavy Object 
Pickup Days" descend upon us. But dashing one 
step ahead of the trucks are scavengers of all kinds 
- college students on the make for dorm room 
accouterments; professional dealers of used 
appliances, antiques, scrap metal and furniture; 
and hundreds of other folks. People like Elliot 
Blatt, a Volunteers in Service to America (VISTA) 
neighborhood organizer in the West End who 
hitched up a sled last year and collected Scrap 
lumber, furniture and other useful but extraneous 
material. He's since used this stuff for community 
gardens, a greenhouse and other projects for the 
public good. 
Other Portlanders (and visitors from up and 
down the coast) have scavenged valuable antiques, 
perfectly good musical equipment, beds, jars of 
cash. Everyone's got a story about "trash day"; it's. 
kind of like an Old Porch Festival, a time of 
camaraderie and humbling out there in the streets. 
Trash pickers may be acting in their own self-
interest much of the time, but they are in fact doing 
us all a great service. They are conserving precious 
(and expensive) landfill space - no laughing 
matter these days. (An upcoming state bond issue 
will propose setting aside millions of dollars to 
close overstuffed or leaky landfills.) They are 
helping make Maine's goal of reducing solid waste 
volume 50 percent in the next few years a reality. 
And by reusing manufactured goods instead of 
buying them new, these people help circumvent an 
industrial process that is dependent on the mining 
of trees, oil, minerals, water and topsoil; exploits 
workers allover the world; and pollutes the 
Earth's air, water and soil. 
Trash picking is a good idea. What can we do the 
rest of the year to fulfill a commitment to buying 
used goods? In Portland, plenty. Goodwill indus-
tries of Maine on Cumberland Avenue, for instance, 
doles out every manner of used goods at low cost, 
citizen 
and even supports a 
charitable founda-
tion with the 
proceeds. There are 
six (count 'em, six) used bookstores in Portland. 
Material Objects sells used, but hip, clothes. The 
Salvation Army, church groups, pawn shops and 
consignment shops all proffer goods for our reuse. 
Yard sales and flea markets descend on Maine each 
spring as regularly and profusely as songbirds do. 
And all winter long, there's a weekly flea market at 
the Portland Exposition Building. These business 
and events deserve our support. 
Some local communities have jumped into the 
act, too. The tiny town of Arundel maintains a 
"swap shack" where residents can drop off or pick 
up used items like toys, books, chairs and tools; 
Yarmouth is also experimenting with a book swap. 
Trash picking isn't only a local sport. Writing in 
Garbage magazine, former CB W staffer Hannah 
Holmes described a couple from Virginia who 
recover, restore, then reuse (or sell) junked appli-
ances, beds, books, roller skates and many other 
curbside discards. Thousands of people around the 
country do the same; as Holmes pointed out, there's 
even a national newsletter devoted to trash pickers 
- the NADDUM News <National Association of 
Dumpster Divers and Urban Miners), published in 
Montana. 
But in spite of their heroic actions, pickers are not 
always 10Qked upon kindly by local residents or 
governments. One of the most pernicious obstacles 
to reducing solid waste in America is the stigma of 
buying, wearing, fixing up, building with or 
giving away used goods. It just isn't considered a 
gift from the heart unless it's new. Advertising has 
played a major role in creating this attitude - a 
quagmire of junk mail, packaging and celebrity 
endorsements that encourage and feed our 
consuming ways. Even grocery shopping has 
changed radically; 50 years ago, people hauled 
their burlap bags to the general store and filled 
them with flour. Now, they can (and do) buy a 
microwaveable cake in a disposable box and tray. 
These attitudes toward the material objects in 
our lives must change. Those who can, must think 
a little harder about reusing vs. buying new-
and this holds as true for cars and homes as it does 
for books and clothes. It's time to get rid of the 
disposable ethic. Cities and towns must make it 
easier to recycle whenever it's safe, possible, 
practicable. Let's see "Big Trash Day" pushed by 
more local communities as a legitimate way to get 
the most use out of our stuff. Let's see swap 
shacks everywhere. Let's see restaurants using 
dishes instead of disposable cups, plates and 
tableware. And how about some leadership on the 
issues, for a change? Let's see George Bush himself 
trucking up here to roll up his little white sleeves 
and forage through the mounds of treasure sitting 
on West End curbsides. 
We can all take a lesson from the trash pickers. 
Reusing and dumpster diving aren't undignified 
ways of living; in fact, they're noble, conscientious 
actions. And buying "new and improved" is not 
smart shopping. Buying or scavenging "used and 
restorable" is. 
Paul Kizrr drives a used car, wears used clothes and 
replenishes his book shelf regularly from yard SIlles. 
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:!:hard "Spats:: Haynes pauses while stripping siding from a Congress Street 
use Sept. 8. I do any kind of work I need to, to get by " said Ha h 
also runs a shoeshlne business. ' ynes, w 0 
Gutless President 
President George Bush. 
Your response to ACT UP at 
Kennebunkport places you 
ethically on a par wi th the 
virus itself. A mindless, 
gutless Opportunist. We look 





The war is over 
I would like to thank Casco 
&y Weekly for the little piece 
on me and the Cotton Street 
Freedom of Speech Music 
Festival last month (8.22.91). 
Very well done. I would, 
however, like to set the 
record straight, and that is 
that the war between me and 
the meter maids is over. 
Of course you have to 
realize that their job has 
nowhene near as much to do 
with parking control as it 
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Indude a daytime phone 
number, and address to 
letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
does with funding the city's 
failure to come up with more 
constructive ways to raise 
revenue. I would like to go a 
step further in my new peace 
offering and encourage 
compassion and understand-
ing. 
Many of you don't realize 
that everyday someone 
somewhere is born without a 
mind or a personality or any 
sort of sexuality. So without 
the respected position of 
meter maid, there would be 
nowhere for these people to 
go. So the next time you 
happen to be out on the street 
in a driving hurricane and the 
only other person you see is a 
meter maid, just realize that 
they're out there for us and 
that they really don't know 
any better. 
Here's to compassion and 
freedom of speech. 
r'" ) ~ 
'--~~-? 




This is a letter to all those 
people who were nice 
enough to take and read the 
handbills handed out by six 
union members at Sam's/ 
Wal-Mart at noontime Aug. 
23. Thank you seems not a lot 
to say, but thank you for 
being receptive to our 
presence, and for reading 
what we had to say. 
Now did it make you 
think? Did you wonder what 
we meant when we said 
Sam's/Wal-Mart is not your 
good neighbor? Do good 
neighbors hire out-of-state 
contractors when there are 
plenty of competitive local 
contractors willing and able? 
Out-of-state contractors who 
pay no health insurance and 
who are alleged to hire illegal 
aliens? This practice hurts 
every American. Those 
products you buy at Sam's/ 
Wal-Mart are very expensive 
indeed if they are carried on 
the backs of non-taxpaying 
aliens. 
Here is what happened on 
Aug. 23. We entered and 
parked in Sam's/Wal-Mart 
parking lot. We hand billed 
windshields of cars parked in 
the lot and planned to 
handbill at the front doors. 
We had just finished the cars 
when we were approached 
by managers and asked to 
leave. Having come only to 
inform and not confront, we 
removed our cars to another 
location and began handing 
out our handbills at the street 
entrance, in no way infring-
ing on traffic flow or safety. 
We noticed employees busily 
remOVing our handbills from 
the cars in the lot. The truth 
hurts. After a few moments 
we were approached again 
by managers with yellow 
pads in hand and read a 
statement to the effect that 
we were trespassing and that 
we would be arrested if we 
did not leave. We pointed out 
that we were on public 
property and were legally 
pursuing one of our free-
doms. From that point till we 
seen 
ran out of handbills every-
thing ran quite smoothly. 
To the driver of the black 
Jeep who (obviously thinking 
I was an employee) said, 
"I've already joined your 
club" before I gave him a 
handbill: Did you think about 
what we had to say? How do 
you feel about supporting 
them with your hard-earned 
dollars? To the lady who 
asked for more for friends: 
That is the kind of support 
working people need. To the 
man (we have no way of 
knowing whether you are 
connected to Sam's/Wal-
Mart) that screamed at us 
over the head of his terrified 
daughter something about 
baseball bats and coming 
back to fix us: We apologize 
Sincerely to her. Our sympa-
thies. 
To Sam's: What makes 
contractors that do not pay 
health insurance so attracti ve 
to you? To the people that 
refused our handbills: Was 
the few seconds to take and 
read our handbills dangerous 
to your peace of mind in 
shopping there? Would you 
have "felt bad" for unem-
ployed Maine workers, but 
have shopped anyway? Do 
you think the prices might be 
lower because of lower 
standards and lower wages 
paid to workers? To the 
people who weren't there but 
read this: Think! It's your 
standard of living. 
~&e-
Gene Ellis 
L.U. 567 I.B.EW. 
Westbrook 
October3,1991 I. 
• By Ton« Harbert 
God's natural laws 
In your recent editorial 
concerning AIDS and the 
activists at Kennebunkport, 
you appeared to side with 
them. You seemed to side 
with a minOrity group of 
people whose very lifestyle 
proliferates the disease of 
AIDS perhaps more than any 
other. AIDS is a communi-
cable disease being spread by 
some who refuse to live by 
God's natural laws. Is it any 
wonder that thousands die? 
The saddest thing about 
this disease is that thousands 
of innocents also are infected. 
For these people to "act up" 
in such a way is an affront to 
many of the so-called "silent 
majority," because we 
understand that the reason 
the gay community wants a 
cure is so they may continue 
with their lifestyle unabated. 
Having said all of that, I 
surely must agree with them 
that we do need a cure, 
especially for the sake of 
those innocently infected, 
and especially the children. 
God help us. May we as a 
nation return to our roots of 
decency when America was 












hlllr •• " October 5, .p. 
Porrlond Performing Arts Center 
2SA F oresl Avenue 
Tickets $ I 5 Call 774-Q465 
AI", available of Amodeu. 
& Gollery MJ.ic. 










555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761-3930 
Seen far: Tonight from 5~, 
Brunswick's art quartet-
Elements Gallery (56 Maine 
St.), Hobe Sound Galleries 
North (58 Maine St.), Icon 
Contemporary Art (19 Mason 
St.) and O'Farrell Gallery (46 
Maine St.) - will hold 
opening receptions for their 
joint exhibit "Integration: 
Crafts in Architecture." The 
openings will be preceded at 4 
p.m. by a panel discussion 
with architects and crafts 
artists moderated by Peter 
Simmons, Percent for Art 
Coordinator of the Maine Arts 
Commission; and a slide 
presentation by Maine Crafts 
Association members who 
work with architectural 
commissions, in Kresge 
Auditorium, Visual Arts 
Center, Bowdoin College. Call 
725-3275 for details. 
• and near: The Hitchcock 
Gallery (602 Congress St., 
Portland) will also be holding 
a reception tonight from ~ 
for" A Light on the Horizen," 
a show & sale of drawings, 
poetry, paintings by the 
participants in the Hitchcock 
Gallery, most of whom have 
been or are poor or homeless. 
Gallery hours: 2-5, Oct 4-5. 
Dial 773-rE76 for info. 
BUY YOUR CHEESECAKE 
DIRECRY FROM US! ... 
AWARD WINNER AT THE 
'CHOCOLATE LOVERS' FLING: 
1987.1989.1990.1991 ... 
FEATURING OVER 
20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES ... 
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE 
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY 
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103 ... 
207-797-9WJ 
charitable federation com-
prised of 13 Maine-based 
organizations working fOr 
social and economic jusnCl,i 
sa fe environment and 
works with employers 
throughout the state pr~ 
ing the inclusion of 
MaineShare as an employ!! 
giving option alongside iii 
~Ieoflove: Today from 
p.m., children's book 
R. Swicinski will 
'ANew England 
Tale of Love" and 
of his book at the 
Forest Children's 
Fore St. In an 
United Way. Mame~iharel,\y~infedea 
kick off its fall campaign 
today from 11:45a.m .. lp-l 
in Monument Square. I<a~, 
McInnis, former chief orga-
nizer of the Maine m'lJ{]jt,1hlJ1 
of Handicapped Persons,t. 
speak at noon, music WiII~ •• ".nresents a cross-
provided by Michael Danalr 
and it's free! For details,Cl! 
Matt Howe at 622-0105. 
• Rare talent: Tonightahi 
tomorrow a t cafe no, Mar. 
guerite Jeunemann, Ull .... ,lIt.luruUl\""'~, 
member of the Crammy. 
nomina ted jazz vocal grlllj Lialthelvlarinelts 
Rare Silk, will be per,offillll'hrne~1. 
scene who now reac:nesaltJl 
Augusta. Shows are ""'''''~ 
Admission is $6 at 20 
Danforth St., Portland. Ii 
772-8114 for details. 
ers, businesses, labor ! 
and health-care pro'vid~l-~'Jlgha!rndles 
will hold a rally therefor 
national health care. Folm,p:latio,~s, 
info, call 761-4400. 
band. Everything but the 
pony and hayrides is free. The 
farm is located at 55 Pleasant 
Hill Road in Freeport. Pump 
for more information by 
calling 865-9544. 
• Blues & boOgie: San 
Francisco pianist/ Singer 
Mitch Woods and His Rocket 
88s will perform their rollick-
ing roots riffs & boogying 
jump blues tonight at 8 at 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction, 
865 Forest Ave. Tickets: $4 at 
the door; call 773-6886 for 
more information. 
• The FMLN hits Portland: 
Tonight at 7:30, "Maria's 
Story" will be shown free at 
Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 
High St. This one-hour video 
documents the life and 
struggle of Maria Serrano, a 
commander in the Faribundo 
Marti Na tional Liberation 
Front (FMLN) in EI Salvador, 
and explores the struggle for 
dignity and freedom of EI 
Salvador's people. Sponsored 
by Portlanders Against U.s. 
Intervention in Central 
America (PAUSICA), the 
video will be followed by a 
discussion including an 
update on the current situa-
tion in EI Salvador. Call 773-
7873 to learn more. 
• "Loved Her, Hated Him": 
Big 2 Do Productions presents 
Marie Pressman in this 
gender-bending cabaret 
conceived and directed by 
Edward Reichert, which 
features the song "Jonathan 
Wesley Oliver Jr.," a tribute to 
those who have died of AIDS 
and whose lives are celebrated 
through the Names Project 
AIDS Quilt. Shows tonight 
(and Oct. 15, 22 & 29) at 8 at 
the Cave, 29.5 Forest Ave. 
There's an $8 cover and a full 
bar with no minimum. Call 
773-0634 for reservations. 
ONLY 2·1/2 MILES TO L.L. BEAN 
Come to Freeport, 
Aland Visit ... I Desert I .. : --:- of Maine 
I Malne's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand Dun9S - Narrated 
Coach Tours - Nature Trails 
- Sand Artist -1783 Bam 
- World's largest Sand Pai7tfig 
-GiftShop-SIor9 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
• Desert Rd ... Dept. CB • 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH THIS /<D. $1 OfF 
ADUlT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AIIAIUlBLE 
• "And the Critics Said ... " 
Today at 3 p.m., Portland 
Stage Company actors will 
create a dramatic dialogue at 
Portland Museum of Art (7 
Congress Square) as they pia y 
out the oft-stinging criticism 
that met the first ImpreSSion-
ist exhibitions, where works 
by Monet and others were 
considered a shocking 
departure from the accepted 
traditions of academic art. As 
an exercise in the changing 
standards of excellence, 
attendees will also be able to 
walk through the exhibit. The 
performance is free with 
exhibit admission. For further 
dialoguing, call 775-6148. 
• ''The Next Step" for human 
rights: Tonight at 6:45, 
Amnesty Interna lional' s 
Portland chapter will be 
showing "The Next Step," a 
human rights video about the 
death penalty and its use 
around the world "and in the 
United States. The meeting 
will be held at Woodfords 
Church, 202 Wood fords St. 
For more info, call Cathy 
Ansheles at 871-7437. 
• Go figure: Tonight (as well 
as Oct. 10& 12), Figures of 
Speech Theatre will blend 
theatre, music and animated 
figures to present "Whosis," 
an original drama with music 
about a daughter's quest to 
understand her childhood in 
an alcoholic family. Curtain's 
at 8 in Portland Performing 
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Tix are $14, $7 for artists. Call 
774-0465 for whatchamacallit. 
• Heard far and Near: Holly 
Near, that mellifluous maker 
of women's folk paeans, will 
perform tonight at 8 in the 
Maine Center for the Arts at 
USM Orono. Tix are $15 in 
advance, $16 at the door. 
They're available by calling 
848-5359 or by mail through 
Greater Bangor NOW, Route 
2, Box 918, Carmel, ME 04419 
(include a SASE; orders 
received after Oct. 5 will be 
held at the door) . 
Those In the no will want to 
hear this woman Friday k 
Saturday, Oct. 4 k S. 
Cheap thrill: What about Job? 
A year ago you were making $40,000 and wonder-
ing whether you should get rid of your CD player 
for the latest model. Today you're unemployed and 
reworking your resume to apply for a Job servicing 
Port-o-Iets. The Job's not exactly what you had In 
mind, but It was the best listing In the Sunday 
paper. 
You are not alone_ Presently 7.2 percent of Main-
ers are unemployed. They are people like you with 
real skills and real contributions to make In the 
workplace, people who are now condemned to 
watching daytime TV, people who know this is not 
The Way life Should Be. 
But there are people right here on this fine 
peninsula who want to hear about the trials of 
being unemployed and who want to help you. 
On Thursday, Oct. 3, from 7-9 p.m., the Commit-
tee to Organize the Unemployed will sponsor "My 
Future, Maine's Future," a discussion with leading 
employers about the lack of Jobs In the area, the 
future of the Job market. and what we need to do to 
overcome unemployment. Tricia Nadlff-Spratt of 
Management Research Group will be the facilitator 
for a group of speakers who represent major em-
ployers lndudlng Hannaford Brothers and Maine 
Medical Center, as well as several smaller ones. The 
employers and analysts will discuss the job market 
and then open up the floor for questions from the 
audience. 
If you have a job or you're an employer, you'll 
benefit from hearing these notables' thoughts on 
what the future holds for the region's Job market. 
"My Future, Maine's Future" will take place at 
Woodford's Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords 
St. (which Is on Metro's Green #4 bus line). It's free, 
and refreshments will be served. If you have any 
questions or need a 11ft to the event. call David 
Crespo at 775-0105. 
- 10/3 East End Jazz Quartet 
in p0rtland 
• great music 
• great grub 
• great wine 
20 danforlh 0' 
7 
• 10/4 & 5 Marguerite Juenemann, 
Jazz vocalist 
• 10/8 from Detroit: Mlck Vranlch 
and Wordban'd 
• 10/10 from Boston: Morris Acevedo ............ , 
- 10/11 & 12 from Boston: Debris and 
from Seattle: Splatter 
• 10/16 Vintage ReperaloryCo.'s 
·Publlc Eye-
- 10/17 from Boston: pklnlst Frank Carlberg 
and vocalist ChristIne Correa 
• 10/18 & 19 The Tony Gaboury QuIntet 
- 10/24 from Boston: bassist Dan Greenspan 
and vocalist MUll BanneJo, La"n Jazz 
- 10/25 & 26 So Called Jazz Kwlntet 
• 10/29 Poetry Reading: call for Info 
• 10/30 Vintage Reperatory Co.'. 
·Sorry, Wrong Number' 
• 10/31 & 11/1 PaItI WIcks Trio 





42 Elm St., portland 
1 Block from Library 
774-7228 
GET FRESH 
• Gourmel Calering 
• Ethnic Cuisines 
• Luscious Desserts 
Exciling menus personalized 10 suit 
your needs, whalever the occasion. 
Service orienled, allenlive 10 detail. 
For furlher information or consultation, please call 92&3338 
Air Condltioned'Open for Lunch 
Shaded Patio 
·THURSDAY· ·FRI DAY· 
~W;E"'~ 
r. ~ PK 
PUBLIC HOUSE 
"-
45 Danforth Street 
(207)871-1579 
The O'Kendley Brothers, 
Proprietors + Blarney, Inc. 
Dalfy Outdoor Bar-B·Que 3-7 
Dinner daily 'Iii 10 
"(AT\ pool, darts, pinball, video 
{'"...... . games 
M $4. 64oz. Pnchsl'5 
'1-1 $1.50 12oz. Olympia Cans 
(dur il19 game time only) 
DAy BIG SCREEN 1. V. 
·TUESDAY· 
Two FoR ONE 75¢ 
drafts 





• <Antinued from 10-dRy CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
Barton Fink A Now York writer is lured to 
Hollywood after his play about life on 
New York's piers wins him the hearts of 
the common folk and newfound anen-
tion from Hollywood's greedy men in 
pinslriped suits. Stars John Turturro; 
written, directed and produced by Joel 
and Ethan Coen ("Miller's Crossing1-
City Slick.,. Three midde-aged New 
York men - Billy Crystal, Bruno Kirby 
and Daniel Stern-attempl10 recapture 
their lost youth by going on a modern-
day cattle drive. 
Daddy Nostalgia A woman reconcHes 
her relationship with her father during 
the last days of his life In the south .of 
France. Directed by Berlram Tavemler 
("Round MictJighf1, 
Dark Obsession An inveslrnent banker 
of the tanded gentry, thoroughly ob-
sessedwithhiswife, Is equally obsessed 
with the possibility thai she is having an 
affair. His jealousy fuses with a night of 
drunk driving when he runs down a pe-
destrian who may have reminded him of 
her. 
D.ad Again Suspense thriller about a 
woman who feels she has been reincar-
nated. Starring Kenneth Branagh, Andy 
Garcia, Derek Jacobi and Enma Thomp-
son. 
D_lwdGoldie Hawn stars in this thriller 
aboul a woman who finds out her hus.-
band of fIVe years isn't the man she 
believed. 
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a 
plastic surgeon on his way 10 HOllYWOod 
who gets sidelraC1uld In South Carolina 
and falls in love. 
Eating A group of women with ea.ng 
cisorders get together lor a dinner party 
10 work outthelr problems. 
Fiahal' King Jeff Bridges plays a cynical 
deejay attempting to redeem hmsetfwith 
the help of Perry (Robin Williams), a 
charismatic, visionary street person and 
formerprofessorofmeclevalhlstorywho 
believes, says director Terry Gilliam 
("BrazH1, that his own salvation rests In 
ctalrring the Holy Grail from the upper 
East Side town house of a DonaIdT rump-
type Manheltan developer - with the 
help of the deejay. 
Freddy'a Dead The last installment In the 
"Nightmare on Elm Streer marathon. 
La F.mm. Nlkltlr A French woman be-
comes a sacral agenl for her couniry to 
escape a death Mntence for killing a 
policeman, lhen fals In love and begins 10 
question lhe morality 01 her line of WOf1c. 
Lat. For Dlnn.r Two friends become 
unwitting participants in a 1962 cryogen-
icsexperimen1. Theyretum to their home 
town 29 years latter to slrike up old 
relationships. Directed by W.O. Richter 
("Winter Kils1. 
N.c .... ryRoughn_aComedy aboul1he 
ups and downs of. college footbaH team. 
101 Dalmatian. Dogs, dogs and more 
dogs. Disney at Its sponed best. 
Paradl .. Melanie Griffith and Oon John· 
son star in this film based on the French 
film "Le Grand Chemin" ("The Grand 
Highway1, in which a couple eSlra~ed 
over the death of their child take In a 
friend's 10-year-01d boy in Paradise, 
Michigan. 
Pari. Is Burning Jennie Livingston'sdocu-
mentary about black and Latino gays 
who compete in Parisian drag balls. 
Rlcoch.tTough Los Angeles cop arrests 
and humiliates a masler criminal. Stars 
Denzel Washington and John Lithgow. 
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the leg-
endary hero of Sherwood Forest In this 
sweeping epic filmed In England. Among 
the ensernbJe are Christian Stater, Mor-
gan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth 
Mastrantonio. 
Shout A young, musically talented boy in 
a home lor orphan delinquents Is Intro-
duced to the joys of rock 'n' roll through 
the home's unconventional music 
teacher. Stars John Travolta and Rich-
ard Jordan. 
Terminator 2 A bigger, more explosive 
sequel to the 1964 hit. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted 
cyborg from Ihe fulure who does battle 
Ihistime with another, not-so· kindhearted 
terminator. Splendid special effects. 
ThaCornmltrnanta Direclor Alan Parker's 
("Mississippi Burning: "Midnight Ex· 
press") tale of an Irish rock ba.nd de~ot~ 
to black American soul muSIC. Wh'msI' 
cal and absorbing . 
Th. Doctor W~liam Hurt stars as a sur· 
geon who becomes a patient and eve n-
tually a beUer human being. 
Th. Godfath.r Part III A not-very-old· 
but-weary patriarch has retired from the 
rackets 10 buy himself respeclability and 
salvation by giving millions to the church, 
the hospital and the poor. Still, he cannot 
escape the legacy of his criminal past. 
Th. Super Joe Pesci plays an evil New 
York slumlord who is forced to ive in one 
of his buildings. 
Th.lma & Loul .. Two women leave their 
crummy menfolk at home to head out on 
the road. They encounter crummy men 
everywhere they go. Thank God there 
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema 
anymore. With Geena Davis and Susan 
Sarandon. 
Tom Jonu Albert Finney playsTom Jones 
in this 1963 classic adaptation of the 






Maine Mall Road, S. Ponland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Oct 4-10 
Deceived (PG-13) 
1,3:15, 5 :30, 7:45, 9:55 
The Commitments (R) 
1 :35, 4:15, 7, 9:30 
Nece .. ary Roughness 
(PG-13) 
1 :45, 4:10, 7 :10, 9:40 
Dead Again (R) 
1 :30, 4, 7:20, 9:45 
Ricochet (R) 
1 :50,4:25,7,9:25 
101 Dalmatian. (G) 
1,2:50 
Shout (PG-13) 
1 :10, 3:10, 5:10,7:15,9:15 
Robin Hood (PG-13) 
4:45,7:40 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Ponland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Oct 4-10 
Shows 1-4 Mon-TOOrs; 
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat 
Doc Hollywood (PG) 
1:10, 4, 7:20, 9:40, 11 :50 
The Super (R) 
1 :40, 4 :30, 7, 9:15, 11 :40 
The Doctor (PG-13) 
12:50, 3:40, 6:50, 9:30, 12 
Freddy's Dead (R) 
1 :30,4:20,7:40,9:50,12:15 
Paradise (PG-13) 
1, 3 :50, 7:10, 9:35, 11:45 
Fisher King (R) 
12:30,3:20, 6:30, 9:20, 12:05 
Terminator 2 (R) 
12:40, 3:30, 6:40, 9:25, 12:05 
Late For Dinner (PG) 
1 :30, 4:20, 7 :40, 9 :45, 11:35 
The Movies 




Wed-Sat 7, g 
Sal-Sun 1 






Wed-Sat 7:15, 9 
Sat-Sun 1 :15 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streets, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Oct 4-10 
No weekday matinees 
Barton Fink (R) 
1 :10,7,9:20 
City SlIcke,.. (PG·13) 
1 :40, 7:30, 9:40 
Parts Is Burning (NR) 
1 :20, 7:10, 9:10 
Thelma & Louise (R) 
1 :30, 6:40,9:25 
La Femme Nlklta 
1 :50, 6:50,9:15 
Tom Jones (NR) 
2,7:40,9:40 
Cynthia Bam.tt as Eva Van H.lslng and Deborah Hall as Count-
ess Dr.eula can't get no batbfaetlon. 
Transexsylvania: There goes 
the neighborhood 
• "The Passion of Dracula," written by Bob Hall and 
David Richmond, directed by Michael Rafkln 
At Mad Horse Theatre Co., 955 Forest Ave., Portland 
Tbrough Oct, 20 
It's great fun to psychoanalyze literature. "Peter Pan" and N Alice 
in Wonderland" are both a trip. But Englishman Bram Stoker's 1898 
novel "Dracula" has provided a field day for Freudians now for 
almost a century. The story, which was also a psychological 
paradigm for the whole Victorian mentality (table legs were called 
'limbs" and sexual females got social spikes through their hearts), 
hasaIso sparked the literary imagination for almost as long. To date 
there have been 11 different published play versions of his story. 
So why would Mad Horse Theater want to attempt something 
that has been done so many times? Same reasons a- the others, I 
suppose: fascination with these tremendously deep sexual arche-
types. But Mad Horse is presenting its version in the 19905, with 
two profound changes having occurred in our social structure and 
psychological outlook: feminism and Carl Jung. 
Today women's sexuality, rather than being social anathema, is 
lhe most highly saleable item on Madison Avenue, and people are 
much more interested in thinking about Jung's archetypes-
especially the female ones - than they are about Freud's mother-
stage fixated males, Some of these female archetypes, according to Mad Horse, are the devour-
ing, sexual mother; the 
nurturing, healing mother; the heroine and huntress; and the witch-
oracle. Rafkin's solution to presenting a 19th-century psychodrama 
in the 2Oth-century world of post-modernism is simple: Swap the 
roles sexually. 
It works. Set in an "alternative" psychiatric clinic housed in the 
English country estate of aristocrat Gordon Trent (Tony Owen), the 
characters carry out their counter-stereotypical roles with imagina-
tion and wit. The victimized Wilhelmina (called Willy Murray in 
lhis production) is played dependably well by Donald Jellerson. He 
gets doted on by the representative of one female archetype, and 
gels his blood sucked out of him by another. As the goddesses of 
light and darkness battle for possession of his body and soul, Willy 
Ihe Man-Child swoons a lot and wanders around in bewilderment, 
appropriately helpless in his own defense. 
The battling titans are marvelous. Dr. Eva Van Helsing (Cynthia 
mett) plays the nurturing mother whose maternalism is (either 
offset or fortified - choose your century) by her high status in the 
male-dominated medical world, as well as by her capacity for 
broad, deductive thinking that keeps her mentally well in the lead 
of her male peers. She has a vunderfully old·vorld, Germanic, ve-
ViII see-to-zis approach that is reassuring to Willy and audience 
alike. Offsetting her is La Contessa (Deborah Hall), who is definitely 
possessed of a post-modernist psyche. Instead of the traditional 
brooding, mysterious, aristocratic East European rount, whose 
I outward appearance would be outwardly indistinguishable from anyone else in his social sphere, this she-Dracula bursts into the 
staid English parlor like a biker bitch from helI- the nightmare (as 
Ralkin puts it) of every suburban mother. She's a sight with her red 
floozy curls and her sequined, bare-breasted Dracula outfit. 
Given the seriousness of the drama up to this point, Countess 
Dracula's lurid,.romic-bookish appearance seems silly compared to 
Ihe rest of the cast. But it signals that, in fact, the script is wonder-
fully dry and tongue-in-cheek, and it establishes the launching 
place for some great one-liners. 
They start with one of her own; having been dubbed the 
'Transubstantial Countess" by one of the clinic's staff, she issues an 
imperial Whine: '1 wish not," she snivels, "to be the object of 
mirth: Dr. Helga Vail Zandt, psychiatrist at the clinic and the first 
vampire victim (played much more ronvincingly as vampire than 
as psychiatrist by Terry Drew), extricates herself from one of the 
more explicit sexual scenes I've seen in local theater by whispering 
grandiosely to her lover, "We're hostages to history." This tension 
I 
between humor and seriousness is well maintained throughout. 
. The dramatic pace, though disjOinted and disappointing in the 
third act, has a well-sustained crescendo in the second. When the 
~ came to its frantic conclusion and the lights went out, an 
mvoluntary sound escaped from the first row. "Wow," yelped an 
anonymous man. It brought the house down for its romic relief: 
everyone had been sharing his tension. 
Margot McWilliams 
STAGE 
Comedians Tim Ferrell, Joanne 
Chessie and Kevin Shone love: bad 
TV, political coups, poelry, extreme emo-
lional displays, big hair, religious epics, 
tabloid journalism, conlorted bodies, 
phony foreign tongue, obscure historical 
references, grolesque celebrilies, and 
small children with puppies. They Irans-
lorm lhese passions and any passions 
you mighl suggest inlo a two-hour com-
edy bonanza. Just like snowflakes, no 
Iwo shows are alike. This comedy miracle 
unfolds aI 8 pm every Thursday at the 
Cave (29 Foresl Ave, righl next to ZOOIZ). 
Just bring $3 and lim, Joanne and Kevin 
win lake you from Ihere. For more info call 
879-0070 . 
"Th. Congraaawoman" Reading of 
Aristophanes' play will be held by the 
USM Honors Program Oct 5 aI 7 pm in 
USM's Luther Bonney Aud~orium. Free 
and open 10 Ihe public. CaJl780-4330 for 
more info. 
·Darll Tatea" is a celebration and connec-
lion to thearchel}1)8l past, 0/ pagan beief 
and superslilion. A pasl where the dead 
come lome, and rational ifetripsand falls 
inlo the chasm 0/ imaginalion. Mime, 
magic, dance, fire, juggling, shadow play, 
special effects, scary slories, dark humor 
and visifors from the spiril world will be 
fealured. Leland Faulkner and Co'spopu-
lar Halloween show returns 10 Celebra-
lion Barn Oct 10 (hall-price review), Oct 
11 & 12, t8, 19& 20, 25, 26, 27 & 31, and 
Nov 1 & 2. Shows are al8 pm Thurs-Sat, 
7 Sun. Tix: $7. CaN 743-8452 for reserva-
tions. 
Figures of Speech Theat.. presenta 
"Whoala," an original drama whh music, 
about a daughler's quest 10 undersland 
her childhood in an alcoholic lamily. Oct 
10, 11 & 12 al 8 pm aI the Portland 
Perfonning Arts Corrler, 25A Foresl Ave, 
PortlMd. Tix: $14, $7 for artisls. "Cupid 
and Psyche: an oulrageous retelling of 
the Greek myth, mixes humor and ro-
mance and is appropriale lor adults and 
children d all ages. Oc113, 2 pm, same 
place. Tix: $6, $3 for children. Call 774-
0465 for reservalions, or 865-6355 for 
more info. 
"Georg. MI" The Portland Lyric Theater 
presenls a mefodious montage d memo-
rable musicfrom the prolific pen 0/ George 
M. Cohen. master of American musicaf 
comedy. Oct 4, 5 & 6' & Octll, 12& t3·. 
'Aslerisk indicaled a malinee perfor-
mance. Curtain is 8, 2 :30 for matinees. 
Portland Lyric Theater is Jocaled al 176 
Sawyer St. SouthPorlland. Call 799· t 421 
or 799-6509. 
"The Good Doctor" Vinlage Repertory 
will present Chekhov's vigneUes, as 
adapled by Neil Simon, Oct 4 al 8 pm & 
Oct 6 at6 pm al Saco River Grange Hall , 
Salmon Falls Road. Bar Mills. Tix: $9/$7. 
Call 828-4654 for reservations. 
Les BalietsAfricains De La Republique 
De Guinee Company 0135 dancers and 
musicians performs a provocative blend 
oftradnionaldance, music and slorylelling. 
laced wilh incredible spectacle, acroba'-
ics, comedy and drama. The fascinating 
legends of Guinea unfold in a joyous 
celebralion thai cuts across all cultural 
barriers. The Iroupa will appear Ocl 3 al 
7:30 pm in Portland City Hall Audilorium. 
30 Myrtle St, Portland. nx: $10.$25, hall 
price for kids 13 and younger; call 772-
8630. 
"Locaf Color" Frve-dance concert 01 ori9~ 
nal choreography perfonned by Bowdoin 
Dance Faculty and other Maine dancers 
Oct 4 al6 pm in Pickard Theater, Memo-
rial Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick. 
For further info, call 725-3201 . 
"Loved Her, Hated Hlml" Big 2 Do Pro-
ductions presents Marie Pressman in Ihis 
gender-bending cabarel conceived & dj. 
rected by Edward Reichert. This show 
fealures the song "Jonathan WesleyOfiver 
Jr:atributetothemen, women & children 
who have died of AIDS and whose lives 
are celebrated Ihrough the Names Project 
AIDS Quilt. Tuesdays, Oct 8, 15, 22 & 29 
al6 pm (doors open aI7:30) althe Cave, 
29.5 Forest Ave, Portland. $6 cover. Call 
nJ.06343 for reservalions. 
"Murder.t the Caf. Nolr" A 19405 mys-
tery movie come 10 life aI Portland's only 
dinner Ihealer. Journey 10 the island of 
Mustique in the waslem Carbbean for a 
delective thriller in the dassic Bogart tra-
dition. You'II meet a cast of cherecters 
who look as though they jusl stepped oul 
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila 
Wonderly, femme fatale ... Anthony Cairo, 
black marketeer ... Madam T oureau, pro-
prietress ollhecale ... and Rick Archer, a 
private eye who will need your hep in 
soving the myriad mysleries of Cafe Noir. 
The doors open every Saturday at 7:30 
pm and the show begins at 8. The cost is 
$29.95 per person and includes the lul~ 
lenglh show and a lour-course dinner. In 
The Baker's Table banquef room, 434 
Fore SI in Ihe Old Port. Call 693-3063 or 
1-8Q0.834-3063for reservalions. 
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Comedyw~h 
Paula Poundstone 
• October 1 8, $ 1 2 
From lheir 
Broadway Shaw 
Penn & Taller 
October 28, $ 1 5 • 
The Berkshire Ballet 
Madeline Canloralla Culpa, 
ArtlsHc Direclor 
NOYember 1, $ 1 0 
Turtle Island 
String Quartet 
Windham Hill Jazz Arlisls 
Noyember 22, $ 12 
MOMIX 
Mod",n Donce IIlusionisls 
Moses Pendelton, Direclor 
January 17, $ 14 
Blues Artisl 
Lonnie Brooks 
wilh special guest, 
J.h. Watkl ... 
~_-' • February 21, $ 1 2 
ha .. n Tlck.t. $60. - SAYE $' 51 
Individuallickels available aPf?/oximalely 3 weeks ~ior 10 each show at 
Record Exchan~or~aoo, Bull NIoOse fv'tJsic-£runswick, Play II 
Again-Yarmouth, BoWdoin Call~unswick. For more informalion, season 
lickels and 10 charge tickets ~ phone, call 725-3201 , 8:3(}S, Mf. 
COOKIN • 
I grew up in a family where the favorite cookbook was the 
"I Hate to Cook Book." Most of our meals came from cans and 
boxes. Canned spaghetti and hamburg casserole, braised pork 
chops baked for hours in a ketchup and gingerale sauce, and 
Saucy Franks (the recipe for this one is right OUt of Stephen 
King) were standard fare. Not exactly haute cuisine, but a lot 
of people ate like that in 1950's Suburbia. 
, The only glimpse of real cooking I had while growing up 
was when we went to Nana's house. My grandmother's 
cooking could best be described as German with a New 
England twist. Saurbraten, Wiener Schnitzel, Baked Beans 
and a delicious German Breakfust Bread - hearty food made 
from scratch. And if my grandfather got lucky fishing he 
would make an incredible fish chowder that I can taste to this 
day. Unfortunately, my visits were few and far between. 
In the early Seventies my interest in gardening led me to an 
organic vegetable farm in Burketville, Maine. I lived in a tent 
and learned to grow vegetables without chemicals and with a 
lot of love. At first I was unfumiliar with a lot of the things we 
grew, but my knowledge increased as I helped harvest and 
cook the crop. 
I left the farm and went to work in various restaurants in 
and around the Portland area for nearly the next twenty years. 
One thing lead to another, and now I'm at Katahdin with 
Danny. Cooking here has allowed me to put into practice the 
lessons I learned on that farm so long ago. I use as much 
Maine grown produce, fish, daity, and meat procducts as 
possible. I also incorporate berries, herbs, and vegetables from 
my own organic garden in various recipes here at the 
restaurant. Good cookin' with the freshest ingredients is the 
Katahdin way. Come give us a try . . ' -h ~
14U~& ~ . d ' 
774,1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM - IOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM - IIPM 
I. 
20 o.sco Bay Wukly 
GOOD DEALS AT GCIDD DAY 
-£Xc,l/,m Chocolate 
Raspberry Creme 
Whole Bean CoHee $5.29 Ib 
-£Xc,I/,1It Columbian Supremo 
Whole Bean CoHee $4.65 Ib 
-EquI' £Xchln" French Roast 
CoHee $4.25 Ib 
-Equal Ezellallg. SWiR Water 
ProceR.d Columbian Decaf $6.39 Ib 









155 Bracke" Street, Portland. Open 7 days a week· n2-4937 
-'lYESSE/J('T.S-
Jfome~ & Irnsisti6Ct! 
Call ror Information about 
Christmas Parties 
and Special Events 
v.tufer 'J.[g.w Management 
Serving Lunch" Dinner 1l:30am.llpm 
Lounge Hours 1l:3Oam-lam 
425 Fore Street· Old Port, Portland· 772-7713 
Mle" VlSAAccepted' Ample Parking' Formerly Blue Moon 
:::. ::. ": . 
Entertainment 
• Contin""d from page 19 
STAGE 
"TIMo ..... Ion 01 Draeu"~ In ~s first pr0-
duction 01 the season, Mad Hon;e The-
atre explores the mythic power 01 the 
feminine Orarulain this ageless legend 01 
sex, death and rebirth by Bob Hal and 
David Richmond. R...a through 0cI 20, 
with cur1ain at 8 Thurs-Sat and ( sun. Tix: 
$15, $13 for students and seniots. Reser-
vations are required; call 797-3338. 
·Pump 8o}lll and Dlnett.· This rollick-
ing musical went from oIf-Broadway to 
Broadway where ~ enjoyed a long run. h 
embodiesthe value 01 friendship and Iile's 
sirnPJe pleasures. 0cI4-26, cur1ain is .. e 
pm. The Thaxter Theatre is loaded at 420 
Cottage Rd, South Portland. 799-7337 or 
799-7338. 
Ram .... nd o.neewil perform in a facuhy 
show 0cI4 al8 pm in Bowdoin College's 
Picksrd Theater in Brunswick. Free. Call 
773-2562. 
AUDITIONS 
Schoolhou .. Arte Center et ..... 110 
Lake wil hold audhions for M December 
show ",0\ Christmas Carot' on 0cI 6 & 7 
from 7-9 pm. This is a Iarge-i:ast musical, 
w~ many pails for all ages. Call 642-
3743 for more irAo. 
ActGn Th..v.of MIIlne(AToM), Maine's 
touring professional theatre company, is 
aud~ioning mala and female actors for ~s 
1991-92 season. AToM is a not-for-prof~ 
company touring ive thealre to schools 
throughout New England. Send resume 
and photo to actC)fS thealre of maine, RR 
1 Box 900, Leeds. Me 04263. 
TheCommunltyOrchestreofthePort-
land Symp hony is seeking to enlarge ~s 
string section. They are also looking for a 
second bassoonist. Not only does the 
group perform fine music but it is com· 
posed of people Irom a variety of back· 
grounds and ages who enjoy the fun of 
working together Wednesday eves from 
7:30· t a pm. For info on how to join. call 
Jan Pillsbury at 883-2460 or the secretary 
Leon Burbank at 799-6194. 
Fr .. port Community Pteyera will hold 
audhions 0cI 7 & 8 at 8 pm for their 
second annual performance 01 Gian-Carfo 
Menotti's "Amahl and the Night Vis~C)fS: 
The opera's principal roles are a boy 
soprano, his mclher, three kings and ther 
page. Numerous roles are also avaiable 
for male and lamale singers in the choral 
group. At the First Parish ChUrch, Main 




LaWNnceGoian (classical) 8 pm, Corthall 
Concert Hall. USM Gorham. Golan, con-
Il9fImasler 01 the PSO, make his USM 
facoMy~ debut as opening concert 01 
the Facuhy Concert Series. He will be 
joined by Martin Perry, pianist, lor a pr0-
gram leaturing Praeludiumand Alegroby 
Frtz Kreisler; Beelhoven's Sonata No. 7 
in C minor, Op. 30; Pablo de Sarasale's 
Zigeunet weisen, Op. 20; and sonata in A 
Major by Casar Franck. Tix: $8 general 
p<bic; $4 students, seniors & facoMy. 
780-5555. 
TIMo MaIne Baroque EnMITI"" (c1assi-
cal) 8 pm, First Parish Church, 9 CJew>. 
land St, Brunswick. Included in program 
wi. be Cantata 82a, SchemeUi Songs, 
T occaIa for Harpsichord, Sonata lor Rule 
and BassoContinuo& the Cello Su~ellII. 
Free with donations acoapIed at door. 
839-5922. 
SATURDAY 10.5 
The Maine Baroque Ensembte (dassi-
cal) 8 pm, Wi'istoo West Church. 32 
Thomas St. Portland. Included in pro-
gram will be Cantata 82a. Schemelli 
Songs. Toccata for Harpsichord. Sonata 
for Flute and Basso Continuo & the Cello 
Suite #111. Free wrh donations accepted 
at door. 839-5922. 
Jem Moore & Arlanne Lydon (Iolk) 8 pm. 
The Chocolate Church. 804 Washingtoo 
St, Bath. Program of traditional Celie & 
Chilean music, Bach aryangements, origi-
nal compos~ions and more 00 hammered 
d~cimer. lrishflute, 12-string guhar, more. 
Toc $7 advance. $9 at the door. 729-
3185. 
Northea.t Wind. (traditional Irish) 7:30 
pm, Saco River Grange. Bar Mills. Find 
out the price at the doorl 
Katie Webeter (blues) 8 pm, Portland 
Perlorming Ar1s Center, 25A Forest Ave. 
Swamp boogie queen plays her two-fisted 
piano blues. Tix: $15. 774-0465. 
Cheryl Wh .. ler (Iolk) 8 pm, Jewett Audi-
torium. University ~ Maine aI Augusta. 
Tue call Forum-A box oftice at 621-3209. 
Chrle Wllllameon .. Tm Fure (healing, 
independent folk) 5:30 & 8:45 pm. ~ 
Thealer, 205 Main St, Biddeford. A ben-
el~ for Caring Unlim~ed. Tix: $15 in ad-
1Iance. $16.50 day of the show. 247-3461 
or 929-6344. 
SUNDAY 10.8 
Rick CIMorette and Hla Bubble Gum 
BlInd (pop) 3 pm. USM Portland gym. 
Music and Mischief. benef~ for the Center 
lor Grieving Children, by ChareHe. Show 
wi. also leature Rick Adam, a Vaudeville 
One Man Perede. Adllance tix $7 at Shop 
'n Save supermarkets, $7.50 at door. 
874-2878. 
Ronald stalforcl (organist) 4pm, SI. Luke's 
Cathedral. 143 State St. Portland. Tix: $6 
at the door, $4 students & seniots. Music 
of Bach, Mendelssohn, Reger, Howells & 
Messiaen. 772-5434. 
UPCOMING 
Holly Neer 10/12191 (women's music) 8 
pm, Maine Center lor the Arts. USM, 
Orono. Ti.: $15 in advance. $t6 at door. 
Tix available by mail: Greater Bangor 
NOW. Route 2, Box 9t 8, Carmel. ME 
044t9. include SASE (orders received 
after Oct 5 will be heldal door) . 848·5359. 
Portland String Quartet 1 0111191 (cham-
ber) 8 pm. Dana Auditorium at Maine 
Medical Center, entrance aI the gale op-
poshe 7 Bramhall St . Por1land. Program: 
Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. 
Hindem~h 's String Quartet No. 1 & Quar-
tet in F Major. Op. 96, by Dvorak. TIx: $13 
general admission. $7 kids under 12 and 
seniolS over 60. 761·1522. 
The Choral Art Society Masterworlls Ch0-
rus with PSO & Guest Conductor Robert 
Shaw 10113191 (classical) 3pm, Por1land 
City Hall Aud~orium , 30 Myr1le St. Por1-
land. Tix: $9-$28, all seats rasel'lled. 
Johannes Brahms: A German Requiem. 
Call 773-8191 for more information. 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 10.3 
Ea.t End Jazz Quartet (jazz), cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
TIMo Look (rock) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871 -1579. 
Phonehea. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Rockln Vlbretlon (reggae) Raoul's Road-
side Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland. 
77~ 
The Raze (lOCk) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickell St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Annie Ctark (acoustic) Tipperary P1b, 
Sheratoo Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161. 
Acouetlc Open Mic Night with Bill 
Cameron (b.y.o. acousticjam) TheWrong 
Brothers Pub aI Port Billiards. 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
fRIDAY 10.4 
Jeremy Lnter (acoustic) Bramhal Pub, 
769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Marguerite Jeunemenn Gau) cale no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
The Look (rock) Father O'Hara's PlbIic 
House, 45 Danforth St , Ptld . 87t.t579 
Scott Oakley Trio Gazz) Litlle Willie's J6 
Markel St. Portland. 773-4500. • 
Blcycte Thieve. (rock) Moose Alley ~ 
Markel St, Por1land. 774-5246. • 
Phoneheada (rock) Old Port Tavern 11 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. ' 
Blind Lemon. (blues) Raoul's Roadsij, 
Attraction, 865 Forest 'we, Plld. n~ 
6886. 
The Raze (rock) Spring Point Cale 175 
Pickett St, S. Por1land. 767-4627 .. 
Meli< Brenn (jazz) T!ppE!t'ary Plb, Shemlllll 
Tara Hotel. S. Ptld. 775-6161. 
Wing and a Preyer (rock) The Wr 
Brothers Pub aI Por1 Billiards. 39 F: 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
SATURDAY 10.5 
Jeremy Lnter (acoustic) Brl¥llhaJ PiJ) 
769 Congress St , Portland. 773-9873. • 
Marguerite Jeunemenn (jazz) cale II) 
20 Danforth St. Portland. 772.atI4. • 
The Look (rock) Father O'Hara's I1mIc 
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871-t579. 
Scott Oakley Trio (jazz) Litlle W~Iie·s. J6 
Matkel St, Portland. 773-4500. 
Bicycle Thle_ (rock) Moose Alley. ~ 
Markel St, Portland. 774-5246. 
SWift Icecu .... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Mouhoo St, Portland. 774-04«. 
Johnny Copeland (blues) Raoul's Road. 
sideAHraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portland 
773-6886. 
Blind L ...... n. (rock) Spring Point eat. 
175 Picken St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
"relght Up(rock) Tipp8rary Plb.Shetato" 
Tara Hotel. S. Ptld. 775-6161. 
Wing and a Preyer (rock) The WIa'! 
Brothers PIAl at Port Billiards, 39 Foresl 
Ave, Portland. 775-1944. 
SUNDAY 10.8 
Taylor Whiteside (Irish music) FaIJer 
O'Hara's Public House, 45 Oanlorth &, 
Por1land. 871 -1579. 
Darien Brahme (blues) Gritty McDuffs, 
396 Fore St, Por1land. 772-2739. 
Jenny" Jeremy (rock) Moose Aley, 46 
Matkel St, Portland. 774-5246. 
USA (rock) Old Port Tavem, II MouhonS. 
Por1land. 774-l>444. 
SUndey Brunch In the Ballroom (classf 
cal) Portland Regency. 20 Milk SI. POIf 
land. 774-4200. 
Mitch Woods and His Rocket 881 
(boggie·woogie) Raoul's RoadsideAIIIl< 
tion . 865 Forest Ave. Ptld. n3-6880. 
Acoustic Connection with D.J. Land~ 
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pici<~ 
SI. S. Portland. 767·4627. 
Ken Grimsley (acoustic) Whart·s End. ~ 
Whan St. Portland. 773-0093 
MONDAY 10.7 
USA (rock) Old Port Tavern, tl MouhonS 
Portland. 774-0444. 
Monday Night Football at Moose Alief, 
46 Matket St, Portland. 774-5246 
Open Mlc NIght with Randy MOllbitl 
(b.y.o. jam) Raoul 's Roadside An. 
865 Forest Ave. Portland. n3-6886. 
Monday NIght Football at T-8illll, 1 ~ 
N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Open Mlc Night with Ken Gn""" 
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52l'o11af a 
Portland. 773-0093. 
TUESDAY 10.8 
MIck Vrenlch and Wordband (iaz*" 
no, 20 Danforth St, Por1land. m-811( 
Danny Gre_ & Matt F ... t.r {1~GsIt 
McDulf's, 396 Fore St. Portland. m 
2739. 
The Walt ... (rock) Old Port Tavern II 
Mouhoo St, Portland. 774-{)444. 
LIM Gallant (acoustic) Raoul's RoadoI 
Attraction,865 Forest Ave. Plld. n'J.f;llJ; 
Open MIc Night with Peter GIeaII 
(b.y.o.jam)Spring Point Cafe, t7SP'o:it 
St, S. Portland. 7fi.7-4627. 
Will Tu ....... (acoustic) Wharf's End ! 
Wharf St. Portland. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 1 O.~ 
Annl CIa Ii< (folk) Father O'H8I8's ~ 
House, 45 Danlorth St , Ptld. a7t·"" 
BIIclMoJore' Night (xxx) Moose .\IeY.1 
Markel St, Portland. 774-5246. 
The Waltera (rock) Old Port TII'/I!1I r 
Mouhon St, Portland. 774-00\044. 
Red Ught Re_ (jazz) RaoU's~ 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, Portlatil 
6886. ~ 
Bill and ...... my (acoustic) V/haIf1 
52 Wharf St. Portland. 773-Q093· 
Open Mlc NI9ht wIth til. cool \I\~ 
(b.y.o. rockjam) The Wrong Brothel! 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave. PodII 
775-1944. 
MNCING 
GoII. Dence, Inc., Thompson's Point, 
second floor Bldg 1 A, Portland. Smoke 
andchem-free dances with swing, Latin & 
bal~oom music Fridays from 9-12 pm & 
Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
Tilt Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nigtlly. 8 pm on ... Fri·Sat until 3 am. 
Cover: $2. Thursday's are College Alter· 
n.lM! night. No cover w~h colege ID. $1 
wnhout. 871-0663. 
Salut ... 20 Milk St. Portland. Open nightly 
unlill am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T.Blrd'l, t26 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
foolbaA aftemoon, comedy night; Mon, 
toolbal party; Wed, local bands; Thurs 
college night; Fri & Sat. bands and/; 
deejay, all contemporary dance music. 
m·8040· 
Whorehou.a Chem-Free Danee Club, 
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive mtr 
sic. Fri-Sa/. 9 pm-l am. 874-9770. 
Zool%, 31 Forest Ave. Portland. Wed: 
Progressives. Thu: Visual Vibe. Fri: 
Dee)ayllive Music; Sat: Cutting Edge 
Dance; Sun: Request Night. 773-e187. 
ART 
~PENING 
Art 0011..., at Six Deering .. reet, Port-
WId. ~ing preview/raceplion 0cI 4 
Irom S-9 pm for new watercolors by Carl 
Schmalz. Open house 0cI 5 from 11-5. 
Showing Ihrough 0cI 26. Gallery hours' 
Tuos·Sat, 11-5, until 0cI19; alter that by 
chance 0( appointment. 772-9605. 
Tht Bart.r Oellery, Portland School 0/ 
Art, 619 Congress SI. Opening receptioo 
oa Hom 5-8 pm for 'To Support, To 
AoknowIedge, To Promote; works by 11 
Maine artisrs who have been awarded 
,ndvidual artisls' fellowships by t he Maine 
Ms Commission or Ihe New England 
F"Hldalion for Ihe Arts: Mary Anderson . 
B,.II BIgby. Fraas/Slade. Linden 
Frederick. John Gallagher, Rebecca 
Goodale. Mark Johnson. Michael Lewis 
Rose Marasco. Betsy Meyer & Nancy 
ONeal. Runs Ihrough Nov 10. There will 
be.worl<shop before the opening 814:30 
".Baxler audltol'lum on funding opport", 
rmeslO/'vrsua/ artists. Galleryhours: T ues-
sun. lt-4; Thurs 11 -9. 775-5152. 
Semen .. Gallery, 56 Maine St. Brunswick. 
Openrng reception Oct 3 from 5-8 pm for 
'TcI<onoma; mixed media show of wall 
at and objects in sehings inspired by 
J..,.".se archilacture. Part of four.ga~ 
~ exllbil "Integration: CraNs in Archi-
lecIu,e: Through Nov9. Hours: Moo-Sat. 
10-5; Sun 12·5. 729-1108. 
Tht HItchcock Oaltery, 602 Congress 
Si. Portland. Opening receptioo 0cI 3 
110m 6-8 pm for -A Light 00 the HOrizen -
sIiow & sale 01 drawings, poetry, paim-
~.l.Y Ihe par1rClpants in the Hhchcock 
-,. most 0/ whom have been or are 
'"'" 0/' homeless. The purpose of the 
gailerylS 10 grve those Who wouldn't ordi-
1'a4~ have ~ the oppor1un~ to paint, 
draw. Wille or go to galleries. Gallery 
hour.: 2·5, Oct 4-5. 773-0976 
Hobo IoIIn~ Oallelfea North; 58 Maine 
Si. Brunswick. Opening reception 0cI 3 
'''''' s.s pm lor "landscape Art " part 01 
but-gaJ1ery exhb~ion "Intagr8l~: Cralts 
nAtchlecture: Works by artists inc/ud-
~_uuan Cross, Lynn Duryea, Paul 
'"'''''I, Sam Shaw & Sharoo Thompson 
1lrcugh Noy 2. Gallery hours: Thurs.sat· 
10 am·S pm. 725-4 t 91 ' Iorr . 
Contempo .. ry Art, 19 Mason Street, 
~1ISWick. Opening r&ception 0cI 3 from 
pm f",: -Chairs: a show of 18 dining 
~ chairs by 13 artists including the 
.Ion Flannery WOodworks Jamie 
.iJhnsron. Greg Liptoo & Duane Paluska. 
~ of four-gallery exhibition -Integra-
I ~aIts in ArcMacture: Through Nov 
IIlds b"'Y hours: weekdeys 1-5, week-
1157. y chance or appointmenl. 725-
~I Cl;'!lery,46 Maine St, Brunswick. 
- 1, larQ8-<lcale applications of 
~~,appiedl' to arch_acture, including 0--:- atlOn by FrostiSIaade. George 
~ga cer~ic wall refief pieces, 
~ Remson S scup/ures 0/ glass 
~. Part 0/ four-ganery exhb~ 'In-
I<. .CraltsI1Arch~acture "Through 
pm. ~ryhours: Mon·Sai, 10am-5 
Iot!ioo, 555 ~ress St Portland Ope 
'9 r&ception Oct 3 Ir"'; S-7 pm ;or "I.! 
ages of !he Male; black and wMe pho. 




•• . there 's something going on every night of the week! 
Three N 's! 
Free piZZa at half time 










B·A·P·P. Y B.O.U.R 
.1 OFF 60 oz. PBR Pitcher. $3.50 
4:00 to 
6:30pm 
" AU Beers Bottled W' __ J W. . 
. " ., '., , ' .' . ' . lIIe...... ell Drink • • FREE MUNCHIES . . ~ . . . . . . "., .. ,'. == 
MlllDAY 11m 
F.11IAU 







et the Movln 








All Well Rum 
Drink. $1 .50 
Top Shelf Rum 
Drink. $2.25 
" OFF All 
Appetizers 
60 oz. PBR 
pnchers $3.50 
VARIETY IS THE 
CE OF LIFE! 
LatfiM ' 'XJgfit 
75¢ Well Drinks 
2 for 1 
Appetizers 
Mergarit .. for 
Senorit ••• I. 75 




g to 10 pm 
11:30am to 6pm: 











g to 10pm 
• Fresh fruit and yogurt 
• Freshly baked scones 
• Generous sandwiches 1·.<*.'%XI!~.§!!!L~X!'<~'X!~y.~I!~.W"W . 
• OUf famous soups 
LUNCH SERVED 
DAILY 11:30-3 PM 
Enjoy the Sun While You Can ... 
We're Still Serving 
Lunch on the Deck 
Ma er's 
Church ~ Or come inside 
~n fOJ" NESN and all Cafe ~~~ 
Bakery li"ii'i~= 
Open 
6 a.m. Mon.-Fri. 
8 a.m. Sat. 
366 Fore St. • Old Port 
~ the RED SOX games! 
84 Comm~rcial St., Portland, Maine, 774-3550 
• Shelter 2tl 
• Bl .... Root. J:I;l 
• Hollander &.It 
• Stygified. 4:30PM 
THE MOON 
'" Ne E C l U 8 
DAN C E C L U B 
_ ALTERNATIVE DANCE MUSIC .... 
DRINK SPECIALS: 8:00 til midnight 
20 oz. Hiller Lite or Molson Light $1 . 25 
16 oz. Long Island Ic~ Tea $3_00 -
7 & 10 PM $12 
NEW ~UB [IIY 
SANDWlCHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT 
151 Midd!8 Street lunch: 
Next 10 Videoporl Monday-Friday 8-4 
Portland l' h O' , 
FA~2:2.o211 Sa~wi~~ns~~a: 
8-G318 Wednesday-Fnday, 4-9 
Famous since June, 1991, New Sub City has become a legendary purveyor of 
state-ofoille-art sandwiches, rOIled Syrians, salads, soups, plm, Green Min. Coffse 
Roasters coff.e, sinful chocolate chip cookies (Insulin therapy not Included) mufftns 
and other delectabfe dally Specials to dlscemlng business, professfonal and ~tressed 
executives of the Old Port offtce community. 
fHE GREAf SAN DIEGO CHICKEN 
Chicken salad, bacon, avocado 'prall, geen peppers red on' 
block and green olives, mayo and 'mustard: Iopoed off w~h y<:J IlOn"1 
mel led cheddOl. THE lie 9" SAIIDWI(H OIlLY Sl.95 ur aVail e 
• Continued on page 22 NO COVER with college 1.0_ $1 Without 
427 FORE ST _ _ __ PORTLAND 772-19S3 
22 o.sa> Bay WukIy 
::.WE WANT YOUR BODY 
To become part of the group that will bring you 
The 1992 Maine Lesbian & Gay Film Festival. 
We are starting plans, so bring your body to an 
open meeting on October 9th, 6:30pm at the 
People's Building ,155 Brackett 51., Portland, ME 
for more information call 
Out & Out Productions at 828-4714 
THE HIGHLIGHT 
OF YOUR LIFE! 
Let our staff add customized 
highlights to your hair without 
subtracting time from your busy 
lifestyle by using the NEW 




Brilliant highlights make your hair 
shimmer and shine With a new vitality. 
MATIIIX 
forlt~~~IGH~IGHi OF YOGR LIFE. G~~ 
~m~~ ~UD1~. 
-IHAH~HANGEI 
... and Jacia/ salon 
8 EXCHANGE STREET 8:30 - 7:00 M-F 
PORTLAND, MAINE 775-2555 8:30 - 5:00 SAT 
·"I-f r! , -) j:<:,) 
Of BE. "'I r I\; 
~ '-
Take 20% OFF Selected Wool Sweaters 
October 5 & 6 
UNITED COLORS 
OF BENETTON. 
56 Main Street, Free ort, Maine e 865-6369 
Welcome to 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
These new and returning 
advertisers help support us 
in our endeavor to provide 
you with an alternative to 
the daily news. 
• Life Consultation Center, 
Portland 
• Trendsetters Salon, 
Falmouth 
• Hole In the Wall, 
Raymond 
• Out & Out Productions, 
Portland 
• Just Me, 
Portland 





• Continued from page 21 
ART 
York In8tltute MUMUm, 371 Main St, 
Ssoo. Opening receplion Oct 4 from 5-8 
pm for "Forgdten Conneelions: Maine's 
Role in Ihe Navajo Textie Trade, 188G-
1930," an exhibit that explores the fasci-
naling but lillie-known contacl between 
MainefS and Navajo crallspeople aI lhe 
lum of the cenlury, and fealuresblankels, 
saddle blankels, rugs, pillow covers and 
other lextiles - all owned by Maine fam~ 
lies 50 10 one hundred years ago. On view 
Ihrough Jan 26. Hours: Tues-Fri, 1-4 pm; 
Thurs tit B. After Nov 1, the museum ill 
open Tues & Wed, 1-4; and Thurs 1-6. 
282-3031 . 
AROUND TOWN 
African Importa and N_ England Alta, 
1 Union St, Portland. African crafts, jew-
elry and $Cu~ure as well as New En· 
gland crafts, artWacIs and arts. Hours: M-
Sat, 10 am·9 pm; Sun 12-9. n2-9505. 
Area aallery, University of Soulhern 
Maine's Portland Campus Center. Dis-
carded objecls lake on new qual~ies aIIer 
Iransformalion into Rolm Puleio's mo-
biles and installations. Showing Ihrough 
Oct 5. Gallery hours: 7 am-l0 pm, Moo-
Fri; 10 am-l0 pm, Sal & Sun. 780-4090. 
Cong .... Square aallary, 42 Exchange 
St, Portland. Bold and cotorlul new paint· 
ings 01 Maine artisl Philip Barter"" view 
through Oct 12. Otherartists showing will 
be Gina Werfel, Hearne Pardee, Robert 
Pollien, Meg Brown Payson , Alan 
Sanborn, Carmen Mefilo, Melita Brecher 
& many olhers. Gallery hours: Mon-Sal, 
10:JO.S; Thurs·SaI eves liII9; Sun noon-
S. n4-3369. 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth SI , Port· 
land. -Bridging Ihe Rio Grande.- exhibi\ 01 
bronze sculplure and drawings wnh pre-
Hispanic, Mexican Ihemes by visiling 
Mexican artisl and art prolessOr Juan F. 
Velasco Perdomo. On view Ihrough 0cI 
18. Hours: Tues·Sal , 11 ·5. 775-6245. 
Dean Vetentgaa Gallery, 60 Hampshire 
SI, Portland. "VisionslDivisions," paint-
ings of Larry Hayden. Ciles inlluences 
incfuding myslical Persian poetry and Ihe 
Chinese orade, I Ching, Hayden creates 
images which are slarry, expansive and 
penetrating, suggeslive of bolh inner and 
outer vastness. Through Oct 20. Gallery 
hours: Thurs 12·B, Fri& Sat 12·5, Sun 12-
4, and by appointmenl by calling m-
2042. 
Froet Gully Gallery, 411 Congress SI, 
Portland. A new group exhibilion featur· 
ing the wo<I<s of all gallery artisls, includ-
ing o~s, watercolor, pastels, and sculp-
ture in a wide range of styles and subjeels 
by Dalav lpear, DeW" Hardy, Eric Green, 
Laurenze Sisson, AKred Chadbourne, 
Martha Groome, Sharon Yates, Cabot 
Lyford and John Laurent. Gallery hours: 
Moo-Fri, 12-6 pm, or by appoinlment. 
n3-2555. 
areenhut aalleri_, 146 Middle SI, Port-
land. Gallery artists on view Ihrough Oct 
16. Gallery hOlXS: Moo-Sat, 10:JO.5:30. 
n2·2693. 
The Lewi. Gallery, Portland Plblic li-
brary, 5 Monument Square. "A Spirit and 
Feeling Called Arkhangelsk and the Win-
ler Magic of Kargopol," Dennis !v;arrotte's 
color photographs 01 the Northern Rus-
sian region 01 Archangel. On view Ihrough 
Oct 30. Library hours: M., W. & F. 9-6; 
Tues &Thurs noon-9: Sat 9-5. 871·1710. 
MaIne Potte ... Mark.t, 376 Fore St, Port-
land. Elegant simplicity in fund ionaJ poI-
tery by Robyn Langhorst fioufs: 1 ().6 
daily, til 9 Thurs·Sat eves. 236-6112. 
TINt Photo aallery,· Portland School cI 
Art, 619 Congress St, Portland. "Photo-
graphs by Gregory Ctewdson" showing 
Ihrough Oct 11. Gallery hoI.n: Mon-Thurs, 
9-9; Fri 9-5; Sun 11-4. n2·5069. 
The Ptne Tree Shop and BayvI_ Gal-
lery, 75 Markel St, Portland. Selected 
works by Sally C. Fisher and William 
Beebe Ihrough 0cI3O. GaJery hours: 10-
6, Mon-Sat. n3-3007. 
Portland M .... um of Art, Seven C0n-
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues, 
Wed, Fri & Sat, 1 o am-5 pm; Thurs lOam-
9 pm; Sun 12-5 pm. Admission: aduhs 
$3.50, senior citizens and students w~h 
ID $2.50, children under 18 $1, group ra!e 
$3. Museum admission is free 10 am-
noon Saturday, bul $1.50 wUI be charged 
10 see the Impressionism exhbilion. n3-
2787. 
"tmpressiont8m and Post-Impresslon-
tsm: The Collector's Passton Drawn 
Irom privale colleclions, Ihis exhibilion of 
81 works by 43 artists tealures eight worl<s 
from the Joan Wh~ney Payson Colection 
as well as 11 from the holdings of Portland 
native Scali Black. The exhibnion ex-
plores the evolution of who collecls, how 
such decisions affecllhe nexl generali"" 
of coIectors, and how colleelors' deci-
sions aflect Ihe museum goer's access to 
Ihe maslerworks of Ihe ages. Monet, 
Renoir and Degas are among the artists 
represented in the painti~gs and $Cup. 
tures of "Impressionism. -On view through 
Oct 13. 
Portland Wlna and Ch_se, 168 Middle 
SI, Portland. Oil paintings by AI Waterman 
andwalercolors by Frieda Lundberg show-
ing lill Oct 30. 797-9450. 
R,N. Cohen Gallery, 547 Congress St, 
Portland. "Recent Painlings & Lim~ed 
Ed~ion Prinls by R.N. Cohen and John 
Holub; showing thru OcIober. 772-0633. 
Tha Spirited Gourmet, 14251. John SI, 
Portland. "A Tidal Marsh; photography 
by Carol Woodbury showing thru Oct 10. 
Hours: M·Fri, 10-6: Sat, 10-2. n3·2919. 
Tha Steln aallery, 20 Milk SI, Portland. 
The colorful, strong, soid fonms 01 Robert 
W~lson, the vessel form construdions of 
Bruce Pizzichilloand Ihe sandcasled and 
blown pieces of Neal Drobnis combine to 
make this an importanl show for people 
inlerested in contemporary glass scup. 
lure. Showing through Oct 15. Galery 
Hours: Mon,SaI, 11 am-6 pm: Sun, 12-5 
pm. n2-oo72. 
Sun aallary, 496 Congtess 51, Portland. 
New paintings and WOrl<s on paper by 
Ivan Jenny, Penelope Jones and Evelyn 
Wrrter. Showing through Oct 14. Galery 
hours: Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm or by ap-
pointmenl. 828-4760 or n3·8816. 
Tho." Mo.ar Cabtnatmaka .. , 415 
Cumberland Ave, Po'lland. "The Russian 
Album, - an inlemalional photography ex· 
hibilion lealuring a colleelion of black & 
wMe pholos by Nikolai chesnokov and 
selected innages from "Foto Eva; an ex· 
hibil of annaleur and professional pholos 
from Ihe inlemational communily. Show· 
ingthrough Nov29. Hours: Mon-Sal, 9-5. 
774-3791 . 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Mu ... um of Art, Wa1Ker 
Art Building, Bowdoin Colege, Brunwick. 
"The Here and Ihe Hereafler: Images of 
Paradise in Islamic Art,- a major exhibi· 
tion that examines Ihe subllelY and rich-
ness of Islam ic concepls 01 Ihe allerlile as 
a paradisiacal garden Ihrough the pre-
sentation of some 01 the finesl art pro-
duced by Ihis cukure. Consisling 01 50 
objeclS lent Ihem from museums across 
Ihe counlry, Ihe wo<I<s incfude illustrated 
manuscr~ls, liies and other ceramics, 
lexliles, metal and enamel work which are 
represenled in an instaflation incorpora!· 
'ng aspects of Islamic archileelure cre-
ated by Charles W. Moore. On view 
through Dec 15. "Mixing the Elemanls: 
Science and Art in American Cu_ure," 
works on paper selecled from Ihe 
museum's permanenl coIleclion, IhrOlJ9'l 
Nov 3 . "Twenlielh Century Art: Seleclions 
from Ihe Permanent Collecti",,; a show· 
ing lhal provides an oppol1un~y to study 
wo<I<s daling from World War I to the 
present day induding artisls as various as 
Slephen Elnier, Marsden Hartley, Alex 
Ka1z, Andrew Wyeth & WiPiam Zorach, 
showing through Feb 9. The museum is 
open to the plblie free of charge. Hours: 
Tuesday·SaturdaY,10am·5pm;Sunday, 
2-5 pm. For further info, call 725-3275. 
alea.on Fine Art, 27 McKown SI, 
Bootl"bay HBJbor. "W~liam H. Muir (1902-
1964): Rediscovering a Maine Modern-
ist," 30 watercolors and seleel scu~ure 
from 1930 10 1960. Showing through Oct 
19. Hours: Tues·SaII0-5, or by appoint-
menl. 633-6849. 
The Maine Art aanary, USM Gorham. 
Mixed media exhibilion by Maine Coast 
Artists of Rockport . This juried show will 
present two and Ihree-dimensional work, 
oils, watercolors and drawings. Closing 
recaplion Oct 19 from 1-3 pm. Hours: 
Sun· Thurs, 12·4. 7BO-5409. 
Mast Cove Gallerl .. I, Mast Cove Lanel 
Maine Sireet , Kennebunkport. Group 
show by 00 artists - paintings, graphics 
& sculpture - showing through Oct 15. 
Gallery hours: 10-5 daily. 967·3453. 
Ma.t Cove Galleries II, Schooners Whalf, 
Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport . Worf<sof20 
artistson conlinuous display. Gallery hour: 
10-5 and 6.JO.8:3O daily. 967·3453. 
Olin Art. Center, Bates College MIJ!tc. 
of Art , Lewislon. Two exhibils: .Rot.,. 
Indiana: The Hartley Elegies,- an el~h 
lion in the upper gallery of Indiana's ~ 
most recent silkscreen prinls creale<!. 
an homage 10 artisl Marsden Hartle) 
Lewislon nalive. In the lower galeJy I~ 
Marsden Hartley oil painling 'Morge;/1 
Mexico- and selecled drawings andp/\, 
lographs from Bales' Hartley OOIea~ 
will be on display. Both through Deo~ 
786·6330. . 
Thoma. M"",orlal Library, 6 Sc~1 Dy, 
Rd, Cape Elizabelh. "Re·Pereuss..,. 
~honda Wilson-Ervin 's mixed med~PiII 
logs, Ihru Nov 9. Hours: Mon-Sa!,~! 
Tues & Thurs, 9-9.799·1720. . 
Varmouth Htstortcat Society, M""", 
of Yarmoulh Hislory, Ihird lloor of fI.rr 
Memorial Library, Main Slreel, Varon",. 
"Colleclions," an exhibit thallool<satllil 
collects Yarmoulh history, why ind:vQ, 
ats coHed things, and why they dono, 
them to the museum. h shows far, 
museum coIleclion grows, and i~ 
guidelines for selecling historical ~ 
rial. k also addresses Ihe issue of trior. 
ing Ihal a museum colleclion relleal~ 
rich divers~y of a lown's history. A "" 
variely of objeels from the museum fl> 
lection illuslrale Ihe theme. Shll\\~ 
Ihrough Nov. Hours: Tues·SaI, l{)'S.~ 
charge; donations welcome. ~ 
OTHER 
"Art In tha Public R .. lm' J~ 
Provenzano, prclessor of visual irlsi 
UM Farminglon, will speak OcIl0at7l 
pm in Beam Classroom, Visual Artse" 
ler, Bowdoin College, Brunswick Cal7l! 
3201 for more info. 
Art. Fundtng SemInar Represenlrrl"" 
01 Maine Arts Commission and New&. 
gland Foundation for the Arts will prlSll 
a seminar on NEFA and. MAC lund~Cil 
3 al4:3O pm in Ihe Baxter Buikfing.p,. 
land School of Art, 619 Gongrossa 
Portland. Admission is free. Cal 
5152 for more info. 
SENSE 
ACTUP(AIDSCoal~ion To Unleash Power) 
~ a diverse group of volunteers uniled in 
anger and commilled 10 nonviolent, direc! 
adian to end Ihe AIDS crisis. ACT UP 
meets every Monday from 7,9 pm al the 
Ptop!e's Building, 155 Bracken St, Port-
Iwld. New members are always welcome. 
For more information, wr~e to ACT UPI 
/,taiMl, P.O. Box 5267, Portland 04101, 
lei. 774-7224. 
11M American Short Story This series 
c:otr/lines two very American art forms: 
!heshor1 story and fim. The stories mpre-
sent a century cI I~eraty her~age ad-
drosIing a variety 01 lhemes: a belief in 
!he werth cI the individual, a skepiicism 
about ths coofining influences cI society, 
and a richly felt sense cI pIaoe, local color 
anddiBlecl. Tuesday eves at 7 aI Thomas 
Memorial Lilrary (inthe community room), 
6Sco11 Oyer Road, Cape Elizabelh. The 
firsl session wil be Oct 8 for Wiliam 
F.,l1cne(s "Bam Burning; in which the 
son 01 a lenanl farmer in the late 19th 
centurY South is 10m between trying to 
win ~is Ialher's acceptanoe and feeling 
al'tf1ion to Ihis father's unrelenting vio-
lent nature. Discussion leader: CharIone 
Renner, Ph.D. irt Englsh, independenl 
schoIII" and writer, and contrilutor 01 ..... 
SI)'I Md features on the arts to MPBN 
rodio. Fornfo, cal the library at 799-1720. 
Altlneo1Y Intarnatlonal Group .365 wil 
meeI 817:30 pm on Oct 8 • First Parish 
Congrogalional Church, Main Street, 
YtrmotAh. Interesled persons are weI-
CIlII!' to aIIend. For info, call Debbie 
A/nna, group coordinator,. ~1046. 
'Iht Cultural Revolution and China 
Today" Nien Cheng, author cI "Ue and 
Doath in Shanghai; will speak Oct 8 at 
7:10pm irt Kresge Aud~orum, Visual Arts 
Ceder, 8owdoin College, Brunswick. Calt 
72S-3201 for more info. 
Toshluld ShImada 
The Maestro sounds off 
Conducting a conversation 
with Toshiuki Shimada 
Toshiu~i Shimada became. conductor of the Portland Symphony 
Orchestra In 1986, after working as conducting associate with the 
Houston Symphony Orchestra for a number of years. He is indeed a 
worl~.-class conductor, having been guest conductor of the NO 
Ton~n~tler Orchestra in Vienna, as well as the Orchestre Nationale 
de Lille In France, ~mong ot~ers. What is not generally known 
a~ut the Maestro IS that he IS a fine clarinetist - and that he has a 
highly developed and fmely tuned sense of humor. 
CeramtstlSculptor Jun Ka,.ek".,I1.1 
about his large-scale ceramic wor'" 
P'!rt 01 USM's Visiting Artists LectureS! 
ries Oct 5 at 7 pm in USM's Palin 
Campus Cenler, Rooms A, B& C.K..., 
has exhibiled eXiensively in the lhi, 
Siaies and has had over 50 solo edi> 
lions. Free and open 10 Ihe pubk Cj 
780-5460 lor more inlo. 
EIp!oftlllltha Tao Ongoing groupconsid-
dhow to iva in aJignmenl w~h The Way 
• descrbed by Lao Tzu and other Tao-
ists. We meet Wednesdays at 7:30 pm at 
Maybe Someday ... Bookstore, 195 C0n-
gress St, Portland. n's free, and all are 
welcome. Call Jim at n4-9217 or Bonnie 
81 77~5 for more info. 
"- Rights Amnesty Intemalional's 
PorIIand chapler win be showing "The 
Nox! Slep,- a human righls video about 
~ dealh penahy al Iheir next rneeling 
Odl0aI6:45pm in Portland'sWoodfords 
COOrd!. The movie reveals many disturb-
rng lacts aboul Ihe use 01 capital punish. 
ment around Ihe world and in lhis counlry. 
The public is inviled. 
~e PSO is an 81-pi~e orches~ that has the highest bUdget per 
ca)J1ta of any orchestra m the Umted States. To put it another way 
th~ ~ has t~e smallest population base of any orchestra its size.' 
TIllS I~ a credit to the PSO and to the people of Portland. 
TIlls year, the 1'50 will play no less than 140 Kinderkonzerts 
seven classical concerts, four pairs of pop concerts, four pairs of 
chamber orchestra concerts, a family concert, five outdoor concerts 
and 11 performances of the RMagic of Christmas" concert _ a very 
ambitious schedule. Charterfng the Sacred in Art Dad" 
Gallery (34 Danforth 51) will hold a 
shop Ocl 6 from 3-6 pm wilh a 
including Reverend Paul I 
Cornell. Wilma R,lkin, 
Daniel Hodermarsk:1· Artis:ls slrivel.;> I 
leclion. The" work is 
Absl ract or everday, landsc"!>,, 
- these are the icons 01 praise. 
you agree or disagree, ioin us 
ahernoon's exploralion 01 Ihis 
lion. On display will be a relrOSl>e<to: 
painlings on spirolualily by Saiaza'it 
bronze sculpture on religious games! 
visiling Mexican artist and prolessorilt 
stro Juan Velasco Perdomo. par!it¢ 
will be inspired to express lheir.,.", 
tual images. Everyone welcome friE 
For inlo or inpul, call 775-6245. 
"Ftowe ... and Fa.hlon tn the Agel 
ImpressionIsm" Portland 
Art docenl Linda Frinskowill 
lalk and leads visilOrs 
ful , slytish gardens 
lhe exhil~ion "Impressionism and P$ 
Impressionism: The Conecto", P ..... 
Oct 3& 4aI5:15pm. Freewilh 
admission. Cal n5-6148. 
Impre.slontsm In the Glided 
Ka1hleen Rummier, docentandvolltf 
coordinalor allhe VlCloria Mansi<>' 
discuss artislic response 10 the VA,., 
era as she leads a lour of the Impr .. ~ 
ism exhib~ at the Portland Musoumd~ 
Oct 10al5:15pm. Freewithadm."" 
the exhilil. For more info, caB II .. Ptlj, 
775-6148. 
MAC'a ~~~~~~~~~~~~::;;I Prog ... mOct 7 is the 
zations to apply. The 
financial support for AxllilitionS 
mote the work of cor.tennporBf) 
visual, media & design 
application or more info, cal 
Jones at 289-2724. 
"Orlgtnal Symbols of the 
Mlltton Vea .. to 1 
Art hislorian James 
leelure in Portland School 01 
artisl series Oct 10 aj noon in 
Building, PSA, 619 Congress 
sion is free. Call 775-5152101 
Leod .... hlp for Dlve ... fty The YWCA of 
Portland will hold a workshop led by 
Asherah Cinnamon, direelor of Iraining 
I" the National CoaJilion BuUding Insli-
lUIeoa~fr~ 9-5a1lhe Y, B7 Spring St. 
The institute IS concerned mainly wilh 
issues such as prejudice redudion, con-
!lid resolUlion and alliance-building. The 
workshop costs $35 per person, $25 per 
~udenVsenior citizen, $45 per pars"" 
lrom an organizalion or insl~uluion, $35 
per person when three or more attend 
Irornanorg orinsl. All fees indudeheahh-
kI ~nch. For more info cal 874-1130. 
Ioklng InYanUon Pall' Two days wilh fou-
featured guest speakers and comprehen. 
1M! wwkshops with over 25 different 
ooorkshop leaders covering all lopics "" 
"Allaled to invenlion, innovalion and 
C\lmmertiaJizalion process. This wil be a 
vaIusbie workshop to anyone inlerested 
"developing and inlroducing a new prod· 
uct, COOC8pI or service. Speakers: Th0-
mas!!. Chappel, presidert and oo-founcfer 
Ii T~'. cI Maine; Angus S. King Jr, 
PI'Sident 01 Northeasl Energy Manage-
~: Inc; Dodge D. Morgan, presidenl 01 
-.. Plbishing, Inc: and Donald P. 
Corry, P. E. founder, Thermodyne EVIl!»-
ilion, Inc. 0cI4-5, aI the Sonesta Hotel 
IS7HighSt, Portland. Complelelwo-day 
~ion, induding two breakfasts, two 
~ ..... & all handoUt malerials $95' Slu· 
:: With proper ID $50. Mail-in registra-
are pre/emed, but walk·ins will be 
lCI:epIed. Cal USM al581-1488for inlo. 
"""-pttv. Wrltfng Cent., is oIIar-
"g"TlteOriginal Symbols 01 the Psyche " 
• slide presenlatoon wilh poelry, ~. 
rnentary and discussion. The course is an 
CllPartunily to examine the earliest hu. 
IIlan WI with James Harrod, Ph.D., mem. 
berof~ ir'emalionatleamstudying Early 
~aIeoInhlC archaeology. Six alternate 
~_~Ings: beginning Oct 8. Call 
Si"!""""'flI1\Ie Wnllng Center (39 Demng 
~ Po.IIand). n2-1B47 for more info. 
RllUrvancaofRaciam fnAmerlca: 
BuildIng a Coalition for a New PoIl-
:-~ Ron Daniels, president of the Insl~ 
e orCommun~YOrganiza!ionand De-
~enlln Youngstown, Ohio, will speak 
If. 9 aI 7:30 pm in Kresge Aud~orium, 
B.u~ ~rts Cenler, Bowdoin Coflege. 
SWick. Call 72S-3201 for more inlo. 
WD: What brought you to Portland? 
IS: The orchestra. They had an opening there, and I went. 
WD: Uh-huh. Well, how would you rate the PSO these days? 
IS: !here are about 1,000 orchestras operating profeSSionally in 
the Untted States. We are among the top 50 orchestras in the nation. 
It is a very good orchestra, capable of playing almost anything. 
WD: How does a small city like Portland support such a fine 
symphony orchestra? 
IS: It's what we always talk about. In spite of it being a small 
city, we support a big orchestra. It's the people here. Portland 
people have a great devotion to the symphony orchestra and to 
culture in general. That's why we function. Without the audience's 
support, we wouldn't have a good orchestra. 
WD: What artists should we be looking forward to hearing this 
year? 
IS: Let's talk about pops for a moment. ROoc" Severinsen will be 
here on Feb. 29 and March 1. I've worked with him before, several 
years ago. He doesn't appear much in public. He provides the 
music music for "The Tonight Show" with Johnny Carson. What is not very well known is that he 
is a fantastic entertainer and 
jazz trumpeter. He's still the top, though he's in his 60s, one of the 
best trumpeters in the world. 
WD: How about classical concerts? 
IS: Well, on the classical side, we have a young violinist coming, 
Kurt N ikkanen. He's American, of Finnish descent. And he's now 
making a lot of international news. He's still young - early 2Os-
but really an acomplished violinist. 
WD: Will there be any modem concert music this season? 
IS: Not so much this season. We have commissioned a piece 
from Phillip Carlson, and it will be performed sometime this 
season. 
WD:When? 
IS: Whenever he finishes the piece! 
WD: Is it important to you that you perform modem concert 
music? 
IS: Yes. It's a very important mission of the PSO: to support and 
to perform contemporary music, the music of our time. 
WD: Are there any changes you'd like to make at the PSO in the 
coming year? 
IS: Well, there's a dream, and then there's a realistic goal. 
WD: Let's hear the dream. 
IS: The dream would be that the orchestra would get millions of 
dollars from somewhere and play continuously. We now take a few 
months off in the summer, you know. Also, I'd like to reach out to 
everyone in Maine. With the financial situation, it's very hard to 
tour and cover the northern area. 1'd like to really tour around 
Maine some day. 
WD: What's going to happen in the short run? 
IS: Sooner or later we're going to move into the (newly reno-
vated) City Hall Auditorium and start making music in better 
conditions, music that sounds better to the audience. 
WD: Sounds good to me. 
W.o. Cutlip 
"Science Fiction and Fantasy" Wriling 
workshop Ocl 5 from 10-3 at Ihe Maine 
Writers Cenler, 19 Mason 51, Brunswick. 
Taughl by Barry B. Longyear, aUlhor 01 
"Enemy Mine; lhis workshop will cover 
story conslrudion, ideas, research and 
getting started. Participanls may bring a 
short story or chapler from a novel in 
progress, if they have one. Cosl is $30 for 
MWPA members, $35 for others. Prereg. 
islration is required. Send paymenl 10 
MWPA, 19 Mason SI, Brunswick 04011 
leI. 729-6333. ' 
Upt~n " Co Portland's Uplown Revilal. 
IlallOrl Commlneewill hold a meeling Oct 
3 .from B·9am allhe Sonesta Hotel (157 
High SI) wrlh Ihe 101lowing agenda: new 
USM Ibrary on Forest Avenue, downlown 
improvement dislrid, stalus 01 Foresl 
A~nue reconslrudion, Congress Square 
prOfed, reuse possbil~ies lor H.H. Hay 
BUilding, banners and signs planned for 
downtown Portland. 
"Women and Polillca fn Central 
America" Claribel Alegria, aUlhor of p<>-
etry, novels & children's stories; CO-ao-
thor of several books cI testimony and 
conl~mporary lBIin American hislory; and 
r8CIpl9nt a the Casa de las Americas 
Prize of Cuba, will speak Ocl6 al8 pm in 
Daggett Lounge, Woolworth Halt,Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Call 725-3201 for 
more info. 
Wrlttng Worbhop with Alfred DeP_ 
for anyone interested in exploring new 
maleriaJ, ideas and fresh approaches 10 
short fiction and essays. Wednesdays, 
6:30-6:30 pm, 0cI 9·Nov 20. $100. To 
register call n5-3708. 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
Dla~ KIDS Talk Training h's lime again for 
Dial KI DS, the teen peer counseling pro-
gram 01 Ingraham Vokmleers, 10 recruit 
area high school sludenls as volunleers 
for Ihe fall training. Training will be held 
0cI 3, B, 9 & 10 - Tues, Wed & Thurs 
from 2:30·5 pm. The required inlerview 
can be scheduled Mon·Fri, Irom 9 am-3 
pm. Call 774·TALK for an appficalion. 
Jack Elementary School needs a volun. 
leer classroom assislant 10 be there for 
individual children or small groups: listen-
ing 10 them read or helping w~h malh or 
science or social sludies projects, sharing 
career experiences and being a good role 
model. The assislanl should be palienl, 
enlhusiaslic and have an inlerest in and 
concern for ch~dren. Call the Uniled Way 
Volunleer Cenler aI874·1ooo. 
Parents Anonymous Use your hard. 
earned experience as a parent to help 
others by becoming a Parent Hepline 
volunleerwilh Parents Anonymous. Help 
olhers find conslructive ways 10 handle 
lhose difficuk childraising momenls. Vo~ 
unteers handle calls from Iheir homes 
are given exlensive training, and are noi 
required 10 take ovemighl shihs. Call 
Un~ed Way's Volunleer Center at 874-
1000 for more info. 
Pea'" Isfand Sch oot needs a volunteer 10 
assisl in Ihe school ~brary. Recenl work 
has been done to updale the library and 
assistance is needed updaling the card 
calalog and establishing a sheH lisl. If you 
are inleresled in books and would enjoy 
Ihis work, call the Volunteer Cenler at 
874-1000. 
Retired 8eniorVoIuntaer Program Your 
commundy needs your skills and knowl-
edge. The RSVP, a program that places 
people 60 and older in meaningful volun-
leerjobs,canmatchyourabil~iesloth06e 
communily needs. Opportun~ies to help 
incfude lislening reading aloud to school 
children in Grealer Portland's schools' 
teaching a group 01 seniors in Portland 
howtofashioncraft ~emsforaChrislmas 
Fair. helping 10 set up and taking tickels 
for a counlry fair. You can make a real 
conlrbution by commiting just one morn-
ing or afternoon a week. Call Priscilla 
Greene at n5-6503 lor further info. 
• Continued on page 24 
October 3,1991 
7" BtJroqlU 
IIn,<l Hood $17 
- Contemporary Craftworks _ 
Enamel jewelry, silver 
jewelry, pollery, abstracl pen 
& ink drawings, watercolors 
and so much more 
OPEN 7 DAYS 9:30"5:30 
Rt. 302, Raymond 655-4952 
STUDIO WORKS 
You'll be amazed at how big 
a small can be. 
~Jt'\ l ':7I'P. ;J 
ALLDAY 
BRIAKfAST 
SATURDAY a.. SUNDAY 
6AMle ZrM 
Featuring 
• 199s Benedict 
• Belgfan Waffles 
• Homemade 
Corned Beef Hash 
• french VanJDa Yogurt 
with SUwbemes 
Breakfast Mon-frt 6AM to 11 AM 
Lunch Mon-Frt I lAM-2PM 
98 Portland Street 













The other side 
of television 
On WMPG, SPTV, and 
Portland Community 
Access Cente r. 
Premieres October 9 and 10 
23 





Try our delicious 
homemade pies 
and brownies 
with ice cream. 
Entertainment 6 Nights 
See Listings or call for info. 

















Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
Auto-Residence·Business 
glass repair & replacement 
• sunroof installation 
• antique auto restoration 
• truck sliders 
• mirrors 
• wood & aluminum sashes 
repaired 
• vinyl replacement windows 
• screens, custom made and 
repaired 
• storm windows 
• store fronts 
f;,1is 
One Industrial Way 
Portland • 797-0801 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABLISHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
• • • WE PAY CASH· • • 
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13.95per gram 
BLn(·SELL·~E 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St., Portland 
772·3932 
Entertainment 
• Continued from page 23 
HELP 
Aid to F.mlll .. of Gull' Mllltllry While 
most of the combat lroops have returned 
10 lhe Uniled Slates lrom lhe Persian 
Gu., lhere are still approxinately 65,000 
support and logistics troops lhere. !l'" 
SeJvation Army is continuing to oIter aid to 
famiies of militmy intheGuH and wi. send 
a writing packet to any soldier. H you 
would like 10 submil a name and address 
for a packet or assistance for a family, 
contact your local Salvllfion Army Of write 
to DesertA-iometown Shield, The SeJva-
tionArmy, POBox 3647, Portland 041 04, 
or cal 774-6304. 
An ....... ·.ullml. Anon~ is a fel-
lowship 01 individuals who share their 
experience, strength and hops wtth each 
other, that they may solve thai' common 
problems and he~ themselves and oth-
ers to recover lrom eating disorders. " ill 
our philosophy to find alternate coping 
mechanisms, other than food, as wei as 
to tind our true ident~ies, other than 
through our eating disorders. By shar!ng 
with ABA members, we explore mOVIng 
towards becoming active participants in 
I~e. Anonymily is the tOUndatlOn 01 thIS 
support group. ABA is tacil~ated by re-
covered people. Meets every Friday lrom 
6-7:30 pm at Westbrook Communily Hos-
pital,4O Pari< Road, Westbrook. Cal 854-
8464 tOf turther info. 
A.R.T.a. Anonymou. is a group 01 local 
artists recovering through the 12 Steps, 
who have come together to form a sup-
port group that meets every Mon at 7 pm 
at SI. luke's Cathedral, State St, Ptld. 
Beraevement Support Group nowtorm· 
ing in Windham. We can he~ each other 
leel beller and heal ourselves. Donation. 
Call Hal Mermelstein at 892-9042. 
It. Brain Tumor Support Group meeting 
at New England Rehabil~ation Hospital of 
Portland (NERH-Portland), 13 Charles 
SI. This gloup has been designed by 
NERH-Portland and the American Can-
cer Society to meet the special needs of 
aduhs with brain tumors and their fami-
lies. The group meets the second and 
tourth Thursdays of the month. Interested 
participants should contact Rev: Wish 
prior to their tirst meeting tor a bnel pre-
liminary interview. People are encour-
aged to join any time by calling Wish at 
77&-4000, ext. 542. 
Cancer Support Group The Visiting Nurse 
Service of Southern Maine hold this 
monthly support and education group 
enabfing those afleded by cancer to he~ 
others, providing intormation about r~ 
sources and helping to decrease the anxI-
eties te" by those diagnosed and thetr 
lam~ies. Into and support i. tacil~ated by 
social workers, nurses, oncologists, nutri-
tionists and cancer survivors. AI meet· 
ings are held at the VNS Sacc OIlice at 15 
Industrial Park Rd, at no cost. Call.284-
4566 Of 1-8()()..66(}..4VNS tor mOfe onlo. 
Coplnll with Ch.-Ic ... In This health 
education program provides a supportive 
small group selling in which t~ learn and 
practice new skills tor managt~ ~­
tent pain. Seven weekly ~lOns wdl 
meet BI the Uniled MethodIst Church WI 
Caps Elizabeth on Friday mon:oi~ trom 
9:30-11 starting Oct 11. PhysOC!an s ap-
proval is necessmy. For more onto, call 
799-82904. 
DI .... t. Support Group Sponsored by 
lhe VISiting Nurse Service 01 Southern 
Maine, this monthly support and educa-
tion group tor diabetics and other inter-
ested persoroo provides a place tor shar-
ing and problem solving around lhe many 
tacets d diabetes. Infonnation and edu-
cation is provided by a registered nurse 
and a variety 01 guest apeakers. All meet· 
ings are held aI the VNS' Sacc Office, 15 
Industrial Road. Free. For more informa-
tion, call 2&4-4566 or 1-8Q0.660...4VNS. 
Divorced p.,.pectIvea ill a weekly meet-
ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm, al 
Woodorda Congregational Church, 202 
Woodord St, Portland. For further infor-
mation, call 774-HElP. 
DMD (Depressed-Manic Depressed) Port-
land Confidential support group meetIng 
Monday nights in rotxn 112 aI the Dane 
Health Genter, Maine Medical Genter, 
Portland. For mOfe into, call 774--4357. 
Help for Fe ...... AnlIIety • o.p .... lon 
Recovery, Inc. offers a method I~  
whose symptoms are nervoos tn ortgtn. 
M88Iings are held every week in Portland 
at lOam Slifurdays aI the Fat her Hayes 
Genter, 699StevensAve. Windham meet· 
ings are held at 7 pm Mondays at N. 
Windham Union Church Parish House, 
Route 302. No charge. Contact Diane at 
892-9529 tor more into. 
Help People In Crisis You can make a 
difference. Volunteer tor 774-HELP and 
help those in crisis. All work can be done 
Irtxn your home by telephone. Complete 
training and resources are prOVIded. Next 
session begins Oct 16. Call Ingraham 
Volunteers at 874-1055 lor more info. 
Hometessness To help, contact the she~ 
ter dosest to you . Or if you need assis-
tance in finding a home, can Hospltalrty 
House Inc at 453-2986, Of write P.O. Box 
Hinckley, Me 04944. 
H.O.P.E. selt-support groups with facilita-
tor meet weekly to help heal the emotional 
pain associated with chronic or ~erious 
diseases, injury, life, death and chIldhood 
issues. Group meets at Mercy HospItal on 
Tuesdays from 5:30-7:30 pm, and at the 
Unity Church, 16 Columbia Rd, Portland, 
on Thursdays Irom 10-12 noon. There's 
also a support group tor the family and 
triends 0/ the in thai meets every other 
Thursday trom 7-9 pm; and a Next Step 
Group IOf 12-Steppers who want to go 
deeper into feelings, that meets every 
Monday at Un~y from 7-9 pm. For more 
intormation, call1-800-339-HOPE. 
Inc.t Survtvor Group tor women survi-
vors ot sexual abuseflncest held weekly 
at Wtxnenspace Counseling Genter in 
Portland. All groups are tacilitated and 
strictly confidential. For more info, call 
Vivian Wadas, M.A., at 871-0377. 
Ingnoham Valuntee .. Help avalable by 
phone 24 hours a day. Gall 774-HElP. 
I nlured Work... Meetlnll for woric.ers 
having difficu~y with workers· comp sys-
tem, 7:30 pm every Wed aI Goodall Hall 
next to Sanford Unilarian Church, comer 
01 lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford. 
It'. P.O.S.8.I,B.L.E. (Partners of Survi-
vors Stop Incest by learning and Educat-
ing) ofters phone support, workshops and 
seH-help support groups. Portland group 
meets bimonthly. For more info, caN 1-
547-3532. 
Main. Youth Center is looking tor a vo~ 
unteer pre-release planner. The ptanner 
win coordinBle w~h staff and send out 
invitations to pre-release meetings . tor 
students nearing their release back onto 
the community. He or she wil meet and 
interview the students, maintain a check-
list ot invitations sent and returned and set 
up liles on these students. Inlormal train-
ing is available. Planner sho~ld be orga-
nized and able to work on hlsiher own. 
Call the Volunteer Center at 874-1000 for 
more info. 
Need to Talk? Dial Kids hotline is for teens 
who have a problem or need to talk. T,,? 
hotline is open Irom 2:30-5 pm Mon-Fn. 
Teens calling in talk to other teens who 
are well trained to listen and help. Calls 
are kept conlidentlal. excepl when the 
caller is in danger . Topics discussed on 
the hotline range from lamily and school 
to sexuality and relationships, peer rela-
tions, birth control, loneliness, substance 
abuse & suicide. It you need to talk. call 
774-TALK. 
O.C.D. Support Group meets weekl~ on 
Fridays at 6-7:30 pm, Mercy Hosprtal, 
Upper Auditorium. Portland. Free. For 
more information, call 773-0976. 
Out for Oood A lesbian discussionlsup-
port group meets each Thursday Irom 7-
9 pm in Sacc. TopICS vary weekly. $1 
weekly donation. Non-smoking, chem-
Iree meeting. For inlo, call 247-3461 . 
Outright. the Portland Alliance 01 Gay and 
lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning Youth, 
oHers support and inlormation lor young 
people 22 and under, in a sale environ-
ment, every Friday lrom 7:30-9:30 pm at 
the Preble Street Chapel, cornerof Preble 
and Cumberland avenues. For informa-
tion write orcall: ruright, P.O. Box 5028, 
StatlonA, Portland 04101 , tel . 774-HElP. 
A ..... nt EftKtlven_ T .. lnlnll CI ••• 
tor people interested in improvi.ng their 
communication and problem-solvtng skills 
with dtildren win be starting Oct 8 IIf 7 pm 
at the Counseling oIlioes in SOIAh Port-
land. Catl 767-7136 for registration. 
P.rent Support Group sponsored by Par· 
entsAnonymousandtheFamiyR~rce 
Genter is held weekly at the Famiy Re-
source Center on Fridays trom 10-11 :30 
am. Parents are given an opportunily to 
meet w~h others and discuss parenting 
issues and concerns. No lees, no w~ing 
lists. For info, call 871-7445. 
The P.th of R8COV..y Portland Suli Or-
der offers a series 01 small meetings in-
volving med~ation based ontheSUi teech-
ings of Hazrat lnayat Khan and sharing 
tocused on bringing spirituality into our 
lives. Meetings are modeled alter 12-step 
groups and welcome anyone.w~h a de-
sire to recover trom addIctIons or 
codependency. Meetings are Tuesdays, 
7:30-8:45 pm, at Woodfords Congrega-
tional Church, 202 Woodlords St, Port-
land. Open to the public. Donations are 
welcome. For more into, call Jan at 878-
2263 or Eli at 774-1203. 
Portland "'rent Support Group spa". 
sored by Mainely Families is nowm .. u~ 
weekly at the Portland W.I .C. ollice, 222 
SI. John St (rear) every Wed eve Ir<>:lt 7. 
9 pm. Parents meet to get support "" 
guidance trom other. parents who shate 
similar expe,"mces In raISing pre-teens 
and adolescents, while they leam ..... 
skills to he~ prevent problems betC19 
they occur. Open to all parents at no 
charge. Forturther inlo call Maine~ Farn, 
lies at PROP, 874-1140. 
Refu9ee. Need Furnlahln9B Help pro 
vide a sate, comlortable home ~ I~ 
. new land tor retugees who are resetll~ 
in Greater Portland. Please donate an) 
householdlumishings, khchenware,sm~ 
kitchen appiances, TVs, ~nens & pilow! 
baby clothes and equipment that are ~ 
good, usablecond~ion. Bring them to 107 
Elm St or call 871-7437 to arrange pij. 
up. 
Benlor Out .... ch Services In rOSf>Ome 
to the needs of older people, SoiIhem 
Maine Area Agency on Aging is pr~ 
Senior Outreach ~rvices to the fol~ 
locations: Agency s oflocas at 2370xfoj 
St, Portland, every Friday from to am.t 
pm; Pride·s Corner Congregational 
Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrooi<, I~ 
Thursday 01 each month, fOf residonts. 
Westbrook and Gorham, trom 10 <WI\-I, 
Ross Center, 38 Washington St 
Biddeford, second Tuesday of .~ 
month, tor residents of Btddaltxd, Sato& 
006, trtxn 10 am·l pm. An Elder Ad.,. 
cate will be available to assist reside!t 
with their aging-related issues and CQl. 
cems, such as Medicare, insurance,no.. 
ing, social security, etc. This seovice. 
provided Iree ot charge. 775-65030(1. 
800-427-7411. 
Specl.llnt ...... t AA Meetll1ll lorP .. ", 
Uvlnt WIth AlD8 meets weekiyOll Tues. 
days at 8 pm at the PWA Coaiiion, J71 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeti~ de-
signed to provide a safe space io whl:hb 
discuss HIV issues, whie liviog posllwit 
sober. This meeting is open onlytotha!o 
who have tested HIVlPos~ive or hal'! 
been diagnosed wih AIDS. For "'" 
inlormation, call 871-9211 . 
Tran.pl.nt Support Group H.O.P.E 
(Healing 01 Persons Exoeptional) B' 
statewide system 01 support lor pelSCllS 
with illness or injury that prevents '''''' 
trOfn living tile in themannertowhichlhej 
had been accustomed. If you are w~ 
or have had a transplant 01 any ~nd, .. 
would tike you to join us every Wednes-
day Irom 6-8 pm, at United Metlnl!t 
Church, 618 Washington Ave, Portmi 
Handicapped accessible. For further. 
formation, call 1-800-339-4673. 
Transsupport A peer support group I. 
transsexuals. cross-dressers, 1t.eiflrel'J:l 
and families who desire a beller unde'· 
standing of gendeHelated ISSUes. I. 
currently meet on the second Sunday. 
each month at 6 pm. For more inlo .... 
to T ranssupport, PO Box 17622, Port"" 
04101 . 
WINGS A non-proM organization thlfseMS 
single parents. New support groups. 
1991 -92 will meet Thursdays lrom 1·' 
pm. For more into, call 767·2OtO. 
Younger WldoweralWidowa SuppoJ 
Group Men and women 50 or 'fOID!' 
who have experienced the death. a 
spouse within the last three yeaIS .. 
invited to attend a support ~~ lohe\ 
and encourage each other through I. 
normal grief process. Eight meel~gs" 
be held in Yarmouth on Tuesevesbegr· 
ning in September. For further in~. oj 
846-5285 or 846-9480. 
WELL 
NESS 
Buddhl8t·OrIented MeclitltI .. 0::: 
now meeting every Sunday, !rom SoNI 
am, at 1040 Broadway, S. pOfIIaM. 
donation. For more info, cal 77H171 
The Cent .. for P ...... nal QIoWIIIlJI 
training oItered in this course can~ 
parents with the skills needed~OItQIIo>I 
challenge 01 raising happy, 1oI'i~, 
dent and responsible children. ~ 
classes win be held Oct 12·~ 16. 
sessions: $75. For info and regstof~ 
call Marge Burney IIf 797-5851. 
Femlnl8t Splrltu.1 Community",':: 
I.nd wi. be holding an annuallal'!rlI. 
lorwomenonly,Octl8-2O.Cal79 · , 
lor turther into. . if.' 
Coyote speaks 
• lama Koller speculatu about a nature-based 
universal experience 
Poet·novelist James. Koller has been one of the area's finest unsung 
writers for 20 years. His work, characterized by a close eye to nature 
and emotion, and an attentive ear to the rhythms of speech from his 
native Midwest, mixes the grit, piss and dialogue of real life with a 
dose of the philosophical. Witness this passage, reminiscent of Edward 
Abbey's work, from his novel (reissued recently by Blackberry Books) 
"if You Don't Like Me You Can Leave Me Alone": 
He looked down the hills OVtr the sIghts of his Marlin 32-40. 'You 
Wtlnt first shot r 
'Co ahead, • MCKinney flipped open the magazine, loaded the 45. 
70 Sprlngfltld. Ht lay the riflt with Its long barrel pointed to tht 
I diggings, his eye sighting OVtr tht cut penny thot served for the front 
sight 
They lay qulttly for a long time In the warm sun befort a head 
popped up from III hole_ Georgt fired, Itvtred In a new shell, 'Your 
tum, McKinney •• 
(He sights, talking quldly and pointedly about laws and govern. 
mtnts,) 
."McKinney fired, tht shot rOiling OVtr the hills, 
'Dogr 
'Yeah, but he looked mare like some fat-assed polltlcan than most. • 
Gearge grinned 'You willing to walt anothtr hour for that corn" 
'Tell you, • MCKinney sold, 'We71 each get ant mare and then Wt'll 
/tQVt whtthtr It's dark or not.' 
KoUer's books have been published in Italy, Germany and the 
United Kingdom; Koller himself frequently travels, too, Like his hero 
! Coyote (trickster figure in many Native American myths), he is wont 
10 pick up and disappear for months at a time. Recently tracked down, 
hediscoursed about poems, tribes, travel and "the malaise of the 
lUre." 
PK: Why do you travel so much? 
JK: At any given point in time, you can only understand what 
you're doing then and there. People need very much to get out and 
look around, experience different ethnicities and places and patterns of 
speech, and draw from the dIfferences and commonalities in these 
Ihings. We need to understand that there's some real diverse shit oul 
lhere, much more than we think we know. 
PK: Your early poems are simple and descriptive; your latest, more 
complex and layered. Has your work changed? 
JK: You're right -I've moved from a very imagist, deScriptive 
JXlintof view to one that involves more speculation. I'm learning how 
10 make a little bit more of a statement with Ihe poems. It's partly a 
I reaction to people asking me, "But what do you think? What's your opinion of things r 
PK: Your work conveys a strong sense of place. Why? 
jK: I believe that at some point in time, nature was mysterious and 
aU-powerful to people, but that we've totally lost this sense today. 
Let me give a small example. In Czechoslovakia there's a saying: If 
I 'here's bad weather on Easter, seven Sundays later there will be bad 
weather. And that same exact belief is part of the folk religion in 
books central Illinois! It's almost part of the accumulated body of language, the universal 
experience, and it's nature-
based. But we don't ever look at enough of anything to see the 
relevance of this, the connections. My perfect world is one where 
~eJ)'one has a religious view of nature. It's holy. You don't fuck with 
n. Then we'd figure out ways of living that don't mess the planet up. 
As long as there are states and nations and territories, that can't 
~ppen. We need a tribal model, one where participation and coopera-
lion are the keys to membership. You've got to erase the lines. Look at 
a rrap of Maine - Canada is just a gray area up there. There's no 
Healthy Beginnings offers classes for 
expectant and new parents to assist in 
making birth and parenting a joyful expe-
nence. Upcoming classes include 
Breastfeeding Oct 7, Irom 7-9:30 pm, 
$l21couple. Discuss what you need to 
know to b~eastteeding, aVOiding prob-
lems. wOrlcing and breastteeding & fa-
thers' concerns. To register, call Mary 
Taylor at 829-3362. 
Making Herbal Preparation. Day-long 
workshop to make herbal salves, tinc-
tures, oils, facials, liniments, bath prod-
ucts and more. Oct 12 from 10-3 in 
Bridgton. Led by herbalist Corinne Martin. 
$50. Call 647-2724 for more inlo. 
Par.ntlnll Aft.r Dfvorc.: BUildlnll 
Brldg .. of Und ... tandlnll This six-
week gro~ for divorced or divorcing 
couples WIll be held Mon nights, begin-
n!ng Oct 7, from 7-9 pm. Servics is de-
signed to help divorced parents learn 
effectIve and healhy ways to make joint 
custody work for themselves and their 
children. What are the rules? What kind ot 
arrangements are good for children? How 
can parents communicate? Why is there 
so much anger after divorce? Jonathan 
Reilman, J.D., wi. leed the group and 
help provide support for parents. Space is 
Itm~ed and pre-registrllfion is required IOf 
thIS free series. Group will meet in 
Freeport. Registration: 86&-3985. Re-
sources for Divorced Families wil offer 
similar groups in the future in Portland 
and lewiston. For info on those, call n3-
2296. 
Portl.nd Y 09. studio is oIfering "Bal-
ance in Yoga," a tw<>-hour Saturday work-
shop for yoga students, focusing on a 
se~ed number of standing poses in 
which balance through skill rather than 
brute effort is required. Oct 5 trom 8:30-
10:30 am. 616 Congress SI. Cost: $17. 
FOf more into, call 797-5684. 
SahaJ. Yoga Irs time you got your enlight-
enment. Costs no money, just a desire to 
know yourseH. Wednesdays at 7 pm in 
the faculy lounge in USM Portland·s Cam-
pus Center. Come and tind out il seH-
realization is IOf you. Call 767-04819 tor 
more info. 
st .. tchlng til. Spirit A yoga class of 
gentle breathing and stretching ending in 
deep relaxation. All are welcome to this 
creative approach to body, mind andspiri-
tual well-being. Please bring a mat. 
Wednesdays Irom 5:30-6:30 pm, Satur-
days trom 9-10 am at the Swedenborgian 
Church, 302 Stevens Ave, Portland. $3 
donation. For more info, cal 772-8277. 
T'al Chi Ch'uan is an ancient Taoist Ch~ 
nese martial arts system based on mental 
and physical balance, unity and harmony. 
Excellent lor spirit ual growth. radiant phys~ 
cal health and unequaled in reducin9 the 
effects of stress and tension in one's life. 
Also an effective method of developing 
fluid~y, awareness. focus and peace within 
onese". Beginners' through advanced 
classes, including Push-Hands. Visitors 
welcome. For further inlo, call Gene 
Golden at 772-9039. 
The TeenlVoung AduH Clinfc is a place 
to go il you have a health concem Of 
medical problem, need a sports/school 
physicat done, or have birth control is-
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13-21, 
every Monday Irtxn 4-8 pm, at Maine 
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall St, Portland. 
Call 871-2763 for an appointment. Walk-
ins seen if they arrive by 7 pm. 
YMCA Young Fath ... • Prog .. m Adve>-
cacy and support lor tathers ages 14-24 
with individual case management, coun-
seing and an ongoing support group Mon-
dayfrom 6:30-8pm at the Portland YMCA, 
70 FOfest Ave. FOf more info, call Steve 
Ivesat874-1111. 
sense of the incredible ethnicity which presents itself when you cross 
~ from Calais, Maine to Saint Estephe. Or to Nova Scotia. 
PK: How are poems and novels different? 
jK: You can do more things with a novel; I've used first.person, 
dlilllatic and speculative narratives. My last novel (excerpted above) 
was about Scotch-Irish in the Midwest. That book is about reciprocity, 
a~utpaybacks. Reciprocation is very much a fact of life, and I was 
hying to teach that through the medium of the novel. The character of 
Coyote, who I very much identify with, is the epitome of reciprocal 
~V!or. He's an asshole, then he's good. He dies. He comes back to 




PK: You've traveled in Europe. How is poetry received there? 
~: Much differently. Here, poets and storytellers tend to operate 
~Ihin their own small circles. It's not just their fault; it's a malaise of 
lime, a matter of priorities. 
Fltn .. yog. An eight-weeksess:'. p 
ducing the tundamentals 01 a .... 
effedive series 01 exerases. Corn...:;; 
of~l8SknowntoHalhaandK ~ 
yogas, ti1nessyoga~de~l~ 
active and stresslullolestyle. W ~ 
eves, 6:30-7:30, through Nov 13. 2'i! 
tion is the Racket & FitnessCefll~jjo 
Congress St, Portland. Fa< lu~ 
call 775-6188. 
In Europe, thOUgh, poetry is everywhere. A part of daily life. When 
~n who was a poet dies, it says in the papers and on his stone, 
. guy was a poet. He had a poet's sensibilities.H And people 
!!spect that. They consider poetry a valid, worthwhile life occupation. 
'~~esI<oller's fiction is featured in the new issue of the ellfe 
AIDS W.'kathon M.'n. W.,k '111, sec-
ond annual fundraising wal<athon to sup. 
port local AIDS servics organizations, will 
take place sinulaneously aI the eight 
locations across the state. 10k walk in 
Portland will be held noon time Oct 13 at 
Beck Cove, rain or shine, starting at 
Cheverus High School. Proceeds will 
benelit The AIDS Project, the PWA C0a-
lition and the Names Projed. Ragistration 
forms and sponsor sheets available at 
BookIand downtown Portland and Mill 
Creek, Ralfles Gale Bookstore and Drop 
Me A line, or call 774-6877. 
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Oyster Bar ,~S" 
Ouotel' 
Summer's Over and 
the Hometeam has reclaimed 8~ 
Your parking space & seat 
are here for you. 
So come on down to 
2' 
26 CAsco Boy Weekly 
Community 
Cable Network 
w ... of1C!14!11 
CALL IN PORTLAND: 
A Live Call In with Mayor 
Tom Allen to Discuss 
Transportation (R) (1 hr) 
ORIGINAL FRANCO! 
AMERICAN MUSIC: with 
Josee Vachon (R): (1/2 hr) 
IN THE GALLERY: 
Maine Coast Artists. (1/2 hr) 
IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST: 
The Maine Civilian 
Conservation Corps. (1 hr) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-




















In Other Words, 
You Do! 
Please tell our 
advertisers you 
saw their ad in 
Entertainment 
• CAntint",d from pagt 25 
OUT 
SIDE 
C .. co Bey Bike Club meets the third 
Tuesday 01 every month at 7 pm in the 
Portland Safety Building (police statIOn) 
on Middle Street. The ptblic is welcome. 
The dub is oHering the following rides: 
Od 4-6, Vinalhaven weekend, for more 
info call Ketra Crosson at 829-4402: 0cI 
5 Bear Notch Ride (with slides), 50 miles, 
I~r info cal Mike Morrison at 772-6465; 
Od 13, The George Bush Kennebunk 
Ride 40 miles, meet at DepI Human 
Services behind Burger King, Route 1 in 
Biddeford, lOam, for info call RogerCou-
lomb III 985-6273. Ongoing: evening rides 
every Wednesday at 6 pm, in the 
YarmouthIFreeport area. Leisurely paced 
15-20 miles. low traHic. Dinner after at a 
local eatery. Helmets recommended I Call 
Chariey 81865-3636 or Ketra at 829-«02 
for dates and locations. Every Thursday 
aI 6 pm: bike & pizza ride for one to two 
hours alon9 the beautijul coast and 
marshes of Cape Elizabeth and 
Scarborough every. All abll~ies welcome. 
Meet at Pat's Pizza, Route 1 (ne~.~ 
HiM), Scarborough. Pizza and sociahzlng 
after ride. For more informatIOn, call. Keith 
aI 799-1085. Call the 24-hour hothne aI 
774-1118. Bob Murray aI 892-7~ or 
Gary Davis at 892-8257 lor more onfo. 
DI.coverthe Secret. of the Foreat Turn 
a fall slroll through the woods into a I~~ 
nating learning experience through Ma!ne 
Audubon's nalure walks aI Mast landIng 
Sanctuary in Freeport. Through Nov 22, 
trained naturalist guides will introduce 
school groups. community groups, scout 
troops & others to forest and wildl~e eco~ 
ogy during a 1.5 hour walk, Wednesdays 
through Fridays at the Sanctuary. Each 
walk fealures hands-on explorations of 
topics including plant and animal adapta-
tions, forest succeSSIOn, animal signs, 
migration & bird study. Introductory mate-
rials are sent to teachers and group lead-
ers before each walk. Advance reserva-
tions are required and can be made by 
contacting Carol LeMere at 781-2330. 
Fall Foliage Crul.e Maine Maritime Mu-
seum is offering a Ian foliage and wlldlije 
cruise0cl5(rain dateOd 6). It leaves the 
museum (243 Washington St. Bath) aI 10 
am travels via the Sassanoa Rover, 
Robinhood Bay. MacMahan Island, Five 
Islands, Hendricks Head, Ebeneecook 
Harbor and Townsend Gut to Boothbay 
Harbor. Cider and doughnuts. will be 
served aboard, then parti~ls w~1 spend 
several hours ashore in Boothbay Har-
bor Return to lhe museum aI 4. Cost IS 
$24 per person. Call 443-1316 lor inlo. 
L.L Been'. Outdoor Dlecow". Pro-
gnom ofters the loIlowing ~~: "Cy-
ding in the A~ and Asoa, In which cy-
ding adventurers Andi CaInes and Bany 
Goodman share slides from their memo-
rable 13-month, 10.000-mile bile journey 
through the Alps, Rumania~ Hungary. 
Japan, China & Nepal. They WIll also oI~er 
advice for planning your own dream tnp. 
Free. 0cI 4, 7:30-9 pm. "Mount Everest 
Peace Climb -inwhich 1990PeaceC~mb 
leader Jim Wt,~taker shows his slides of 
the American/Russian/Chines climb . 
Twenty cimbers to the summer in the 
narne 01 peace and a clean environment 
- an unprecedented Himalayan , feat. 
Share.in Jim's vision; discover the mys-
tary 01 TibeI; leet the exhilarlllion and 
challenge 0/ dimbing to the Top 0/ the 
Worfd. Free. 0cI 3. 7:30-9 pm. Both will 
be held in the Casco Street Conference 
Ctr, Freeport. For more info on either, call 
~761. ext 7800 or 800-3-41--4341, ext 
7800 to register. 
Maine Wo ...... Outdoors sponsors hik-
ing, biking and camping Ir~ for women 
18 years 01 age and older. They're cHer-
ing the following events: 0cI5, Fore R,ver 
Sanctuary will< (Portland), approximately 
two-hour waI<, bring lunch, call Anne at 
829-3160' 0cI12, dayhike Mt BkIe (Weld), 
rain date Oct 13, call Calien al77~1501 
days or 772-1862 eves. For more Inlo on 
MWO call Sandy at 657-513-4 or Karen at 
797-3006, 
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) 
will hold ils monlhly meeting at 7 pm al the 
North Deering Congregalional Church, 
1364 Washington Ave. UpcomIng actlVO-
lies: Oct 6, Speckled Mtn day hike. c:a'i 
828-1532;0cI12.AcediaCarriage Trails. 
call 883-0010; Od 12-14, A.T. (Caralunk-
Monson) backpacking, call772-2311 For 
info, call the Outdoor Hotline at 774-1118. 
FOR 
KIDS 
Children'. 81gn Language Portland Rec-
reation cHers beginning sign language lor 
kids 8-11, Wednesdays Od 9-30 from 
4:15-5 pm, at Reiche Community Center, 
166 Brackett St, Portland. Cost: $12. 
Register belore 0cI 7 by calling 874-
8793. 
Hayride. to the Great Pumpkin Patch 
Pick a pumpkin, have an apple and a cup 
01 cider al Good Earth Farm, 55 Pleasant 
Hil Road. Freeport. Open 9-5, seven days 
a week through Oct 31. Call 865-9544. 
The P~rtland Public Library'. 
Children'. RoomSchedulefortheweek 
oIOd3:0cI4,10:30am, Tales lor Twos; 
Od5, 10:30 am,StoryTime; Od 7, 10:30 
am Preschool Story Time; Od 9, 9:30 
am: Finger Fun for Babies; 0cI 9, 10:30 
am Preschool Story Time; OcIl1 , 10:30 
am' Tales for Twos. All programs arelree 
and open to the public. Five Monument 
Square, Portland. For more information, 
call 871-1700. 
Portland Recre.tlon Cla •• es: "Red 
Croa.HomeAlona·helpsch~drenleam 
to make the right decisions, lor kids 8-11. 
Od 10 from 3:30-5 pm. -Cheer1eading-
teaches cheers, sidelines and motion tech-
niques, forkids 8-12, Mondays Oct 7-Nov 
4 lrom 5:50-6:30 pm, $15, regIster by 
phone belore Od 7. All classes held at 
Reiche Commun~y Cenler, 166 Bracken 
St, Portland. Call 874-8873 for more info. 
Pumpkin Picking .nd Carving Portland 
Recreation sponsors pumpkIn ~unt, hay-
ride and carving. Transportatoon to the 
Good Earth Farm provided. For kids 6-11. 
Od 26 Irom 9:30-2. $7, Reiche Commu-
nily Center. 166 Brackett St, Portland. 
Register belore Ocl 24 by callIng 874-
8793. 
SPORT 
Autocro .. The Cumberland Motor Club 
win hold a timed auto slalom Oct 6 at Mt 
Ararat School in T opsharn. Registration 
and tech inspection will run Irom 9-10:30, 
first car starts are al 11 sharp. Fees: 
CMC, PCA club members $1 0, non-mem-
bers $15. For more inlormalion, call John 
Squier at 781-2318, or Bill Owen at 729-
3611 . 
Bodyahop USM's Lijeline offersthis weight 
training and cardiovascular fijness pr0-
gram lor all ages. Program includes I~­
ness evalualion and treadmIll, personal 
orientation and training by friendly. knowl-
edgeable stall. Equipment includes 
Lifecycles, L~estep. Concept U and 
Lilerower, treadmIlls, SchWinn AorDyne, 
Universal and free weights. Free re-valu-
ations to check progress. SpecWic condi-
tioning for sports and injurie~. Registra-
tion is ongoing. Call USM L~elone lor more 
inlo at 780-4170. 
Co-ed T..., Ba.ketball through March 
26, King gym Tues & Thurs 6-8 pm. Jack 
gym Tues& Thurs8-8pm. Cost: 50 cents 
each night. Call 874-8793 for more Infor-
mation. 
Gym Activities Program USM LWeline is 
offering memberships to the general pub-
lic in ~ gym program at the USM Portland 
gym on Falmouth Street. GAP cHers a 
weighl-training laciity, squash, racquetball 
and basketball courts, sauna and locker 
room. Several membersh~ options are 
available, one month, Ihree months, SIX 
months or a year. Flexille hours. 0ngo-
ing registralion. Call 780-4170 for more 
inlo. 
No Glitz, Ju.t aweat High-intens~, ~­
impact aerobic classes taught by Jessoca 
Lockhart. Through 0cI26, Tues & Thura 
at 5:45 pm, Sat 9:30 am, at Westbrook 
College gym, second 1Ioor, 716 Stevens 
Ave. $31$2.50 per class. Cal 878-5370 
for more info. 
Portland Rec:reation'.Adult Men'. B .. -
ketball consists of pick-up games every 
Mon & Wed, Irom 5:15-7 pm. beginning 
Od 7. Fee is $2forresidents. $3 for non-
residents. ReicheCommun~yCenter.l66 
Bracken St. Portland. 
Portland Recreatlon'sAdult Indoor Vol-
leyball consists 01 pick-up games evert 
Tues & Thurs Irom 7:30-9:30 pm. Cost IS 
$2 lor residents, $3 for non-residents. 
Reiche Community Center, 166 Brackett 
St, Portland. CaD 87 4-8793 lor more Inlo . 
Portland Recreation'. Men'. Ba.ket-
ball, pick-up games Saturdays Irom. 2-4 
pm slarting Od 5, w~1 be held at ReIChe 
Commun~yCenter, 166 Brackett St, Port-
land. Cost: $2 for residents. $3 lor non-
residents. For info, call 874-8793. 
The Portland RugbyClub we\~mes ne~ 
and old players alike to lOIn them In 
experienceing the physical and fast-paced 
game 01 rugby. We practice on Tuesdays 
and Thursdays at 6 pm, Fox Street held, 
just oIf Ex~ 7 of 1-295 in Portland. For 
more inlo, call Peler at 829-4607 or Gary 
at 839-3861. 
Senior Fltnes. for Men " Women 1515 
and Over USM Lijeline offers classes 
Mondays. Wednesdays & Fridays Irom 
10:30-11 : 15 am atthe USM Portland cam-
pus gym on Falmouth Street. Prog~ 
consists of progressive exercIses. Regls-
trillion is ongoing. Call 780-4170 for more 
inlormation. 
Thirtysomething Soccer A group of indi-
viduals Irom Ihe Portland area, ages 30 
and over meet to play soccer Sunday 
eves at 6 pm on Ihe lower field behind the 
high school in Cape Eizabeth. Events 
indudepick-upgarnes,chaliengemalches 
with other area clubs and occasional tour-
naments. For more inlo, cal 767-7122. 
ETC 
Book 51gnlnga Books Etc win host Elayne 
CI~t . author 01 "Telling h Like h Is: for a 
discussion and signing Od 3 at 7:30 pm. 
On Od 6 Irom 2-4 pm, Robley WIlson, 
aUlhor 01 'The Victim's Daughter: WIll 
sign books and be available lor lilerary 
schmoozing. Books Elc IS localed al 38 
Exchange St, Panland. Call 774-0626 lor 
more info 
Brazil Come. to Portland The Casco 
Bay Movers Dance Company presents a 
cross-cultural evening of lun open to the 
public Od 51rom 9-1 . There will be danc-
ing to Latin music provided by Papa Loves 
Mambo; a mime perlormance WIth Junoo 
Rocha: and Latin partner dance demon-
stralions (samba, mambo, rhumba, 
lambada). Proceeds will go to the MaIne 
seelor of 'The Partners 01 America: an 
organizat ion t hat sponsors exchange pre>-
grams belween the UnIted Stales and the 
South and Central Americas. At the Man-
ners Church, 368 Fore St , Portland. Cost: 
$15. For more inlo, call 871-1013. 
Dive Cla •• es Five-week class starting Od 
15 at 6:30 pm on Wednesdays. Call 
Tommy's at m -5357 for more info .. 
The Enriched Golden Age Center in-
vites men and women 60 and over to 
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona-
tion 01 $2 and programs are as fon,?ws: 
0cI9, Ms. Sr. Housing Day, rese~tlOlls 
required; Od 16, EGA Players In ::otd 
Cookie Shop- melodrama, reservatoons 
required ; Od 23, Odoberlest Celebra-
tion, reservations requored; Od 30, Ha~ 
Ioween Costume Party, contest and pnzes. 
The center is located on the ground level 
of the Salvation Army building, 297 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations 
must be made in advance by caling 774-
6914. 
Flee Market Portla-od West Neighborhood 
Planning Council and The Ne~hborhood 
Action CoaI~ion are organIzIng a flea 
markel for Od 5. Tables are availab4e for 
$10. The organizations are 80Cepting 
donated goods. Proceeds from the eve~t 
wiD be used lor child care. The market WIll 
be held at 155 Bracken Street parking lot 
from 10-3. Call Suzanne or Skip lor info aI 
775-0105. 
F .... Ho .... We.thertzatlon Workshop 
Make your home more efficient, save 
money on healing costs, ~ive a $SO 
materials voucher. ThIS SIx-hour work-
shop w~1 be offered by the Maine State 
Energy Conservations Division and the 
Southern Maine Technical College C0n-
tinuing Ed Division 0cI 19 from 9-4 in 
Hildrelh Hall. Room 101, SMTC. Advance 
registration reqlired; call 799-7303, x241. 
Ham Radio The Yarmouth Radio Club is 
sponsoring an Amateur Radio Novice! 
Tech Course for persons ""erested In 
entering the worfd 01 ham radio. Thecourse 
is designed for people wrth hnle or no 
technical background. The eIght-week 
course begins Od 8 aI 7 pm at Yarmout.h 
High School. Classroom enrolment IS 
limited, so sign up early. Call 845-0700 lor 
further inlo. 
Health Care Rally Are you led "" VIiIh 
rising health care COSls and the endless 
red tape of the insurance industry? H yo, 
believe thai heaMh care is a right I", aI 
citizens then join consumers for ~ 
able heaMh care, a coalition of <XlrIsoJm. 
ers, businesses, labor unions and he_h 
care providers in a noon time rally I~ 
national health care Oct 5 in MooUIlleoi 
Square. Be part 0/ a nationwide evellli. 
send a message to our eleeledolficialsin 
Washington that we need a nlllional healh 
plan now. For more info, call the MaifIe 
People's Alliance at 761-4400. 
Jazz Dance Cia •• Casco Bay ~ 
School 01 Jazz and Tap Dancewil ""'II 
special jazz dance class taughl b, 
Adrienne Hawkins Oct 5 Irom 3-5 PIll 
Open to alilevelsof dancers, theclass~ 
be held in the studio located 81 341 
CumberiandAve, Portland. $10. For"",e 
info, call 871 -1013. 
Maine Ballroom Dance hosts bailloorn 
dancing, all levels, every Sat, 9-12 PIlI. 
and ballroom dancing for beginners eve.y 
Sun 8-9 pm. Leam loxtrots, waltzes, im~. 
bugs. rumbas and cha-chas. For mot 
information, call 773-0002. 
The Merrfconeag School, a Waidori. 
based kindergarten and nurseryprogron 
win be holding an open house Oct 51"" 
1 O-noon in their new South Freeport ~ 
tion (the former Soule schooll· P\.weI 
shows are scheduled aI 10:30and11.AI 
are welcome. Call 865-3900 lor "'"' 
info. 
Mld-C_.t Jazz Society Get-Toget"" 
Od 6 marks the initial event 01 the 1991. 
92 season for the Mid-Coast Jan So,. 
ety. The feature of the evening will be. 
video 0/ the society's June Jazz FesiM[ 
The get-together will be held intheCUtiI 
Roomof the ChocolaleChurch, 804Wa\If 
ington St, Bath. Dessert & coffeeat6:~. 
screening at 7. Cost: $3, students$! C!I 
985-2378 for more info. 
Portland'. Monthlyllwlng Dan .. isl:acl 
Second Friday of the monlh III Ches!!I 
Street Church in Portla-od. Oct 11,NoiI 
Dec 13, I rom 8-12 pm,lessonslromM 
Recorded music of '30s, '405, '50s 011 
beyond. Admission: $4_ Forinlo,cailn' 
2718 or 725-8216. 
The Salv.tlon Army Harvest Auctloo 
0cI3 at 6:30 pm, 297 CumberlandAw 
Portland (in the gym). All new nemsilll 
gih cert~icates . For more ir/o, call ~ 
tain James Glngnch at 774-6304. 
Southworth Planetarium ASlrOIlOII 
shows take place at 7 pm Fri & Sal; ... 
light shows, 8:30 pm Fri & Sal. The pIr. 
etarium is located in the Science Buikfil( 
USM Portland. $3 adults, $2.50 chilllr, 
seniors; lor reservalions & speciaI~, 
senlalions call 780-4249. 
The Unveiling of the Sacred MlYOII'It 
dom Thevenerable DonAlejandtoOxll 
shaman/medicine maniOulche 1oIa~ 
trlla! elder, Irom the mountail ~lIiIl'1 
San Francisco el Alto, Guatemala. ... 
wiU share the knowledge of his~" 
This revered shaman and oetem"" 
leader will also oller ceremony .nd~ 
sions on heaing. calendrical d~ 
Mayan astrology on Od 12-14a1"',p 
Springs Farm & Center in DaY'''' If 
pointments for these 3O-mlnute sess: 
can be arranged aher the talk orb! 
ing499-7040. The talk will takepmct~ 
11 from 6:30-9:30 pm at First PatSo PI' 
tarian Church, 425 Congress St, 
land. Admission: $1 O. ~ 
Vegetarian Ha."..t Supper Oct ~/ 
5:30-7 pm to benel~ the Peace 2' 
Southern Maine. Mutts $5, ooder I 
Allen Avenue Unitarian U",~ 
Church, 524 Allen Ave, Portland. 
Wo .... n Bu.ln ... OWners 01 QpIII' 
Portland wi. hold lhair 
0cI 3 at 6 pm in the norl-sn1Ol<l'~~ 
atAndoverColege,Washlngoon",:,~ 
Portland. There w~1 be a rCUflO't"'·· 
cussion on insuran"'! w~h C<II' 
Botto Financial Sarvoces, Sc.'oI 
State Farm Insurance & And .. a ~. 
of Dunlap Insurance. Fee: $6.50P"' ~ 
son, light dinner Included. 
inlormalionMA 
Elaine Burton at 761-0041 . 
CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A caw CLASSIFIED AD 
body" soul Brooke Alexander, M. Dlv. Pastoral Counselor 
The Hole in the Soul Gang! POLARITY VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN Portland Yoga Studio Certified Iyengar Yoga TAl CHI CHUAH is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an oppo-
nents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid 
system based on meditation in movement. 
Excellentfor spiritual growth, radiant physi-
cal health and unequaled in redUCing the 
effects of stress and tension in ones life. 
Beginners through advanced classes, in-
cluding Push-Hands. VISitors welcome. For 
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
A Women's Therapy Group. THERAPY TRAINING 
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist 
"When you are fiJly i" tbe bod~' 
)/0" Pf1.eet the soul . • 
The art of being yourself. The art of being 
creative. Mark Nakell- Psychotherapis~ n3-
4413. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, ach-
ing, stiH muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 





17hiat;~' i ,_ .... . " ~ 
acupressure ;: @ ,) . 
Gmt/t, rtl4xing, htaling ·'-.:.~ .. _.~...-l ~ 
An txptrimu of deep blllanrt y. 
Ann Foster T abbutt, AORTA. j 
799-9258 J' 
Learn 10 work with the Healing Energy 
of the Life POI«. 
160 hour weekend Certification Prognm 
Begins Oct. 19-20. 
Polarity Realization Center 
Scarborough 772-0066 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 
Use clinical hypnosis to overcome obstacles, and to achieve 
(or surpass) your goals. 
• athletics • test anxiety 
• performing arts • procrastination 
772-6411 
SYSTEMATtC APPROACH TO RELIEF 




Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 






Elaine & Francis 
McGillicuddy - 797-5684 
roommates 
A PLACE TO CALL HOME during the next 
po rtion of your life. Envi ronmen tally-friendly 
roommate sought for large West End 2 BR 
with SPECIAL FEATURES. Lowered rent; 
$260+. NO SMOKEY. Available now. 773-
1782. Thank you. 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, 
M.A., L.M.T., Licensed Massage Therapist. 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, 
neckand shoulderstiffness, sciatica, stress, 
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula-
tion, athletic performance. Byappointment, 
865-{1672. 
RICK LYNCH 874-0681 
1"7_775_1849 ", "'9" '" 
Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW 
I Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
FEMALE PROFESSIONAL with small dog 
seeks NIS female to share furnished High-
land Lake home, 1112 miles from dressage 
horse stable, 20 mins. from Portland. $350 
monthly. Call 892-7297 . 
ASTROLOGI CAL CONSU L TA TIONS provide 
insights into the many paths available for 
se~·healing and change on the physical, 
mental, and spiritual level. Call Jan Moody, 
Astrologer at 725-8226. 
1992 CALENDARS HAVE ARRIVED! Eso-
leric and ancient teachings, unusual gifts 
and children's books at Maybe Someday ... 
anon·profitbookstore. Open 1-6dailv. 195 
Congress St. on Munjoy HIlI. 773-3275. 
DANCING FROM THE INSIDE OUT- Dis-
cover your body's innate intelligence 
through a spontaneous and liberating ex-
perience of movement as a medium for 
inner growth. II's fun and funky. OngOing 
classes- first class is free. Deborah Tracy, 
7n-7549. 
TAROT CARDS BY JUDITH-I will be doing 
readings in Portland and Old Orchard Beach. 
Call to schedule an appointment, 934-1108. 
STARTING AEROBICS CLASSES for big 
women only. Interested? Send name, ad-
dress and preferred days and times to Big 
Women's AerObics, 169 Harriet St., South 
Portland, 04106. 
WORKSHOP: HEALING YOUR SCAPEGOAT 
IMAGE,Saturday, 11tm1, 10a.m.-3p.m., 
~o Bay Counseling, Saco. $30 (or $25 
before 10/23). Janet Maynard, M.S., Elaine 
Goodrich, LCSW. Call934-1212, 967-4064. 
Usa Bussey, M.A_, C.E.D.T. 
IndiVidual & Group Therapy 
for Women Focusing on 
• Food 
• Body Image 
• Sexuality 
232 SL John SL 
••• NEW MUSIC MINISTRY ••• 
We are beginning a non-denorninational, leaderless 
Music Ministry, and we're looking for spirit-filled people who 
wish to sing, dance, play instruments, or just listen. 
Thursday Evenings, 7 to 9 pm at the Quaker Meeting House, 
1837 Forest Ave. , next to Tortilla Flats. 
Expressive Therapy Center 
TAKE YOUR BODY OUT TO LUNCH 
Midday Movement & Relaxation Break 
Caroline Loupe. Director -ISO Stint Joha Street· Tel 871.8274 
NOW FORMING GROUPS FOR WOMEN 
Twelve week groups fOCUSing on expressions & healing ~_ 
·Migrai~ • T.M}. Syndro1'l'U! -Exploring RBlalionsbips: Going D~Bpero\ ~ 
GAY MEN'S INTIMACY & COMMUNICATION 
Ongoing groups now forming 
W.]O MOSER, M.A. 767-3848 
Counseling/or individuals, couples, groups. ~ 
Are you confused and frustrated by relationships? 
A successful relationship is a SKIlL that CAN be LEARNED. 
Our 4 session workshop will focus on: 
• relationship strategies and options for the 1990's 
• identifying your relationship needs (and blind spots) 
• understanding & dealing with the personality type 
that you are repeatedly attracted to 
• identifying what is a afatal attraction" for you 
• learning safe sex and sexual options 
Four 1 112 hour ev<;ning sessions, $99. All workshops 
conducted in small groups by award winning university 
lecturer, author, and therapist, Dr. Glenn R. Robinson. 
51 Ocean Ave., Port1and 
Call 773-5573 for registration and/or information 









Celebrating the Dream! 
FRI. EVE., ocr 18 & SAT. ocr. 19 
An intensive l(X)k at me dream 
process, led by Barbara Hare-
Noonan, M.S. We will gather on 
Friday evening at Bouldaire, a 
retreat center overlooking Blue Hill 
Bay. to begin weaving our dreams & 
sharing some of our personal 
experiences and questions about 
our dreamsl This workshop is 
designed for beginners as well as 
experienced "dream journale,,· who 
want to explore dreams 
experientially. Fee is $95 & includes 
cost of workshop) 3 meals, and one 
overnight. Enrollment limited. 
For brochure con~t: e B.rban Hue-Noonan, M.S. rfJ Center (or Personal & Professional Well-Bc:ing 
772-1896 or 326-8810 
r COMPLETED ALL' 
• , Z STEPS" STILL • 
• FEEL LOUSY? • 
lOr. Smimoff a 771-2673. 
L Free Joint or drink with session • 
--------~ 
Responding to a 
PERSONAL CALL~ 
ad? All you have to do is. __ 
Dial 1-900-370-2041 
24 hours a day 99¢/mln 
WEST END- RESPONSIBLE, MATURE 
housemate wanted, NIS, to share qUiet, 
comfortable, sunny Victorian wilh 40's pro-
fessional woman. Fireplace, laundry, yard, 
garden.sasO/mo. indudesall utililies. 772-
1831 . Leave message. 
GM, 27, LOOKING FOR GM, 400ryounger, 
to share beautiful log cabin home with 
garage on 6 acre property. $300 plus 112 
utilities. 30 minutes from Portland- west of 
Gorham. Pets welcome. Call 642-5912. 
HOUSEMATE TO SHARE pleasant country 
home 1/2 hour north of Portland. Garage; 
pets negotiable. $300/mo. including utili-
lies. Call 998-2929. 
WESTERN PROM SING LE MOM seeks fe-
male (professional or student) to enloy and 
share family household Full prvileges, pri-
vaOl, safearea on bus line.S75/week. Long/ 
short lerm arrangemenl pOSSible. 772-
1402. 
MATURE N/S FEMALE to share with other 
female, 3 bedroom home in Westbrook. W/ 
0, near bus line. S260/mo. plus 112 utilities. 
854-5525 or 854-4775. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 2BR 
Westbrook apartment. Sunny, spacious liv-
ing area, wlwcarpet, fully applianced kitchen 
and plenty of parking. 10 minutes to down-
town Portland. $287.50 +. Available 10/1. 
Call Mike at 854-0323 days or 854-3736 
eves.! weekends. 
RESPONSIBLE N/S INDIVIDUAL to share 
new furnished North Deering condo, loft 
bedroom and privale bath. 5420 includes 
utilities. 878-3461 . 
MATURE, RELIABLE, N/S ROOMMATE to 
share huge in town apartment w/one adult 
& one child. $275 indudes all. November 
1 st. 874-0280. 
GM, NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT seeks 
roommate M!f to share 2 BR apartment in 
Pine St. area. S200/mo. + 1/2 utilities. Call 
828-2033. 
RATES 
1 week add'! 
CATEGORIES 
o body & soul 
Oroommat" 
Oapta/rent 
Ohou ... /rent 
o dating .. rvices 
Your classified ad: ______________ ________ _ 
w .. ks 
Up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word .25¢ 
Wheels - 4 weeks - $16, no changes, 
no refunds 20 word limit 
DEADLINES 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Djsplayads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
CIaeeified ode must be psid klr In advance wrth cash, 
personal check, money Older, Vi .. or Mastercard. Lost 
& Found rtems is1ed free. Classified ed. are 
non-refundable. CBW shall nol be lable for any 
Iypograph>eal errore, omissions, or changes in Ihe 
o ollicea/rant 
o atudioa/rent 
O .... on.Vrent 
o real .. tate 
o .uction. 
o child cara 
o help wanted 
o job. wanted 
o stun lor .. Ie 









o Ioat & found ifreel 
o bu.in,... .. rvic" 0 legal notice. 
D buain". opportuniti" 0 bulletin board 
ed which do nol affect the value or content, or 
substantially change Ihe meaning of the ad. Credrt w~ 
be issued when a viable error has been determined 
wrthn one week of pubicatton. Tear sheet. available 
lor $2/copy. 
Name: _______ _____ _ 
Total words: ______ _ 
Addr~_· __________ __ _ 
1st week: ______ _ 
_ __ add'i weeks at: _______ _ 
Telephone: __________ _ _ 
Total: ______ _ 
PHONE IT IN: 207 ·775~601 Visa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX fT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard 
MAlLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 
o Visa 0 Mastercard 
Credit Card #: ___ ______ _ 
Exp.date·'-___ ___ _ 
28 CIlsco Bay Wukly 
HOUSEMA TE TOSHARE LARGE Woodfords 
house with 3 males. Pleasant neighbor-
hood, ample parking, bus-line, $S5M. in-
cludes all. 774-7648. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MIf, to share spa-
cious sunny 3 BR, 2 LR apartment with 
artist couple, their dog, cat, and parakeets. 
$2OO/mo. + 112 utilities. Call 761-9425. 
SUNNY SPACIOUS 2 BR HOUSE located in 
Windham, country comforts within range 
of city life. Cable, WID, pets appreciated. 
$400 includes utilities. 1st month free. 892-
7145 or leave message. 
GM SEEKS RESPONSIBLE MIf to share 
new contemporary cape in Scarborough. 
Nice quiet neighborhood, near beaches. 
$350 + 1/2 utils. 883-8454. 
ROOMATE NEEDED - 2 bath, 2 bedroom 
Townhouse condo. 2 story wlbasement, 
WID, dishwasher, deck, pool, tenniS, park-
ing. $3201mo. includes all except phone. 
892-3971, please leave message. 
NORTH DEERING 10 ROOM insulated Co-
lonial needs professional Mif 25+, 2LR's, 
family rm., cable everywhere, wid, Ig. yard, 
10. roomsl closets. $295 includes every-
thing except efficient FHW oil. 878-2312. 
FEMALE OR MALE ROOMMATE wanted to 
share house in Falmouth. Rent is nego-
tiable down to $250 + 112 utilities. Eight 
minutes to Portland. Relaxed atmosphere. 
Call Scott at 781-3719. 
PART-TIME ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
nice large Portland home w/prof. M & F. 
Perfect for sales person or Airline person-
nel. Reduced rent. 772-7317. 
GM, 26, SEEKS responsible N/s GMif to 
share new contemporary townhouse in 
Portland. $300 +112 utils. 773-6350. 
MIf, N/S TO SHARE large sunny condo in 
Old Orchard Beach. 2 bathrooms, WID, 20 
mins. to intown Portland. $295/mo. + 112 
utilities. No pets. Available immediately. 
934-5639. 
MATURE F N/S wanted for beautiful West 
End apt. Lors of light and space, parking, 
hw Hoors, high ceilings! I'm easy-going 
and busy (translated- leave your shoes 
around and I'm gone a lot). Available now. 
$275/mo. + 112 uti Is. No lease! 773-0562. 
AVAILABLE NOW- 2 N/s F searching for 
roommale loshare beautiful USM area apt. 
in quiet neighborhood. $231.50 + 113 utils. 
Heat included. 761-2824. 
GREY. HOUSEMA TE for beautiful country 
home, 6 bedroom, 2112 baths, full laundry 
on two acres. Near the turnpike. $250 plus 
1/3 utilities. 657-3511. 
GRAD STUDENT/YOUNG PROF.soughtto 
share cooperative household with law stu-
dent and art teacher. $290/mo. +heat. Cozy 
8 room house with fireplace nearlawschool. 
Call 871-7212. Leave message. 
WANTED: MIF G OR ACCEPTING room-
mate for 2 bedroom apt. in Westbrook. 
$250lmo . +electric. Heat included. Must 
like cats. Call John at 883-9409 before 3 
p.m. or 874-{J 148 evenings and weekends. 
SUNNY, SPACIOUS, QUIET 2 BR, 2LR apt. 
to share with 1 person. Great condition, 
hardwood noors, near USM. I am F grad 
slIJdent wl2 cats. $300/mo. +utils' Avail-
able now. 775-5865. 
apts/rent 
PHIPPSBURG- COZY 1 bedroom mobile 
home in quiet country setting. All new inte-
rior, WID, microwave, AlC. 15 minutes to 
B.l.W., pets allowed. 5375. Call 389-1500. 
SOUTH PORTLAND, WILLARD BEACH 
AREA, largesunnystudio room with kitchen 
privileges, off-street parking, storage, NlS 
female, $35OImo. includes utililiesand heat, 
security deposit. Call Dawn, 767-3950. 
OLD PORT-Loft style apts. Exposed brick, 
high ceilings. $35O-$525/mo. 856-1190 . 
CUMBERLAND AVE. 507/509- Clean, quiet 
units from $375 wlheat. 871-1290 days, 
879-{J365 eves. 
PREBLE STREET 30- PORTLAND INTOWN 
studios & 2 bdrms from $35Olmo. includes 
all utils. 871-1290 days, 839-4893 eves. 
FURNISHED ROOM TO RENT- South Port-
land family home. Near Maine Mall. Busline-
parking. Heat not included, but easy to 
heat. $250/mo. Greg- 774-8044, leave 
message. 
ROOM FOR RENTTO FEMALE in quiet non-
smoking household. Laundry & kitchen 
use included. Call9am-5pm, 774-1501 for 
Calien. 
MUNJOY HILL- 2 BR, third floor remod-
eled, clean, good views, gas heat, sunny, 
porch, $44O/mo. + utilities, deposit. Call 
Oliver, 772-4739, leave message. 
PORT'S WATERFRONT AT FOOT OF 
STREET: 2 BR wi historic brick view chan-
nels on centuries old upper India St; across 
from restored firebam on same block as 
Levinsky's store. Only $4621mo. includes 
heat! hot water & parking. Marigold Inc. 
761-1764. 
HOUSEMA TE WANTED for a sunny, spa-
cious (3 story) West End apt. Smoke free, 
laundry, private yard, share with 2 profes-
sional women and 3 cats. $283imo. +1/3 
utilities. 871-{Jl10. 
MUNJOY HILL Large, open gabled 2 bed-
room in brick bldg. w/cityviews. Clean and 
quiet. Backyard, washer. Pets O.k. $450 
+utils.774-9237. 
PEAKS ISLAND RENTAL, 1 bedroom, LR, 
DR, kitchen, fullyapplianced, WID.lnground 
pool, short walk to boat. $475/mo. 766-
5607. 
FOR RENT: ATTRACTIVE, bright, sunny, 2 
BR, yard, pets considered. $5751 heated. 
Call 772-8455. 
DARTMOUTH ST.- 2 BR, 2 story in duplex. 
WID hook-up, hardwood floors, parking. 
$575 +utils. 1011. 774-7170. 
WEST END TOWNHOUSE ROOM: Attrac-
tive, clean, quietspace in large professional 
couples home. Chern-free and N/S. $3101 
mo. includes all utilities. Shared living, 
kitchen & bath. 775-5022; 1-326-8810. 
SUNNY 1 BRAPARTMENT, quiet neighbor-
hood, heaVhot water included, parking. 
$495/mo. 854-1583 . 
houses/rent 
PORTLAND FURNISHED 2 BR CONDO, 
multi-bath, no pets, loft, WID, garage, etc. 
$965 includes utilities. N/S. Deposit and 
references. 878-3461. 
NAPLES. MUST SEE to appreciate newly 
renovated economical 2-room house on 
1.5 acres, 2 miles off Rte . 302. New LP gas 
furnace and wood stove. $240/mo. plus 
utilities. 773-0540. 
oDlces/rent 
LARGE, BRIGHT OFFICE SPACETOSHARE, 
with bodyworker, therapist, in Portland . 
Parking and utilities included. Available 
Thursdays, Fridays, and Saturdays. Rea-
sonable rent. Call 77 4-{J895. 
LOCATION IS RIGHT! Health Center, 1 unit, 
commercial center, 1 unit. Includes on-site 
parking and utilities. Available: bookkeep-
ing, word-processing, FAX, phone answer-
ing.854 Broadway, South Portiand.Askfor 
Archie, 799-8395. 
EXCELLENT, BRIGHT, CLEAN, open, new, 
multi-purpose space. 1100 sq.ft . Old Port 
West. Rent for day, week, or month. Long-
term also available. Must be seen to be 
appreciated. 871-0112 or 799-1401. 
SUNNY,ATTRACTIVEL YFURNISHED space 
for therapist (Holistic Health practitioner 
such as acupuncturist, body worker, etc.). 
Excellent location w/parking. Rent on part-
time or perclient basis. Call772-1896 or 1-
326-8810. 
studios/rent 
STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue. Join 
other artist! craft people in building. From 
400-1200 sq.ft. Light and heat included. 
Parking available. No lease required, call 
772-6527. 
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All in-
clusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high en-
ergyenvironmenl Darkroomstosuites with 
views. $125to $2751mo. 799-4759 or 799-
7890. 
real estate 
PORTLAND- DEERING, 4 bedrooms, 2112 
baths, LA wlfireplace, 10. familyroom, HW 
noors, FHW- 3 zone- new burner, quiet 
street, nice yard, excellent schools. 
$134,900. Connie Dinsmore, Mark Stimson 
Realty- 773-1990. 
ANEIGHBORHOOD THE WAY it used to be: 
Deering Center, 8 room bungalow within 
walking distance to schools. 4 bedrooms, 
remodeled eat-in country kitchen with sky-
light open todeckandyard,livingroom,ll1 
2 baths, fenced yard, brick sidewalks, trees 
and much more.$115,900 by owner. Shown 
by appointment. 774-4217 evenings. 
LOW DO 
PAYMENT! 
$1,499 down 180 @ $170. 
(1992) $14,995, 70 X 14, 
3 BE DR, APR 12.9 
LOTS OF OTHER BARGAINS 





(RT. 93 EXIT 20) 




RT 18, 4 miles. North 
OF LITfLETON, NH 





$159 for 180 months 
with $1,499 down, for 
a new, 70 x 14, 3 
bedr. $14,995 11.5 
APR. 80 x 14 3 
bedroom, $19,995, 2 
full baths, vaulted 
ceilings thruout, utility 
room, lots of cabinets, 
vinyl Siding, shingled 
roof and bay window. 
Double wide 3 bedr, 




Park, ManSion, Norris, 
and Skyline. (207) 
539-4759. Daily 10-7, 
Sunday 10-5. 
LUVHOMES 
Rt 26 OXFORD 
One owner, spacious 4 bedroom, Deering Center 
Qu!et Neighborhood 2 1/ 2 bath, tri-level with garage. Oak 
child care 
BUDDHA BABY BOY- 6 months old- seeks 
spirited fun-loving child care person. Part-
time, flexible 15-20 hrs/wk. If you believe 
babies hold the secrets of the universe, call 
Mary McCann, 773-6956. Experiences and 
references required. 
MOTHER'S HElPER NEEDED for 3 yl. old. 
Hours, salalY and benefits negotiable. Please 
call856~18 after 5 p.m. References nec-
essary. 
help wanted 
$4O,OOO/YR! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. 
Fill out simple "like! don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re-
cording . 801-379-2925 Copyright 
IMEI14EB. 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED, 
$35.00& upperhour. Taxfree. Both skilled 
and unskilled. For info call 615-779-5505, 
ext K-1813. 
floors, living room wilh fi re place, 
large family room, appl ianced 
kitchen, economical gas 3-zone 
FHW heat (new burne r) , quiel 
street, nice yard/gardens, 
excelle nt schools. $134 ,900. 
Connie Dinsmore, 
Mark Stimson Realty 








ARE ON THE 
MOVE 
BE ON T.V. Many needed forcommercials . 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info call 
615-779-711 1, ext. T-897. 
NEED A JOB FAST? ReceptionisV secre-
tary, bookkeeper, accounts clerk, ware-
house laborer, construction trades, deliv-
ery routes, hotel, restuarants. Up to $400-
$600 weekly. 1-800-832-2626. 
HELP! I need a couple of guys to help me 
load a truck Sat. a.m., Oct. 5, from about 9 
a.m. -10 or 11 a.m. Just some furniture & 
boxes. I'll pay S 15thr. Call Holly-87 4-{J280. 
ADVERTISING SALES LEADERSHIP 
Casco Say Weekly is looking for an Advertising Sa les Ma nager 10 
share the leadership of this exciting young company. 
We are the fastest-growing newspaper in the s tate. We are cleanmg 
up in a market covered with cobwebs: one daily has closed, the other IS 
down more than 26~ from las t year, and the rad io s tatio n rate cards read 
like Stephen King ficllon . Sut Casco Bay Weekly's sales have doubled 
during the last 18 months - and are still growing. 
You are an able and dynamic teader with several years of media sales 
experience. You are ready to work hard for a socially conscious young 
company. And you are ready to double our sa les agam w lt hm thrcc 
years. 
You will sell and serve clients with zeal; you will inspire a talented 
sales staff by your a RmpIt; you will bra ins tonn and execute cosl-effecllve 
prom otio ns, and you will w ork side-by-side with an aggr~si va Editor / 
Publisher/Founder. 
Your income will start low - $26k to $31k (plus heatth care and 
benefits) - but will rise as fast as your departmen t's sa les do. " high 
achiever will double her or his s tarting satary within a few year>. 
If you know how to sell advertising, you know w hat real teadership 
is, and you love this newspaper, s ubmit a cover lette r and resume - in 
complete confidence - to: 
551A Congress, St ,Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Ad Manager Search 
c.sco /loy Weekly is Qn EqUAl Opporlumty Employer 
• business services -COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail. 
able todo odd jobs and mOVing. Veryhanltj 
and can fIX most anything. Experienced 
mover who will move you for less. 774. 
2159 anytime. 
Today you need a PERFECT RESUME. la. 
ser resumes (Macintosh) for as little as 
$18.00 Computer resume fax selVice, lasel 
envelopes, and same-day selVice availab~ . 
Satisfaction guaranteed! 854-2972. 
RESIDENTIALHOUSECLEANING-Haveour 
experienced personnel clean your home 
the way you want it done. Courteous, pro. 
fessional selVice at competitive pricing 
Call Classic Cleaners at 871-8168. 
BOOKKEEPING, ACCOUNTING & TAX 
PREPARATION for small bUSinesses aoo 
individuals. Oualitywork at reasonable rates. 
18 years experience. Steve McCracken k. 
counting Services. 797-4510. 
B & B TAXI and PRIORITY DELIVERY Inc. 
offers complete luxury taxi selVice to and 
from the Portland Jetport and throughoul 
the Greater Portland area. Ourcomfortab~ 
lUXUry taxi's will safely deliver you or YOtJ; 
packages toany destination. Call n2-2S38 
or write P.O. Box 10766, Portland, ME 
04104. Commercial accounts welcome. 
ASYMPTOMATIC PERSON with AIDS 1001. 
ing for needed income; graphic des~n , 
landscaping/gardening, planting and main· 
tenance, minor renovations & rebuikllll9 
stonewall work, painting, etc. $$ neg. Rei· 
erences- 761-2582. 
Atlantic Painting 
Pa inttng & Paper Hanging 






BEAUX ARTS BAll 
October 19 
• Reconstruction of Wntage Clo/bi'Yl' 
• Wedding Gown Designso 
Cheslye Larson 772-98 
LAS E R 
CARTRIDGE 






How long have you been sayilQ 
"I must get that basemen~ 
cellar and attic cleaned!? 
We orQanize, clean and even 
bUild storage shelves. 
Call La - 712·8256 ' 
NASTY~NEAT bUSiness opps Octolnr 3,1991 29 
COMP Ul S I VEfclE AN I NG 
and other life support servIces 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person . ., or worse, 
cleaned up after them . ., 
ARTISTS AND HANDCRAFTERS W 
Y rk : eneed our wo tor upscale co-op in the Old P rt 
871-1090.' 0 . 
dating services 
HI-FI SYSTEM: SANYO turntable Kenwood 
reclever, Technics cassette, RTR speak-
;rs. -$200; large Advent walnut speakers-
100; Thorens TO II turntable w/Signet 
cart.- $75; combo excercise bikel rower-
~~~. Allin excellent condition. Eves: 828-
garage/yard sales 
~~rr ij~Lf 




U.S. Asian Con.nection- For free photo bro-
~hure and details of beautiful, faithful mar-
nage-mmded ladies from overseas' ·t . 
P.O. Box 60283, las Vegas NV 8916~n e. 
call 702-451-3070, leave ~aili~g addris~r 
~Y ST. OFF ALLEN,1446. 1016191 10-4 
rain orshme. Clothes, jewelry, smail furni: 
IIJre, weight bench, household, collectables 
bike, books, misc. ' 
NEW ~~r~~es in Ballet Repertory 
Beginning with 1/2 hour war!~' ~ 20, 11 .a.m. to 1 p.m. 
from the ballet 'steeping Beauty~' \Xb~/roceeds W1.th teaching of variations 
each dancer's personal expression Inteng o~.tech"':l''''' style, mUSicality &: 
(Beginners are welcome to Watch.)' $7 erne late an . Advanced students. 
registe r more than 0 -' _ _ per per,:"n, w,th $1 off each if you 
Serving Maine With Pride For 182 Yea,. ne WUlcer. RegJster by Oct. 15. mUSic 
773-3558 
o . 11l0MPSON'S POINT, POR'J"U.ND e AMERICAN STEEL AND AWMINUM COR" 
£Cor""OMsJott r . 
SINGER LOOKING FOR PIANIST w/own 
eqUipment to .accompany tor fun and prac-
tice- not publicly perform- at least not ini-
tially. R & B, Jan, Blues oriented. Drugl 
~~~Ol free musicians only. Lisa: 892-
na~ b. lJcc d u scs, beginner - advanced, ages 5 _ 105 
115 WaJlaceAve. So. Portland, ME 04108 
INTRODUCES 
FOR YOUR CONVENfENCE 
A NEW SALES PROGRAM 
FOR ALL METAL PRODUCTS 
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM 
YOU PICK-UP 
. hesitant to call 'a . 
dating service-unlilthey 
learned about the 
NEW WAY TO 
MEET IN THE 90s 
We_ " ' ~ • no", JomeolU Jpec;R-l 
JJUl.lt.na to ItnolP yo". 
PIANO! VOiCe. STUDIO- Classical, Opera, 
BroadwayMuslCals. Beginners to advanced 
plano. B. of M., M. of M. Evenings 772-
7208; days, 879-2606. ' 
visual arts 
~ useCBW 




CASH OR CHECK 
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL 
CALL 772-4641 OR 
1-800-442-6763 
883-1066 
Portland CHURcmu MUSIC STIJDIO 
Piano rr:s~ction in Reading andlor 
ImproVlsation. Please inquire about 
~~ -, 
~ call 775-660 
ask for rnich 
You're 1 
Single, 783-1500 



















stuff for sale 
BIRTH CONTROL for men & women: No 
anxiety. No embarrassment. Just quality 
n":"le brand products ava~able through t~ 
pnvacy of mail order. Write: TPC, P.O. Box 
~513, Fairfield, CT 06430 for free product 
Itst. 
START YOUR X-MAS SHOPPING early. 
Make a lampshade for that special person. 
Easy and fun. Call Sally at 839-6433. 
MAC PLUS WITH PRINTER, cut sheet 
feeder, 20 meg hard drive software other 
peripherals. Bargain price ~f$l,600~ value 
of hardware alone. A must see! Call 856-
1135. 
MATCHING COUCH & LOVESEA T, 6 months 
old (perfect condition, beige with coral and 
light blue print along wl9 matching pil-
lows). Coffee table, end table (dark brown 
wood), drafting table, 4 bar stools 3 pic-
tures (Sierra Club). Face value $3000- sell 
complete $900- but will seperate. MOVing 
West, must sell. 775-2335. 
my Early Childhood Method. 
):00 
Dale Churchill 20 years expo 
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CHEA~! FBIIU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ... 
~200; 86VW ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... $100' 
65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thou: 
~ands starting $25. FREE 24 hour record-




1987 DODGE RAM 50- Red sport model 
automatic, AMlfM cassette, PIS, P/B, tilt: 
steenng, 4 new tires. $3900. 775-34411 
772-4956. 
-
1988 MAZDA 82200 Pickup, SE-5 pack-
age, AMlFM stereo, newtires, 55,000 miles 
well malOtllned, excellenl condiIion S399Si 
best offer. 797-5570. ' -
1989 PONTIAC LEMANS- 4 speed 2 door 
hatch-back, 67,000 miles, AMlFM'stereo 
excellent condition. Asking $2950 865: 
0708. ' . 
• ~, 
1980 Scirocco -Looks bad but runs good 
$300 or best offer. n3-3006. . 
1978 FORD PICK-UP, 8' bed, 302 engine-
automatic. Minor body work runs well 
$1000. 526-3345 after 5:00' weekends: 
days- 874-8468. ' , 
3 s· ~ 0 -& ~ 





Jm PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the 
blues and advance to contemporary styiols. 
College Instructor giving private lessons to 
stu~nts o~ all levels in technique, theory, 
and ImprOVISation. David libby, 773~530. 
bulletin board 
BACK COUNT~Y BIKE EXCURSIONS- Daily 
gUided Min. Bike treks (leisurely, foothils of 
White Mtns.) From May 15-Nov. 1, singles 
orgroups to 10. 1 hr. from Portland. Spec-
tacular VieWS & terrain. Caillwrite Back 
C.ount.ry Bike Excursions, RFD Box 365 
Llmenck, WE 04048, 625-8189. ' 
PARENTING TRAINING at The Center for 
Personal Growth, 812 Stevens Avenue 
Portland, ME 04103. Saturdays Ocl 12t~ 
Nov. 16, $75 tor six sessions. Call Marge 
.Bumey, 797-5851 for information and reg-
IStration. 
WRITING WORKSHOP with Alfred DePew. 
Wednesdays, 6:30-8:30 pm. October 9-
November 20, seven sessions. For anyone 
Interested in exploring new material ideas 
and fresh approaches to short ficti~n and 
essays. $1 00. Registerearly to ensure place 
For information, call 775-3708. . 
AL TERNA TlVE CAREERS FOR TEACHERS 
workshop- 5 Wed. Eves. Oct. 23- Nov. 20. 
$150. Based on best seller "What Color Ic 
Your ParachuteT Call 761-7755. 
VOICE LESSONS- Beginners to advanced 
~Free Your ~oice Inside". Jazz improvisa: 
tion & Classrcaltechnique. Your choice of 
material! Call Diana Hansen Yarmouth 
846-5712. " 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
=- 0 
Cuco Bay Woekly 
55IAConSJ"OOS£ 





EASTERN EUROPE: I'M GOING to E. Ger-
ma~, Poland, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia & 
RUSSia Irom Oct. 17 through Nov. 6. I 
would like to talk to anyone whb has re-
centlyVisited these areas. If you also will be 
travelling to these places, I would like to 
speak With you, too. Call Usa, 879-1817 
after 5 p.m. 
TRAVEL COMPANION(S) t.VANTED BY 
MALE, 56, smoker. Plan to go by car from 
Portugal through Czechoslovakia Hungary 
P?Ssibly Bulgaria, Turkey, Gree~, return 
LiSbon, .Jan.- Feb. 1992. Seeking flexible 
companion for all or part. Share experi-
ences and expenses. Please call 846-57 40 
after 7 p.m. or weekends. 
TO: SAINT JUDE- Thank you for answering 
my prayers. Publication as promised 
Frances. . 
ADOPTION: A MOM, DAD, & DAUGHTER 
are anXIous to adopt again. We long to 
share our warm, secure home with your 
newborn. Please call collect, Rick and Judy, 
603-898-1980. In compliance with Tille 22 





Trying to meet 
someone new? Try 
Casco Bay 
Weekly's Personal 
Cal/fi. On FAX 
FREE THURSDAY 
fax your ad of 30 
words or less to 
775-1615 between 
gam and 4pm and 
get your Personal 
Cal/~ ad absolutely 
FREE. Don't forget 
to include your 
name, address & 
phone number so 
we can send you 
your Personal Ca"~ 
number. 
For more information 
about Casco Bay 
Weekly personal 
ads, Personal Call~ 
and FAX FREE 




YOU'VE WAITED LONG 
ENOUGH! 
CASCo BAY WEEKLY ClASStFIED 
UNE AD DEADUNE 
IS EVERY MONDAY 
AT6PM 
MICHAEL 
30 o.scv B"Y Weekly 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY caw PERSONAL (Calls cost 99¢/min) 
women -- men 
WINSOME, SHAPELY BRUNETTE, 25, seek 
sensuous bon vivant. I'm a somewhat tra-
ditional, occasionally hedonistic SWF who 
enjoys flying kites th rough blueberry fields 
and browsing sleepy bookstores. You're 
athletic, well-educated (perhaps self-
taugh!?); a 25-30something 8M enthusi-
asticaboullhe outdoors and the arts. Photo 
not required; crayon sketch or other cre-
ativeself-expression appreciated. CBW Box 
782. . 
ATTRACTIVE SWF, 36, looking for a tall SI 
DWM, 32+. I enjoy music, reading, good 
food, the ocean and lots of fun. Would like 
to share these interests. Respond to P.O. 
Box 4605, Portland, ME 04112 . .. 5715 
men -- women 
MIKEY LIKES IT. SWM, attractive, mature 
business professional wishes to meetsingle, 
attractive, active woman over 30. Interests 
include health, fitness, travel, good food . 
Call today for a healthy relationship ... 5597 
SWM 34, TALL, WELL-TRIMMED BEARD, 
attractive, who's been down I~es road 
enough to find value in compassion, hon-
esty,committment, feelings and natureand 
- understands it doesn't happen ovemight. 
Looking for a woman to share similar val-
ues and become solid friend first. P.O. Box 




on this page. 
Call 
900-370-2041 
Call costs 99¢ a 
minute, 
HONEST, INTELLIGENT REALIST search-
ing for a female with similar traits. She 
must be a thinker, hard worker, somewhat 
artistic, and somewhat a tomboy. She 
should possess sincerity, independence, 
pasSion, self;!steem, curiosity, and a SICK 
sense of humor. ME: DWM-28. YOU: Physi-
cally, emotionally, and mentally strong. CBW 
Box 791. 
DWM, 40's, GOOD LOOKING, fil. Adult 
sensualities and encounters should be safe, 
mature and never negative. I am seeking 
out a sexy, sassy, yet sensitive female for 
an affairdesigned to be daring, creative and 
wonderful. A developing relationship is 
possible, unique way to a new beginning. 
Are you curious? All attractive and fit ladies 
welcome to respond . P.O. Box 568. 
Wis·casset, ME 04578 . .. 5725 
DWF, 27, SEEKS PLAYFUL WM, 25-35, for 
relationship. lntemal beauty a must. Exter-
nal beauty a bonus. Ideal mate is over 5'9' 
and enjoys kids as wen as quiet evenings at 
home. My hobbies indudecrafts and books. 
I also like to play word games as a challenge 
of the mind . .. 5713 
person 01 the week 
SMART SINGLE SOCIALIST, tired 01 being 
lonely in these capitalist climes and times, 
seeks SM, early 20's to mid-30's with simi-
lar politics, a sense of humor, and the ability 
to be intelligent without sacrificing his feel-
ings, to live happily ever after with and 
maybe change the world just a bit. Please 
write. CBW Box 802 ... 5730 
COWBOY WANTED FOR COUNTRYIWEST-
ERrt dance partner. (No square dancing). 
No expo necessa ry . I'll teach you the two-
step. Machoism not a requirement. Ener-
getic40s0mething male? Get out your boots 
and jeans for good fun- great exercise. 
Write: Pardner, P.O. Box 8054, Portland, 
ME 04104 ... 5733 
Adventurous, brainy, channing, debonair, eccentric, fascinat-
ing, gallant, handsome, intriguing, jubilant, knowledgeable, 
loving, majestic, nobleman, optimistic, passionate, quality, 
romantic, seductive, thoughtful, understanding, vivacious, 
worthy, xiphoid, youthful, zany: SJM- 28, seeking a hopefully 
romantic woman to share a meaningful relationship. Mr. 
Right, poa 8591, Portland, ME 04104 1t5742 
Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as 
CBW's ·Person of the Week' and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. 
ATTRACTIVE, SLENDER, CREATIVE, sen-
sual SWF, early 30's: looking for unat-
tached, caring, intelligent, articulate and 
attractive male 30-45, who still has some 
kid inside and is looking for a comfortable, 
healthy relationship. I like people, biking, 
hiking, country, mountains, art, unbridled 
passion, humor, raging storms, moving 
forward, feeling alive, emotional self-aware-
ness and the courage to show it. The sky's 
the limit with therightperson . Photoappre-





RESPOND TO Nf'( 
PERSONAl AD BY CAWNQ 
POSITION TO FILL: Need woman, 25·32. 
Must be able to: roast chestnuts on open 
fire, also be equally competent at dealing 
with Jack Frost. DWM,Iate 20's, has well-
stocked supply of wood & nuts! Please 
send resume and photo. Thanx. E.O.P. CBW 
Box 783 . .. 5720 
SRMT (Single Red Male Toothbrush) look-
ing for counterpart to share holder. Color, 
brand, size and shape are immaterial as 
long as your bristles are sofland preferably 
not nicotine stained . .. 5718 
DWM, 39, TALL, ATTRACTIVE, good sense 
'f humor. Non-drinker seeking long term 
relationship . Lers talk. Photo & phone ap-
preciated. CBW Box 787 ... 5717 
UNPUBLISHED NOVELIST· SWM, 33, seeks 
intelligent female mammals for cheap dates. 
I am warm blooded, fur-bearing , curious 
and hungry in all directions. 1991 has made 
mecautiousand respectful in love, reckless 
and irreverent in everything else. P.O. Box 
10051 , Portland, 04104. Firstdrafl: 29,221 
words. 
SUCCESSFUL, HANDSOMESWM,32, 5'11' 
1701bs. who has good sense of humor and 
enjoys the outdoors, travel, sports, dining 
out, and beaches, seeks exceptional SWF, 
22-32, who is slender, pretty, to share 
interests, create new ones, and the future. 
CBW Box 790 ... 5709 
900-370-2041 <:III costs 99$ • minute. 
SALVAGE OPERATOR SOUGHT to rescue a 
33 ylo heart shattered in a thousand pieces 
at the bottom of a sea of despair. Success-
ful bidder should be interested in being the 
most important person in the life of a 
passonate, giving man, tall, red-haired . 
Rescuer 18 to 30 preferred. Photo appreci-
ated. CBW Box 792 . .. 5706 
HELLO MARY ... Please don't stop calling . 
Sooner or later I will answer instead of a 
machine. You could leave me a number so 
that I can reach you. The flowers in that 
picture have long since gone by ... but my 
admiration for you still grows. tr5l0a 
ON SEPT. 4th I FINALLY REMEMBERED to 
bring my shopping bag. You sometimes 
forget yours even when you bring them in 
the car. I'd love the chance for further 
conversation. P.O. Box 653, Yarmouth, 
04096 . .. 5710 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99c/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone. 
When Personal Call~ answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-dgit .. number of the ad that interests you. 
You may then leave a response, enter another .. number or 
browse through other messages. (Calls cost99f; a minute.) 
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P. o. 
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW 
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower left 
hand comer of your envelope. 
How to place a caw personal ad 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at 551A Congress 5t in downtown Portland. 
Call 775-660 1 to find out more. 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use 
of a Personal Call~ ,. number. When you place your ad, 
you'l be you'l be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheet Irs important that you call and leave your 
personal gree~ng before the paper comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won't miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 90-second gree~ng, relax and be 
crea~ve. Describe yourself - but don' leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbtlrs and best times to call. 
You can change your .. message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a personal cost? 
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost 25¢ each. All personal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.) 
Useofa PersonaICall~" number is free. Use ofa CBW 
box (incfuding mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBWboxwlo a .. number costs $9 a week. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All per-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Rules & deadines 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships. CBW wiN refuse ads that seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No fuN names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserw the right to 
edt or refuse any ad. 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the 
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress 5t., Portland, ME 04102. 
Phone: 775-6601 . FAX: 775-1615 
Your ad: 
Confidential infonnation: 
(We cannot print your ad without it.) 
iddreu 
dty, OlalO. zip 
• 
Q) 
(I) CO"'" ..... ::l 
=(I)-e-C 
CO 00)"-o (,)0) E 
Category: 
Owomen ... men 
Omen .-women 
o women'" women 
Omen ... men 
o companions 
.ofwords: - --
(K __ Ihan (5) 
CostIw_1c ---
See ,III. 1111011 
• of weeks: __ -
2·_k mnlroom 
CBWbox: _ _ _ 
Add $5 or S9 _ 
See rat. at lett 
Total due: _ _ _ 
DWM, YOUTHFUL FORTYSOMETHING at-
tractive, health.y, fit, seeks pretty, trim, 'ad-
venturous, cunous, passionate WF 25-40 
tor intimate ~nversation and fan~sy lui: 
fiIIment. Let 5 explore the possibilities! 
-5729 
SMALL GROUP GAY MENI FRIENDS look-
Ing for 4-8 mature thinking men to expand 
ourSoclal group. We meet weekly to en· 
social! cultural events (ie: dinner .IllY 
conversation, etc.). LOOking for ~:o:erf: 
ously Interested in participating minimum 
three times a month. Write P.O. Box 844 
Portland 04104. tr5727 ' 
SWM, 37, 5'4' 148 Ibs., light brown hair 
hazel eyes, handsome! cut~ (so I'm tOld): 
V!\III mustache, fit, romantic, caring, de-
pendable, down to earth, honest light 
smoker, social drinker, navy gove~ment 
employed,AnnyNational Guards, live alone. 
Enjoys outdoors, movies day or weekend 
trips, Quiet eve~ings, m~ny other things, 
nol tussy. ~eklng attractive, cute, slim to 
average weight SlDWF, 25-35 for hopefully 
lasting relationship, so let's get together 
ol'ercoffee and see what develops. Please 
respond with letter. "5732 
METYOU THURSDAY, 9112, around 6 pm 
at Maine ~all J.C. Penney men's d~Pt· 
I~oklng at Jeans. You were looking fo; 
p ~ated Lee Jeans and wearing aqua-green 
shirt. I was lOOking for Lee 501 . . .. leans and 
weanng whl~ Shirt, tie. We talked about 
bell-bottom Jeans. Would like to broaden 
our conversation and begin a friendship 
please call. tr5728 ' 
fREE-SPIRITED, LAID-BACK, modem bo-
hemian, 31, 6·2', 210 Ibs., seeks SIDF to 
share moonlight, beaches, nighls on the 
toWII, days in the country classic rock & 
rol, mountains, books, liv~ entertainment 
dancing and most of all, a good laugh: 
Deadheads are especially welcome. CBW 
Box 804. "5735 
companions 
~WM, YOUNG 50's, semi-retired attrac-
tive, educated, affectionate, secur~. Owns 
~mall .country home, has many interests 
Including: the outdoors, dining out and 
travel. Seeks non-Working or non-profes-
~Ional fe,:"ale for day and evening socializ-
109. ~sling relationship desired. Age na-
tionality and education unimporiant 
Brunswick area. CBW Box 785. . 
DWM, 33, LOO~ING FOR THAT SPecial 
Iady.She loves ngorous excercise, enjoys 
dancing, outdoors, the arts. Is creative 
affectionate, slim, and kind of sexy. Feel~ 
good about herself! ~nd enjllYs the Simple 
tlllngs 10 life. A posillve, goal oriented per-
soo who has a failh in God. CBW Box 805 
115736 . 
SWF, 39, Int~rested in making friends, M or 
F. ~ducated, mtelilgen~ articulate, tolerant. 
enJoys outdoors. CBW Box 786. -5721 ' 
MlBIM'M, 43, D.ISCREET, fun-loving, with 
very und~rstandlng wife, looking for stable 
couple WIth no hang-ups for totally intimate 
relationshiP. Clean, drug-free no violence 
safe-sex ~n~1 ~utualtests, n~ other condi: 
lions or limitations. Will ans\Yer all. CBW 
Box 788. tr5716 
CHARMIN~, Wlf!Y, A TTRACnVE, fit NIS 
DWM, 30, Is.lookIOg for an honest, intelli-
gen~ attractive, adventurous NIS SIDWF 
lor dining out, movies, fun tiriJes possible 
relatiooship.AlI inquiries answe red. -5739 
~, 29, SEEKS OLDER SlDn.1F, 40. for 
mtimate, sensual, and fun relationship. I 
am clean and chem-free. Looks and size 
not important, just a willingness to be un-
~hibited. Freeduring most weekdays, some 
evemngs. Lr/e out your dreams and fanta-
sies. Discretion requested and assured 
115741 . 
ADVENTUROUS, . BRAINY, CHARMING, 
debonair, eccentnc, ~ascinating, gallant, 
handsome, IOtngulO.g, Jubilant, knowledge-
l~e IOVinO. malestlC. nobleman. ootimis-
tic, paSSionate, quality, romantic, seduc-
~ve, thoughtful, understanding vivacious 
worthy, Xiphoid, youthful, zany; SJM- 28: 
5eeij"l! a hopefully romantic woman to 
shire '" a meamngful relationship Mr 
lighl, P.O.B. 8591, Portland ME 04104· 
115742 , . 
WE MET AND TALKED AT AN OOB real 
estate office; your sister was helping you 
look tor an apartment. You're training at 
LWUM and are very nice (and gorgeous!). 
I was too shy to ask you oul. Do I get a 
second chance? CBW Box 807. "5743 
women I#t women 
TALL, VERY ATTRACTIVE GWF new to 
Nel\' England, loves jazz, blues, g~od beer 
iIMf litearls, seeks attractive, stable GF, 20-
COU~LE SEEKS AMATEUR photographer 
for discreet, intimate photo session. Cam-
era and film provided. tr5714 
MARRI~D COUPLE LOOKING for fun & 
fnendshlp. He's straight, she's Bi. Want to 
m~et men an.d olher Bi women for friend-
ship & good limes. Please call or write P 0 
Box 295, Portland, ME 04112. tr5707 .. 
ATT~CTlVE WWM, 45, 5'11', 170, pro-
feSSional, .N/S, very fit, enjoy dancing, hu-
mor, sensitive & affectionate. Looking for 
Intimate relallonshlp with intelligent affec-
1I0nate, full-chested lady with sam~ inter. 
estsand deSires. Lers live life before ilgoes 
by us. P.O. Box 10t16, Portland, 04104. 
COUPLE SEEK BiWIF for dinner, movies 
and IOlimate times. This is ourfirst time so 
let's try something new together. He is 6'3' 
195 lb. She is 5'6', 105 lb. Both mid-20's: 
~e are very open-minded! drug·free and 
discreet. Send letter & picture. CBW Box 
aoo. -5726 
SWM- 30, SEEKING BiWM, couple or TV 
for fantasy, fun fUlfillment. Must be medi. 
cally clean, and fit. Photo a must. CBW Box 
803. "5731 
~WC LOOKING FOR OTHER COUPLES for 
fne~shlp, .fun, and fantasy. He's straight, 
~he s pOSSibly BI. Cleanliness and discre-
tion a must and assured. "5734 
!. III a great sense of humor and a free 
S~nt to show me Maine. Photo if possible 
Thanks! CBW Box 789. . 
MY HEART IS FILLED with memories of 
liMe gold bands and a suddenly sunny 
June day. Though we are three thousand :ies apart, you remain faith . Hamess up 
SHARE FANTASIES. BiWM, 30's, BRIBL. 
Discrete, educated, attractive, sincere. 
Seeks phone friend. If II be fun. Invest 
99cen1s/min. and get it off your chest 
.. 5738 . 
esquattyfrog and come back soon. Love 
iwaJls at home. "5705 
G'M=, 36, ATTRACTIVE, SLIM, intelligent, 
lIuIes~ enllghten~, sensitive, seeks GFfor 
~free good times. I enjllY outdoor ac-
...., dallClng, mOVles, new experiences 
::to appreciated. CBW Box 806. "5737 
!en ~ men 
~:CTlVE PROFESSIONAL GWM, 26, 
tting hair! blue eyes! masculine, straight 
SCene' ltatian, ~ery dIScreet, not into bar 
, seeks fnends for a good time, etc. 
:: holJllles and interests. You, 21 -28 
Wri cli\oe + maSCUline. Lers meel. Call 0; 
-!:Ioday. Goforit!CBW Box 784. tr5719 
='~'!Ie1hing,6'3', 185, professional, 
Ilia gf()(.slrllliares~blishedperson. Lers 
Yw re: fnends, great dinners, fun times. 
C«n . open, honest and nol afraid of 




on this page. 
Call 
900-370-2041 




;our u:'ua1 handicapper, Eddie 
~fingers, H is on vacation and 
Won t be back for nine to 14 
~onths. So all you have to go on 
IS the track talk, most of which 
makes very little sense un til 
CO~blne it logically. you 
USIng the tips at the right, see if 
you can determine the outcome of 
this race: Specifically, the horses' 
order at the finish line their 
res~ve jockeys, and the colors 
each will be carrying. 
They're off! 
Can y~u solve the Real Puzzle? 
There IS a $20 gift certifica Ie from 
Alberta's for Ihe first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives 
Iwo free passes 10 The Movies at 
Ex~ange Street. Winners will 
receIve their prizes In the m ·1 
Drawings are done at rando:' .. 
Conlestants are Ineligible to win 
more than one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
person per week. 
All entries for this week's puzzte 
must be received by Wednesda 
Oct. 9. ~e solution 10 this weel-~ 
puzzle will appear In the Oct 17 
ISSue of 0.5CO Bay Wakly. Send your 
best guess to: 
Real Puzzle 1/91 
Oiscc Bay Waldy 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 
co.. _'s """".IlRMNSTDRMS _ 
,« ... fly pwb/UIuJ by H.".. -..I ~.) 
THE JOCKEYS 
C. Green, P. Gold, W. Silver M. Brown S Black 
THE HORSES ' , . 
:BWeari~g Silver: "Black's Stallion· "Carrying Green" '.Gold's P .. 
rown s Mounr ' ,ony, 
THE COLORS 
black, silver, brown gold green 
THE TIPS " 
"Black's stalli n has just enough to n t th .. 
~o.' enough to beat Black's Stallion ~~'I~tc: ::drse we~nng Silver, but . 
BLlste~, ~I, the pony carrying Gre~n, and Brown's m~~~~ ~~n~: ~e Wire.' 
rown s ount. You can bet on that. Brown's mount won!t be Ca . 
Green. In fact, Brown's mount won't even be ca . b rrylng 
"Gold's pony and that horse carrying Green wo~'i~g G;t~~; 
Black's Stallion or that horse Ca . G . onyor 
sure is that one of the two will berz~g ree,n. Believe me. Alii know for 
carrying green." nng Sl ver, so the other must be 
;~~~~n~~t7uoS~~h:~pr7~abIY finish right behind that horse, Wearing 
stallio'n by at least a le~g~he ~~9 ;rlothwgn?ldMOn hlt·sbbaCk, who'll beat Black's 
, s oun y more than two." 






Solution to Real Puzzle #89 
(Pick one) 
The third key from the bottom _ 
'1600 - fits perfectly. This week, Gorham's Dave 
Boudreau and a friend will dine at 
Alberta's. Portland's Anna Oark 
and a friend Will take in a movie 
at The Movies at Exchange Street. 
by Lynda Barry 
INDY tPPcD FtRST ANO SI-IE SKtPPf:D 
SECOND. SHE OIDN'r COME To HoM!; e-
I WAS THINKtNG IF I (OULD DRIVE AN!) 
IF I HAD A CAR 1'1) Gn CI ND,( IN TI-I£ 
FRONT SEAT WITH /'A'C AND WE WOVLD 
FIN\) Tt\oSf 6v'1"S, SEE THeM IN THE 
MIDDLE Of THE ROAD ANt> Fl.Oolt IT 
AT LVNCH I ST.-'\RTED LOOKING fOil. H~~ 
NO LVC.I(. ALL DuRING 5THJ~1HJ ANO 7TM . 
I WAS WOP,p..IE\). ALL DvRiNG LANGVAGE 
ARTS I WAS THINKING ABoVT THOSE (A-
THOLIC. Boy) WHO 010 THAT TO HER. . 
T09AY EARLY" I WAS KNOCKtNG ON ON-
DY5 DOOR. SHE WASN'T EVEN DRESSED 
YET. \ SAT ON tiER. BED AND SHE 
STARTeD C!t'l'ING Be-C.AUSE" SHE ThINK~ 
EVER':lSODY KNOWS AND EVfR~ BoD':l!s 
GoING TO STARe A'i ~E~ AND SHES 
RIGHT. +FoRGET TI-\EM:' I SAID. '" (AtJ'T 
§g. "SIiE SAlt) . "YOv'RE 60ING." ism. 
Sve AC.KeR TRIED TO GET ME "R;TE~ 
HER LVNCH TAEL£ THE STOR.Y. SVE 
SAID Now CtNI)'( WON'T Go AR.OVND 
ACTING SO CH EAP. I WAS ABOVT ONf: 
INCH FRoM SVSTING \-\ER IN THE rA(.E . 
AND SHE DID. AND IT WAS ME WALKING 
RIGHT BESIDE \-\ER WITH My \-\AN1)S 
CLOSED TIGHT AND M,,( MovTH READY 
TO Go AFTE R ANYON e WHO SAl D A 
WORD, AND IF (INDY I-\AD TO LOO K 
DOWN AT mE, GRoUND WI-\lLe SHE 
WAI..KEO J TtlATS OK. BHAUse MY 
I1EAt> WAS VP AND M'( eYES w~R.c 
OPEN FOR I1E R. SHE DIDN'T Do AN'(-
Th IN (:, W RON G. E'"T"';;::-'-=-r=""::'~:...:-...J 
31 
32 Casco Buy Weekly 
October 13, 1991 at 3 p.m. 
CITY HALL AUDITORIUM, PORTLAND, ME 
Internationally known Robert Shaw 
Conducting The Choral Art Society in a performance of the Brahms' Requiem 
With soloists: Heidi Grant, soprano and William Stone, bass and The Portland Symphony Orchestra 
Robert Russell, conductor 




Don't you think it's time you tried the personals? 
To place a Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, call 775-6601. 
To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, call 1-900-370-2041. 
Call cost. 99¢ a minute. 
I ;~:t~;~;es urs1t_o_a_"_d_fr_om _ p_o_rt_'_an_d_, __________________ C_B_w._'fT,_o_nee_H_ar_bert_ 
I 
~~Od:~=~~d! 2 H.H. Hay and Baxter buildings sold 
008 concerts a t risk 3 • By Eric Hanneiius d 
Nugent named to PUC 4 an photography books. 
"We've signed a contract and we are waiting 
for Fleet Bank to sign the note," said Bruce 
Harding, manager of Harding Books o1l538 
Congress Sl "We expect to have the note signed 
on Oct. 11, and we expect to have the first floor 
occupied by Christmas and the rest of the 
building by ApriL" 
~ IN ARTS 
"Loved Her, Hated Him" 19 
MainE!"made music 27 
Integral crafts 22 
I ~ INSIDE 
IQ..day calendar 16 
CBW claSSifieds 27 
I 
Pook calling for love 29 
CBW personals 30 
Hole truth puzzle 31 
! I ~ FREE 
Two well-known Congress street buildings 
have new owners. 
The H.H. Hay Building on the comer of Free 
and Congress streets has been bought by 
Douglas Harding, owner of Harding Books in 
Portland and Wells. 
And the Baxter Building on the comer of 
Congress and Oak streets has been bought by 
Nick and Lola Kampf, owners of the Congress 
Building (which houses the State Theater), and 
the Hotel Everett. 
Harding plans to turn the 165-year-old Hay 
Building, which is one of Portland's oldest and 
is on the National Register of Historical Places, 
into a three-story bookstore specializing in art 
Harding declined to say how much his father 
paid for the building. "All I can say is both 
parties are very happy, and we both think this 
will be good for Congress Street," he said. 
Harding said his family will keep the 
bookstore at 538 Congress St. operating until the 
lease is up in 1993. 









• By Monte Paulsen 
On the narrow strip of 
concrete that divides the 
tranquil lawns of Deering 
Oaks Park from the thunder-
ing traffic of Forest Avenue, a 
woman and her dog stood 
together but faced in opposite 
directions. 
Keri Lord, the woman, 
faced north. Her right hand 
was on her hip; her left arm 
waved over the sea of traffic. 
There was no crosswalk. She 
was trying to figure out how 
to get to the other side. 
Molly, the shaggy gray dog, 
faced south. Her feet were on 
the ground, but her nose lifted 
toward the park, and its 
squirrels, which had eluded 
her for years. 
Forest A venue divided their 
interests. 
In a similar fashion, Forest 
Avenue divides Portland. It is 
part of a ring of pavement that 
isolates downtown and 
divides neighborhoods by 
social classes, which in turn , , 
gnaws at the social fabric of 
this city. 
And Portland is not alone in 
losing ground to the cancerous 
sprawl of expressways and 
suburbs. Every community in 
the region is suffering at the 
hands of traffic planners so 
focused on moving cars that 
they've forgotten the objective 
is to move people. 
But on this sunny October 
afternoon, Keri and Molly 
weren't thinking of themselves 
as victims of Maine's tail-
wagging-the-dog transporta-
tion planning and the corrupt 
forces that drive it. 
No, they were simply two 
more Portlanders trying to get 
across the road. 
Continued on page 8 
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